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Summary

In this thesis, a general method for joint trajectory generation to achieve optimized sta-

ble locomotion for bipedal robots is first proposed and referred to as Genetic Algorithm

Optimized Fourier Series Formulation (GAOFSF). This method is used to generate the

basic motion patterns for joint motion coordination. Then, a soft motion control strategy

which makes use of the reaction torques at the stance leg is proposed and investigated.

Based on this motion control applied on the basic motion trajectories that the GAOFSF

generated for walking on various terrains and for three dimensional walking motions,

stable and robust limit cycle behaviors have been achieved. In achieving such a stable

limit cycle behavior, the robot is also capable of overcoming certain perturbations and

returning to the stable walking gait if the perturbations do not move it out of its stabil-

ity region. Furthermore, a high-level motion adjustment agent based on the Truncated

Fourier Series (TFS) formulation has been also developed to adjust the stride-frequency,

step-length and walking posture in a very straightforward manner. Given these mo-

tion adjustment functionalities, human walking behaviors such as the rhythmic walking

behavior and motion adaptation to the environment change can be achieved to a good

extent. In addition, two motion-balance strategies based on the TFS formulation have

been proposed and demonstrated to be able to achieve long-distance 3D human-like

walking motions. From the results obtained, the damping behavior is found to be more

important for motion balance as it can result in a smoother lateral behavior and natu-

rally confine the motion into a sinusoidal profile. The entire bipedal walking control

algorithm proposed in this thesis has shown to be general for different walking postures

and for robots with different mechanical and geometrical properties.
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1

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Animal locomotion research has been around for more than one century. Bipedal loco-

motion is associated with animals that use exactly two limbs to achieve locomotion. As

humans are bipedal, it is always desirable for us to replicate a machine with the same

mobility as ourselves as such a machine will enjoy tremendous mobility advantage when

placed in human environments. Such machines will be particularly useful in environ-

ments which pose great hazards for human beings. Research on bipedal walking control

will provide greater insights to the biomechanics of both robots and humans and a better

understanding of the limitations to walking in both humans and robots. A greater under-

standing of how humans walk will also aid the development of leg prostheses and help

those who lost their lower extremities have a better chance to walk again.

However, it is a great challenge to build a bipedal robot that has agility and mobility

similar to that of a human. There are several characteristics of bipedal walking robots

that make them seemingly difficult to control:

• Non-linear dynamics.
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1.1 Background 2

• Multi-variable dynamics.

• Naturally unstable dynamics.

• Limited foot-ground interaction.

• Discretely changing dynamics.

• Subjective performance evaluation.

The first three of the above characteristics make synthesizing a controller using tradi-

tional linear control techniques difficult while the last three further move bipedal walk-

ing out of the range of traditional control techniques for which much have been devel-

oped.

A bipedal robot generally comprises multiple rigid links driven at its joints simulta-

neously. The system is a complex non-linear multiple-input multiple-output control

system. In addition, the locomotion posture of the biped, unlike that for the quadruped

or hexapod, has difficult stability issues since the biped is comparable to the inverted

pendulum model.

The limited foot-ground reaction forces that can be generated is a distinctive feature of

normal walking robots. This under-actuated joint is what makes the control of walking

robots different from that of robotic arms fixed rigidly to the ground at their bases for

which several traditional control methods are available. The torques that can be applied

to the foot is limited as the foot will rotate over its toe or its heel if these are too large.

Because of this, the extent of the control action which can occur during a walking stride

is limited. In particular, the forward velocity of the robot cannot be quickly changed as

this is limited to the reaction forces that the foot-ground interface can sustain.

The dynamics of a bipedal walker changes as it transitions from the single support phase

to double support phase and back again. Since the continuity of the equations represent-

ing the dynamic motion can be broken by the foot-ground interactions at the instant of
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switching of these phases, determining the Lyupanov functions or applying other tradi-

tional control techniques poses a challenge.

Furthermore, the performance measure of a bipedal walker is not as well-defined as that

of typical robotic systems. For example, the performance of an industrial robot arm is

often measured by how well it can follow a given desired trajectory. In bipedal walking,

due to the under-actuated joint at the foot, it may not be physically possible to control

the biped to strictly follow the desired trajectory if large foot-ground reaction forces

and torques are required. Because of this, many researcher simply use a performance

measure based on a binary measure, whether a stable locomotion is achieved or whether

the robot topples over while incorporating the dynamics errors.

Because bipedal walking is a challenging control problem, the approach for bipedal

walking control usually has to be based on the specific physics of bipedal walking,

rather than attempting to develop a general approach which is applicable to other classes

of robots.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

In this thesis, the survey scope of the bipedal locomotion generation and control covers

algorithms developed from static walking to dynamic walking.

Static walking refers to the walking motions for which the biped’s vertically projected

Center of Gravity (CoG) always lies within the footprint polygon, which refers to the

boundary of the supporting foot during the single support phase or the smallest con-

vex hull containing the two feet during the double support phase. With this constraint

condition and for sufficiently slow walking motions, the biped is, at all instant of time,

statically stable and the biped will be able to achieve stable walking without falling

over. This type of walking is generally only applicable for robots with large footprints

and only with slow walking speeds so that the dynamic forces do not affect the stability

of the robot significantly.
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Dynamic walking, on the other hand, does not require the vertically projected CoG to be

always within the footprint polygon and also provides for more realistic, agile and faster

walking motions similar to that in human walking. In this type of walking motion, the

biped is almost always not statically stable and will topple over because of its momen-

tum if all its joints should suddenly be frozen at any time. Instead of the CoG, the Zero

Moment Point (ZMP) is a more important consideration in dynamic walking [19][20].

The ZMP is the point in the ground plane about which the momentum of all the forces

applied on the foot or feet by ground reaction forces is zero. However, the ZMP does

not have direct implications for walking stability. It only suggests that the prescribed

motion will be physically possible if the ZMP lies within the footprint polygon at all

times. Dynamic walking allows for larger step lengths, faster locomotion and greater

efficiency than static walking. Unfortunately, the stability margin of dynamic walking

is much harder to quantify.

Based on the survey, which will be detailed in Chapter 2, the objective of this thesis is

then designed to synthesize and investigate a general bipedal walking motion control

architecture based on a unified motion generator for different biped robots to achieve

2D and 3D dynamic walking. In addition to achieving stable walking, feedback of

certain walking parameters is also incorporated to cater for real-time motion transitions

and pattern regulations on level and multi-slope terrains. In the subsequent chapters,

the walking task refers to the dynamic walking case unless otherwise specified. The

control architecture developed is based on a divide-and-conquer approach in which the

dynamic walking task is first decomposed into smaller subtasks. The Genetic Algorithm

(GA) technique is first used to generate a suitable basic walking pattern and a learning

method is subsequently applied to those subtasks that do not have simple solutions. In

general, the characteristics desired of resulting algorithm include:

• Stability. The biped should not fall when challenged with disturbances from foot-

ground interactions or other external forces from the environment.

• Versatility. Depending on the application, the biped should have be able to ma-

noeuvre, vary its speed, and walk on rough-terrains.
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• Generality. The algorithm should be applicable to bipeds with different geometri-

cal and dynamic parameters.

• Naturalness. The biped should achieve more or less human-like natural motions.

The work presented in this thesis covers 2D rhythmic walking on level and multi-slope

terrains and 3D rhythmic walking on level grounds.

1.3 Methodology

The key philosophy adopted in this thesis is to seek a simpler control algorithm that

satisfies the specifications stated in the previous section. One of the ways to reduce

the complexity of biped control is by task decomposition or the divide-and-conquer

approach. For example, 3D bipedal walking can be broken down into motion controls

in the transverse, sagittal and frontal planes (see Figure 1-1). Each of these can then be

considered individually.

This thesis firstly proposed a simple mathematical model, referred to as the Truncated

Fourier Series (TFS) model, to generate suitable basic walking patterns for different

walking requirements. Here, the generated basic walking pattern does not mean the ideal

pattern for the joint controllers to exactly follow. Rather, considering the fact that it is

very difficult to achieve the high precision motion control, which represents the planned

optimal pattern in a good accuracy, for biped systems, here the basic walking pattern

therefore only means some motion pattern to coordinate and guide the robot motion into

some physically stable and robust limit cycle behavior and excite more natural dynamics

for the steady-state motion. For the sagittal plane motion control, key parameters such

as the fundamental frequency, series amplitude and constant-shift contained in the TFS

model are prepared for the composition of subtasks as: 1) stride-frequency adjustment;

2) step-length adjustment; and 3) walking environment adaptation. Through the use of

feedback of walking state and a learning agent, the overall control algorithm for the

sagittal plane motion adjusts the system towards achieving a stable rhythmic walking
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Figure 1.1: Robot motion plane and Degree of Freedom (DOF).
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pattern for a range of perturbations due to the external environment. In the frontal plane,

based on the TFS formulation, two force generators which balance the frontal plane

motion have been proposed and compared. One generates the spring and damper forces

concurrently and the other only generates the damper force. Through the application

of reinforcement learning, both force generators are aimed to regulate online the lateral

behavior and to achieve a stable rhythmic 3D walking motion.

1.4 Simulation Tool

In this thesis, the dynamic simulation tool Yobotics! has been used to test the developed

walking algorithms and prove the motion stability throughout the work. Yobotics! is

a commercial dynamic simulation package developed by Yobotics, Inc [1]. It is a full-

featured software package intended the simulations of robots, biomechanical systems,

and mechanical devices. It is based on Newtonian mechanics for interconnected rigid

bodies.

The dynamic interaction between the biped and the terrain is established by specifying

four ground contact points (two at the heel and two at the toe) beneath each of the

feet. The ground contacts are modelled using three orthogonal spring-damper pairs.

If a contact point is below the terrain surface, the contact model will be activated and

appropriate contact force will be generated based on the parameters and the current

deflection of the ground contact model. If a contact point is above the terrain surface,

the contact force is zero. (Note: any ground contact will result in the contact point below

the terrain surface, even just a very small value.)

Before a simulation is run, the user needs to add the control algorithm and joint con-

trollers to the simulated robot. In the control algorithm, only information that is avail-

able to the physical robot is used. The body orientation in terms of the roll, pitch, and

yaw angles and the respective angular velocities are assumed to be available. All the

joint angles and angular velocities are also known. The contact points at the foot pro-
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vide information about whether they are in contact with the ground or not.

The outputs of the control algorithm are all the joint torques applied to the simulated

robot. Only the dynamics of the biped is taken into account in the simulations while that

of the joint actuators are considered to be comparatively negligible and thus ignored in

the simulation. That is, the actuators are considered to be perfect torque or force sources.

1.5 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are summarized:

• A general motion pattern generator, GAOFSF, for bipedal walking control is de-

veloped. It is applicable for bipeds that have similar degrees-of-freedom but of

different inertia and geometrical parameters.

• The objective functions of generating a basic walking pattern which can achieve

stable walking with softer controllers have been studied. Guided by the generated

basic walking pattern, and applying the lower control gains, the resulting motion

converges to the steady-state walking smoothly.

• The GAOFSF generated pattern can easily guide the robot to walk in different

stride-frequency, step-length and on undulating terrains.

• Successful applications of robot learning algorithms for perturbation adaptation

and motion balance control.

• The synthesis of a general motion control architecture for 3D dynamic bipedal

walking.

1.6 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:
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Chapter 2 gives a literature review of the bipedal locomotion research that is relevant

to this thesis. It groups bipedal walking research into different categories and examples

of each of the these are discussed.

In Chapter 3 the proposed motion control architecture is presented together with a de-

scription of the methods or tools utilized to formulate the walking control algorithms

contained in the proposed control architecture. It includes the Truncated Fourier Series

(TFS) model which is used as the core walking pattern generator. It also introduces

strategies for optimizing the walking pattern generated according to some desired char-

acteristics through the use of Genetic Algorithm and Reinforcement Learning.

Chapter 4 develops a sagittal plane motion control algorithm based on the approach of

coordinating the robot motion for stabilizing a basic walking pattern without having to

critically depend upon adjusting the joint control gains, considering the difficulties of

accurately tracking a planned bipedal motion as an under-actuated system with highly

nonlinear dynamics. The motion stability of the sagittal motion control is achieved

by the entrainment towards a stable limit cycle walking behavior when the biped is

perturbed because of external factors but remains within a region of attraction. This

range of attraction has been also investigated for various walking scenarios on different

terrains and with different walking postures.

The motion adjustment modes contained in the TFS model for the sagittal plane motion

is discussed inChapter 5. A high-level motion supervision module is developed for

rhythmic walking control and pattern transitions when there are external perturbations

which include the foot-ground interaction, external force disturbances and changes in

the terrain.

In Chapter 6, a TFS-based motion balance control strategy based on reinforcement

learning to achieve stable walking is described. The results of the simulations for various

walking examples demonstrating the successful application of this strategy for variable

speed 3D walking motions are presented.

The same motion balance control strategy described inChapter 6 but enhanced with
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the introduction of damping is presented inChapter 7. Here again the results of sim-

ulations for various walking examples for variable speed 3D locomotion are presented

and comparisons made with that obtained inChapter 6 in which the spring effect is

dominant.

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions for the work done here with some suggestions of

areas for further development.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

For a biped robot to achieve a stable and feasible walking gait, the control algorithm

needs to comply with the constraints of the bipedal system. One important constraint

is the unpowered DOF between the foot and the ground [2]. This constraint, which

depends entirely upon the nature of the foot-ground interface, limits the use of the much-

studied trajectory tracking approaches used commonly in fixed-base manipulators and

is one of the major reasons making the control of bipedal locomotion such a challenging

research area.

Many algorithms have been proposed for the bipedal walking task [3]-[18]. As discussed

in Chapter 1 bipedal locomotion is a complex problem with a wide range of issues that

need to be investigated and in order for an autonomous bipedal robot to be developed

which can achieve stable and natural locomotion. As a result, many research works are

restricted to only certain aspects of a larger problem. For instance, some works concen-

trated on the area of mechanical analysis and design, some on various areas of control of

the individual links or of the multiple-link mechanism, and some on energetics of biped

locomotion. Other researchers further simplify matters by partitioning the biped gait

and restricting their analysis either to the sagittal plane or the frontal plane [81] [83].

The various control approaches that have been adopted for dynamic bipedal walking
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can generally be classified into five basic categories: 1) ZMP-based; 2) model-based; 3)

biologically inspired; 4) learning; and 5) divide-and-conquer. The classification is not

fully restrictive. Some approach mainly belongs to a specific category but also interacts

with the others to some extent.

2.1 ZMP-based

A popular approach used for joint trajectory planning for bipedal locomotion is based on

the ZMP (Zero Moment Point) stability indicator [19][20]. ZMP was first introduced by

Vukobratovic [2]. Based on this concept, Takanishi et al. conducted a series of work at

Waseda University using a stabilization through trunk motion approach [21][22]. In this

series of work, the control strategy is to confine the ZMP to be within the single-support

or double-support footprint polygon so as to achieve stable locomotion. When the lower

limbs move according to the prescribed trajectory, the error which resulted between the

desired ZMP and the actual ZMP is to be minimized by adjustments to the body trunk’s

motion. This approach has been demonstrated to achieve successful stable walking on

inclined terrains as well as on stairs. However, the algorithms derived are not applicable

to a biped that does not have the extra waist joint on the body.

The humanoid robot (P2 and P3)[23] developed by Honda Motor Company, Limited,

are state-of-the art 3D bipedal walking systems. The control approach used is based

on playing back trajectory recordings of human walking on different terrains and then

modify the joint trajectories through iterative parameter tunings and data adaptation

according to the ZMP. Due to the fundamental differences between the robots and their

human counterparts, for example, the actuator behaviors, inertias, and dimensions, such

reverse engineering becomes rather computation intensive and tedious.

Many other typical works [24] [25] in this category approach the walking control by

planning a bipedal walking motion whose ZMP is fully inside the supporting polygon

and then to minimize the ZMP trajectory error through some strategies, such as a high
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tracking accuracy motion controller design based on a precise robot model to achieve the

walking to be very close to the prescribed motion and then minimize the ZMP location

error [25].

The advantage of the ZMP-based approaches is that robot stability is more clearly en-

sured based on a proven and sound dynamic basis. The main disadvantage of the ZMP-

based control is that the resulting walking motions will be quite restricted. This is be-

cause in order to achieve the prescribed motion well, stiff motion controllers are required

for good tracking accuracy. Then, robot motion will be rather sensitive to the perturba-

tions, i.e. ground contact impact and terrain surface adjustment. As a result, motions

need to be slowed and motion agility will be constrained to some extent. Besides, mo-

tion transition may need to be particularly planned to avoid any sudden change at the

stance ankle joint torque resulting in motion instability.

2.2 Model-based

Typical model-based control algorithm synthesis is based on a mathematical model of

the biped derived from an understanding of the underlying physics of the robot. The

massless-leg model is the simplest model used in which the biped is assumed to be a

point mass and considered as an inverted pendulum with discrete changes in its support

links. This model is applicable only to a biped that has small leg inertia which can

be considered as insignificant compared with that of the body, for example when the

walking speed is slow and the dynamics of the legs can be neglected without much loss

of accuracy.

Kajita et al. [26] derived a massless-leg model for a planar biped that follows a linear

motion. During the single-support phase, the resulting motion of the model is treated

as an inverted pendulum with a point mass and with a variable pendulum length. With

this simplified model, the dynamic equations of the resulting linear motion can be easily

solved analytically. Inverse kinematics is used to specify the desired joint trajectories
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and a simple control law is used at each joint for trajectory tracking. Although the walk-

ing stability of Kajita’s work is also ensured by the ZMP location inside the supporting

polygon, the various dynamic walking motions are all derived based on a massless-leg

model. Therefore, Kajita’s series of work is considered as a typical research in the

model-based category.

When the leg inertia is not insignificant and cannot be ignored, this then needs to be con-

sidered in the dynamic model for the biped. One such model is the Acrobot model [27].

It is based on a double pendulum with no actuation between the ground and the base

link corresponding to the stance leg. Although the Acrobot model has not been directly

applied to the bipedal robot walking control, it is quite commonly used to characterize

the single-support motion of the bipedal locomotion study.

In addition to the inverted pendulum model and the Acrobot model, linearization have

been also used with respect to selected equilibrium points to simplify the multi-joint

models. Mita et al proposed a control method for a planar seven-link biped using a

linear optimal feedback regulator [11]. The model of the biped was linearized about a

commanded posture. Then, linear state feedback control was used to stabilize the system

to be not much deviated from the commanded posture. However, the work assumed that

the biped had no reaction torque limitations at the stance ankle and the biped was given

large feet so that the assumption was valid.

The advantage of model-based control approaches is that some analytical walking solu-

tions can be obtained by simplifying to a dynamic model that can be solved by known

analytical methods. However, the major disadvantage is that with the simplifying as-

sumptions, the control strategy that is derived using this approach may not work well

in actual implementation unless either the simplified dynamic model still represent the

actual model to a good degree of accuracy or if the actual robot is fabricated accord-

ing to the model used. For example, with the massless-leg model, the target robot for

implementation will need to have very light legs.
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2.3 Biologically Inspired

Recently, the biologically inspired based walking control started to get more and more

attentions. For example, one important biological concept, Central Pattern Generators

(CPG)[28]-[33] has triggered many interests for locomotion control. Another typical

biological inspired walking approach, passive walking control, is based on the observa-

tion that human beings do not need high muscle activities to walk. Note only approaches

inspired by some proved biological findings and concepts are classified into the biologi-

cally inspired category. Approaches such as migrating the recorded human gaits to robot

walking are not considered to be inclusive.

2.3.1 Central Pattern Generators (CPG)

CPG is defined based on the findings that certain legged animals seem to coordinate their

muscles through some kind of central motion generator without using their brains. It was

first proposed by Grillner [34] who found from experiments on cats that the spinal cord

generates the required signal for the muscles to perform coordinated walking motion.

The existence of a central pattern generator that is a network of neurons in the spinal

cord was thus hypothesized.

The typical approach using the idea of CPG is the composition of a system of coupled

nonlinear equations which can generate signals for the joint trajectories of bipeds. The

biped is expected to achieve a stable limit cycle walking pattern with the use of these

equations.

Started from Matsuoka’s work about neuron oscillator for walking locomotion study

[35], Taga has conducted a series of work [31] about a neural rhythm generator for the

approximation of human locomotion. The neural rhythm generator was composed of

artificial neural oscillators which received sensory information from the bipedal system

and generated as output signals to the actuators in the system. Based on numerical sim-

ulations, a stable limit cycle behavior was entrained. Recently, the neuron oscillator
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based motion generator has been further investigated and successfully applied to adap-

tive dynamic walking of a quadruped robot on irregular terrain by Fukuoka et al[36].

Bay and Hemami[3] demonstrated that a system of coupled van der Pol oscillators could

generate suitable periodic signals for bipedal locomotion. These generated periodic

signals were applied to the walking task to produce rhythmic locomotion. However,

in their analysis, the dynamics of the biped such as the force interactions between the

support leg and the ground were not considered. The van der Pol oscillator based motion

pattern generator has been further studied and explored by many researchers, i.e. Teresa

[37][38].

One weakness of the reported works based on the CPG approach [28]-[31] is that the

suitability for use of the coupled nonlinear equations for bipedal locomotion was based

on the extent of the similarity of the generated joint trajectory signal profiles to that

obtained from experiments on human gaits. The essence is the search for a set of coupled

equations which can more or less mimic the joint trajectories profiles of human walking

without any other consideration based on proven concepts of the physics, mechanics or

dynamics of the robot and its motion. Therefore, it is difficult to find systematically a set

of parameters that can enable entrainment of the overall system applicable for different

walking situations. Even if a periodic stable walking behavior can be obtained, it is still

difficult to predict the walking behavior when the robot is subjected to disturbances or

changes in the locomotion because the causality between the parameters involved in the

nonlinear equations and the resulting motion has not been clearly defined.

2.3.2 Passive Dynamics

The study of passive dynamics in walking provides an interesting natural dynamic model

for the mechanics of human walking [39][40][41]. It was partly inspired by a bipedal

toy that was capable of walking down a slope without any power source other than

gravity. The toy rocked from left and right in a periodic motion. When a leg lifted off

the ground at the end of a half-period motion, it would swing freely forward, acted on by
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gravitational forces, and arrived in a forward position to support the toy for the next half

period of the motion. If the slope is within a certain range, a stable limit cycle walking

motion can be achieved. When this occurs, the work done on the toy by the gravitational

force will be equal to the energy loss in the biped.

Then, Goswami et al [42] and Thuilot et.al [43] studied nonlinear dynamics of a compass-

like biped robot. The model included two variable length members with lumped masses

representing the upper body and two limbs. The authors observed limit cycles as well as

chaotic trajectories. They primarily focused on the following parameters: ground slope,

mass distribution and limb length. Later, the work of Garcia et al [44] and Coleman et

al [45] represent a step forward in the research of passively walking bipeds. Robotic

models with rounded and point feet were used. Furthermore, kneed and straight-legged

bipeds have been also considered in passive dynamics. They also showed the existence

of walking gaits on arbitrarily small slopes.

Although passive walking has properties like being able to achieve a minimum energy

gait without active control, it is rather sensitive to parameter variations [40] such as mass

distribution and joint friction.

2.4 Learning

Learning is commonly applied to systems where known analytical approaches cannot be

used and when the dynamic models cannot be accurately derived. In many cases, learn-

ing is also used to modify a nominal behavior that are generated based on a simplified

model.

Benbrahim and Franklin [46] applied reinforcement learning for a planar biped to achieve

dynamic walking. They adopted a ”melting pot” and modular approach in which a cen-

tral controller used the experience of other peripheral controllers to learn an average

control policy. The central controller was pre-trained to provide nominal trajectories

to the joints. Peripheral controllers helped the central controller to adapt to any dis-
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crepancy during the motion. A dynamic model for the system was not required in the

implementation. One disadvantage of this approach is that the nominal joint trajectories

applicable for the central controller training may not be easily obtainable.

Russ et.al [47] developed a stochastic policy gradient reinforcement learning on a simple

3D biped robot to quickly and robustly obtain a feedback control policy. The robot was

modelled after a passive walker to reduce the complexity level for the learning process.

Then it allows to learn with only a single output which controlled a 9DOF system.

Furthermore, by such a modelling of the robot, the motion can be formulated on the

return map dynamics which dramatically increased the number of policies in the search

space for the generation of stable walking. The learning algorithm worked well on

simple robot, but whether it can also work well on more complicated robots is still left

for exploration.

Chew [48][49] built up a general control architecture achieved by reinforcement learn-

ing, using the CMAC network as the function approximator. There is no joint trajectory

pre-planned or pre-defined. The proposed motion control was to learn the walking stride

and an offset value defined in balancing control with a local controller incorporated. The

derived local controller was found to be effective for reducing the computation cost. The

limitation of this control approach is that the resulting walking posture may not be very

periodical although they are all feasible. Also, the strategy does not allow for the ad-

justments to the stride-frequency during motion because the local controller does not

incorporate any parameter which can be varied with respect to time.

With the development of computation technologies, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) based

computation methods become more and more popular but the common issues for the AI

based techniques is the computation cost is high and the tolerance for the computation

reliability is still rather limited. Currently learning is generally more reliable for small

state-space tasks.
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2.5 Divide-and-Conquer

Due to the complexity of the bipedal walking robots, many algorithms break the problem

into smaller sub-problems that can be solved more easily. However, experience and

intuition is usually required for such an approach, both in deciding how to break down

the problem and how to solve the smaller sub-problems. Intuition can be obtained by

observing the behavior of bipedal animals or by analyzing simple dynamic models, etc.

Pratt et al. [50][51] presented a control algorithm called ”Turkey Walking” based on a

divide-and-conquer approach for the planar bipedal walking problem in a biped called

”Spring Turkey”. The walking cycle was first partitioned into two main phases: double

support and single support. A simple finite-state machine was used to keep track of the

currently active phase. In the double support phase, the task of the controller consisted

of three sub-tasks: 1) body pitch control; 2) height control, and 3) forward speed control.

In the single support phase, the task of the controller consisted of two sub-tasks: 1) body

pitch control and 2) height control. The resulting algorithm was simple without the need

to use dynamic equations.

Raibert’s control algorithms [52] for hopping and running machines also mostly utilized

the divide-and-conquer approach. The control algorithm for a planar one-legged hop-

ping machine was decomposed into: 1) the hopping motion (vertical), 2) the forward

motion (horizontal), and 3) the body posture. These sub-tasks were considered sepa-

rately and each was solved by using simple control algorithms. This resulted in a simple

set of algorithms for the hopping task.

The divide-and-conquer approach has been proven to be simple and effective for prac-

tical implementations. However, not all bipedal systems can be easily be decomposed

with the sub-tasks solved using simple, direct or analytic solutions. Often, when de-

composed improperly, these sub-tasks may be coupled to and affect one another which

resulted in the decomposed systems not accurately representing the total system.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter provides a review of past works on dynamic bipedal locomotion, giving a

classification of the research that has been done with details on each of these.

Motion feasibility is more ensured using the ZMP-based approach, given the motion

controller can track the planned motion precisely. However, the pure ZMP-based ap-

proach walking control may be sensitive to the environment perturbations due to the

applied stiff control gains. Therefore, the resulting motion is not very compliant to

transitions.

The model-based approach can be an excellent approach if a simple and accurate-enough

model can be used and for which well-developed solutions are available.

The biologically-inspired Central Pattern Generator (CPG) approach to joint trajectory

generation has been studied and shown to be capable of generating periodic motions

which can be used in bipedal locomotion. Its weakness is that the motions generated

cannot be easily further developed or adjusted based on known the underlying physics

and mechanics of the system in order to adapt to robots of different inertia or geometrical

characteristics, to desired changes in stride frequency or length, to perturbations from

the external environment. As such, their applications to the bipedal robot locomotion

may be limited.

Studies in passive walking has given good insight to how robots can be made to walk

like human beings without the need for active actuators or additional energy input other

than that due to the potential energy due to gravity. Such walking style, unfortunately,

is applicable only to walking down slopes of a limited range for robots of a certain

structure. Still, the insights gained form such studies can greatly help the development

of more energy- and effort-efficient bipedal locomotion.

With the rapid development of high speed computers and computation technologies,

the learning approach has become a very promising area for further study, research and
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development. However, these approaches can become intractable if there are too many

learning agents or when the bipedal walking task is not broken down into smaller and

less-complex sub-tasks.

The divide-and-conquer approach has been demonstrated to be effective in breaking the

complex walking problem into smaller and more manageable sub-tasks. These sub-

tasks can then be more easily solved using established control techniques. Some sub-

tasks, however, may still not have easy analytical or other solutions and will need some

computational methods to achieve suitable solutions.

Based on the above literature survey, each method has shown some advantages but

also posed some limitations. In this thesis, the proposed approach uses the divide-and-

conquer approach but, in the implementation of the sub-tasks, it also makes use of the

other control approaches mentioned earlier, including the use of the ZMP for motion

stability considerations, the CPG concept for low-level motion convergence behavior

and the learning approach to achieve good control of the locomotion without the need

for rigorous analytical approaches with accurate dynamic models.
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Chapter 3

Control Architecture and Algorithm

Implementation Tools

In this chapter, a general view of the proposed walking motion control structure is

first presented. Then, the core component of the motion control strategy, a basic mo-

tion pattern generation method, is then introduced. Here, the proposed motion gen-

eration method is named as Genetic Algorithm Optimized Fourier Series Formulation

(GAOFSF) [53][54] and the mathematical formulation involved in the GAOFSF method

is named as the Truncated Fourier Series (TFS) formulation. In addition to the introduc-

tion of the walking control architecture, necessary algorithm implementation tools such

as the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) are also presented.

GA is used to search for an optimal motion pattern defined in the GAOFSF, and rein-

forcement learning is applied to the subtasks of motion adjustment on an as-needed ba-

sis. A reinforcement learning algorithm called Q-learning [55] is adopted, working with

a function approximator called Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC)[56]

to generalize the learning experience for real-time correcting motions when perturba-

tions occur.
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3.1 Control Architecture

A 3D bipedal walking system can be very complex to analyze if it is not partitioned

into smaller components or sub-tasks. It is difficult to apply a unified control algorithm

for such a complex system. In this thesis, a divide-and-conquer approach is adopted

in the formulation of the dynamic walking algorithm. By studying each subtasks sepa-

rately, the problem becomes less complex. Appropriate control algorithms can then be

applied to each of them. This section presents the framework for such a task decompo-

sition approach. The following subsections define the subtasks considered in the three

orthogonal motion planes and the whole control architecture that is composed.

3.1.1 Sagittal Plane

Sagittal plane motion is usually the largest during normal forward walking. The sub-

tasks important for sagittal plane motion control are considered as: 1) maintaining body

pitch [53], 2) maintaining desired walking speed (stride-frequency and step-length) [53],

and 3) walking adaptation on uneven terrains [57][58][59]. It is not difficult to achieve

the first subtask in the sagittal plane as it can be directly assigned to the joint control

scheme. However, the second and the third subtasks become much more complex since

they are directly associated with gait stabilization. Therefore, these two subtasks are

particularly determined by the composition of a motion generator and control strategy

which should take the flexibility and generality issues into account and achieve the en-

vironment entrained motions.

In this thesis, the total sagittal plane motion control is divided into two levels [60]. The

low level control maintains the motion stability through a limit cycle behavior based on

a generated basic walking pattern and the high level control modifies the basic walking

pattern based on sensed dynamics and environment feedback. Therefore, in the low-

level control part, conditions of the basic walking pattern to be generated to coordinate

a walking motion and converge the motion into a feasible limit cycle behavior are inves-
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tigated. Then, for the high-level motion adjustment part, key parameters contained in

the TFS formulated motion generator are discussed on their particular applications for

real-time gait adjustment, such as the stride-frequency, step-length and walking posture

adjustments.

3.1.2 Frontal Plane

For normal walking along a straight path, frontal plane motion is smaller than sagittal

plane motion. In the frontal plane, the dynamic walking task can be decomposed into:

1) maintaining the body roll angle [61] and 2) maintaining lateral balance [61].

The major control difficulty of the frontal motion control comes from the bigger ac-

celeration component in changing the direction of the lateral motion. In the situation

that only limited torque can be applied to the stance foot, such change of the motion

direction makes the desired frontal motion trajectories less trackable. In addition to the

trajectory tracking issue, ground contact behavior cannot be perfect as assumed. Due

to the above difficulties, to achieve a long distance 3D walking locomotion, the motion

control applied to the robot needs to incorporate a feedback loop. Therefore, the the-

sis explores two strategies using reinforcement learning algorithm for online dynamics

compensation and the achievement of the prolong 3D walking motions.

Similar to the sagittal plane motion control, the motion control applied to the frontal

plane motion is also a two-level based control. The low level control aims to maintain the

basic motion pattern and the high level control executes adjustment when it is necessary.

3.1.3 Transverse Plane

For normal walking along a straight path, transverse plane motion is usually the simplest

to control. In this case, the walking task can be decomposed into: 1) maintaining the

body yaw angle and 2) maintaining the swing foot yaw angle. Both the body yaw angle
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Sagittal PlaneStep-lengthmode TerrainmodeStride-frequencymode
Sagittal plane walkingpattern generation andoptimization

Transverse Plane

Swing legcontrol Stance legcontrol
Frontal PlaneBalance controlmode
Frontal plane walkingpattern generation andoptimization

Biped systemGA GA

Initial Terrain
State variablesjoint inputsa reinforcement learning agenta reinforcement learning agent (optional)

Figure 3.1: Proposed control architecture.

and the swing foot yaw angle can be set to zero if walking is facing forwards. Both

subtasks can be easily achieved.

Based on the above illustrated sub-tasks of each orthogonal plane, the overall control

architecture is summarized as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 GAOFSF Motion Generation Method

As mentioned, the sagittal motion is the major component of the entire walking control

algorithm, and the basic walking pattern generation for the sagittal motion control is the

most critical part for achieving the desired motion behavior and locomotion stability.

Therefore, this section details the proposed motion generation method, the Genetic Al-

gorithm Optimized Fourier Series Formulation (GAOFSF) approach [53]. It is aimed to

be general for motion pattern generation according to user-defined performance indices.

In this GAOFSF method, the Truncated Fourier Series (TFS) formulation is used to ap-

proximate the joint trajectories, and the GA is used to search for the optimal values of

the parameters in these formulations describing the desired pattern. Furthermore, this
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Figure 3.2: Examples of common function approximation using Fourier series [Quoted
from Wolfram MathWorld].

GAOFSF approach is flexible for different walking patterns and general for robots of dif-

ferent mass and inertia properties. The following illustration of the GAOFSF approach

starts from the basic mathematic formulation TFS.

3.2.1 Truncated Fourier Series Formulation

A Fourier series is an expansion of a periodic functionf (x) in terms of an infinite sum

of sines and cosinesWolfram MathWorld[87]. It can make use of the orthogonality

relationships of the sine and cosine functions to approximate any profile provided the

order of Fourier series can be high enough. Figure 3.2 (Quoted from MathWorld) shows

the way of approximations to common functions using Fourier series.

The Fourier series of a function is defined as:

f (x) =
1
2

a0 +
∞

∑
n=1

ancos(nx)+
∞

∑
n=1

bnsin(nx) (3.1)

wheren = 1,2,3, .... For a function f (x) periodic on an interval[−L,L] instead of

[−π,π], a simple change of variables can be used to transform the interval of integration

from [−π,π] to [−L,L]. Let
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x≡ πx′

L
(3.2)

dx=
πdx′

L
(3.3)

Solving forx′ givesx′ = Lx/π, and plugging this in gives

f (x′) =
1
2

a0 +
∞

∑
n=1

ancos(
nπx′

L
)+

∞

∑
n=1

bnsin(
nπx′

L
) (3.4)

If a function is even so thatf (x) = f (−x), thenbn = 0 for all n. Similarly, if a function

is odd so thatf (x) =− f (−x), thenan = 0 for all n.

Since a stable walking locomotion has the following motion characteristics as:

1. Joint trajectories are periodical and the shapes, especially the hip joint trajectories

resemble sinusoidal profiles [32] [33].

2. Any of the joint trajectories can be divided into phases such as positive and negative

with respect to some off-set value, or constant and variable according to typical shapes

from literatures [32] [33].

Therefore, given phase identifications, trajectory during each phase can be regarded as

an odd function. Thus,an can be just assigned to be zero for all the cosine series.

For those sine series start from an off-set value, it is defined as the Truncated Fourier

Series formulation. In this thesis, this TFS formulation is used as the basic module for

generating an optimal motion pattern according to the user defined objective functions.

The applications for the generation of different basic walking patterns are presented in

Chapter 4.
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3.2.2 GAOFSF Motion Generator

For sagittal plane motion, the gait synthesis for this bipedal robot involves first determin-

ing the hip-pitch,O5−Z5, and knee-pitch,O4−Z4, joint trajectories for each of the legs

referring to Figure 1.1. The ankle-pitch angle of the swing leg is then determined based

on the condition that it is always parallel with the ground surface. The ankle-pitch joint

trajectory of the stance leg is not planned as the foot is allowed to interact naturally with

the ground in the motion controller that is presented in Chapter 4. The following sub-

section starts the desired motion generation from the elaboration of features of human

gaits because one of the research objectives of this thesis is to achieve the human-like

walking pattern.

For a deeper insight into human motion properties, 3DVICON motion registration sys-

tem andPOLYGONhuman motion analysis software were used to record and process

human gaits. Figure 3.3 shows the hip and knee trajectories for a 1.83m tall person (74kg

weight). The reference frames are the same as what is defined for the biped model, as

shown in Figure 1.1 (CoordinatesO3−Z3, O4−Z4 andO5−Z5 without considering

the toe jointO1−Z1 at one side). The gait analysis software verified the obtained data

comparing it with norms stored. From the gaits recorded byVICON, considering the

fact that human body is physically different from the robot’s rigid links, Figure 3.4 is

derived in a general form applicable to different robots by capturing the main features

of Figure 3.3. The trajectories for both legs are identical in shape but are shifted in time

relative to each other by half of the walking period. For example,θlh for the left hip

is identical to that for the right hip, except thatθlh is time shifted by(t6− t0)/2 w.r.t.

θrh. It is also noted that the joint angle trajectories can be referenced by ”offsets”. The

values of the defined offsets actually influence the biped’s posture during walking.ch

denotes the hip angle offset. This is the value of both hip joint angles at the point they

become equal, or at which the two thighs cross each other.ck denotes the knee angle

offset. This is the value of the knee angle when the knee is locked during part of the

support phase.t1 andt2 denote the start and end time, respectively, of the lock phase.

Such a lock phase is comparable to the physical pattern of the stance leg lifting up the
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Figure 3.3: Human gaits recorded by VICON motion registration system.

body and then straightening, corresponding tot = 0.14s to 0.4s in Figure 3.3.

Consider first the hip angle trajectories. They can be divided into an upper portion,θ+
h ,

for whichθh≥ ch, and a lower portion,θ−h , for whichθh < ch. Thus, referring to Figure

3.3 for the two portions of the walking cycle, the hip joint angles for the two legs are

given by





t ∈ [t0, t3) θrh = θ−h (t) θlh = θ+
h (t)

t ∈ [t3, t6] θrh = θ+
h (t− t3) θlh = θ−h (t− t3)

(3.5)

whereθrh andθlh are the right and the left hip joint angles, respectively.

Similarly, the right knee joint angle trajectory for different portions of the walking cycle

is given by





t ∈ [t0, t4) θrk = θk1(t + t6− t5)

t ∈ [t4, t5) θrk = θk2(t)

t ∈ [t5, t6) θrk = θk1(t− t5)

(3.6)
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Figure 3.4: Uniform gaits elaborated from human gaits features.
Right support:[t2, t5); Right swing:[t0, t2) and[t5, t6];
Left support:[t0, t2) and[t5, t6]; Left swing: [t2, t5).

whereθk1 is the knee joint trajectory from the beginning of swing phase, denoted byt5

for the right knee in Figure 3.4, to the instant in the support phase when the knee joint

is locked, denoted byt4 in Figure 3.4.θk2 is the locked knee joint angle.

Similarly, referring to Figure 3.4, the joint angle for the left knee is given by





t ∈ [t0, t1) θlk = θk1(t + t6− t2)

t ∈ [t1, t2) θlk = θk2(t)

t ∈ [t2, t6) θlk = θk1(t− t2)

(3.7)

wheret1 is the instant when the stance knee is locked andt2 is the instant when the

walking phases of the two legs are switched.

Joint Trajectory Representation using the TFS

As discussed above, the Fourier Series of a periodic function of timef (t) can be written

as
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f (t) =
1
2

a0 +
∞

∑
i=1

aisin(
π i
T

t)+
∞

∑
i=1

bicos(
π i
T

t) (3.8)

whereai andbi are constant coefficients andT is the period. The fundamental frequency

is given byω1 = π
T .

As mentioned in the previous section, all the joint trajectories during a gait cycle can

be divided into two portions. Each portion can be viewed as an odd function output

according to the intersection with the angle axis. Therefore the sine series in the Fourier

series function, in Equation (3.4), is simplified to be the Truncated Fourier Series (TFS)

used to model each portion as:

f (t) =
n

∑
i=1

aisin(iωt)+cf , ω =
π
T

(3.9)

whereai , andcf are constants to be determined andω is the fundamental frequency

determined by the desired period of the gait. The parametern, which determines the

number of terms in the Fourier series, is chosen as a trade-off between the accuracy of

the approximation required and the computational load. The formulation as shown in

Equation (3.9) is used for the joint anglesθ+
h (t), θ−h (t) andθk1(t) as given in Equations

(3.5) to (3.7). Although the function is periodic, only the first half of the period is

needed for the joint angles. It is noted here that since the shapes of the upper and

the lower portions are not symmetrical about the(0,ch) point, even if the full Fourier

series is used, this cannot automatically give an equal time period for the upper and

the lower portions of a walking motion. The use of the full Fourier series, as with

other approximation functions, will therefore also require an additional mathematical

constraint to fix the profile so that the upper and the lower portions intersect at the points

(0,ch) and(Ts,ch), Ts being the step period. As can be seen from the foregoing, the use

of the TFS allows for a reduced series with fewer parameters for the same approximation

accuracy, and with fewer constraints required. This significantly reduces the subsequent
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computational load in the search for feasible and optimal solutions using GA.

Using Equation (3.9) and based on Figure 3.3, the TFS for the hip pitch angles are then

formulated as:

θrh,θlh =





θ+
h = ∑n

i=1R·Aisiniωh(t− t+h )+ch

θ−h = ∑n
i=1R·Bisiniωh(t− t−h )+ch

(3.10)

whereωh = π
t3−t0

= π
t6−t3

, Ai andBi are constant coefficients,θ+
h andθ−h the upper and

the lower portion respectively of the hip joint angle trajectory, andt+h andt−h are time-

shift values according to Equation (3.5).R is an amplitude scaling parameter used for

changing the step-length. Initially,R is set to be 1.

Similarly, the trajectories for the knee joint angles are expressed as:

θrk,θlk =





θk1 = ∑n
i=1R·Cisiniωk(t− tk)+ck

θk2 = ck ≥ 0
(3.11)

whereωk = π
(t6−t2)+(t1−t0)

, Ci are constant coefficients andtk is the time-shift.

Compared with other trajectory synthesization approaches[22] [77] [78], the advantages

of using the TFS to synthesize the walking gait generator for bipedal robots are as fol-

lows:

• With only a few terms in the series, it can represent quite accurately the shapes

of the required joint trajectories for human walking inspired biped robot gait, for

which the upper and the lower portions are not symmetrical but individually are

similar to half a sinusoid.

• Each TFS used here is a simple expression that makes no mathematical assump-

tion when considered as half of an odd function. The gait period is included
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directly. Other functions, such as the Spline, Gaussian or the full Fourier Series

Function will add additional constraints to regulate the motion period.

• Motion planning is directly conducted in joint space. Thus, the resulting body

motion is a direct representation for a robot CG motion, i.e., motion smoothness.

Also, mathematical singularity is not an issue needs to be considered in the motion

generation as it avoids the inverse-kinematics in motion planning.

• Key parameters of the TFS can be easily adjusted on-line during walking to

change the walking gait, either of the desired pace, or in response to terrain ir-

regularities. (This will be discussed in Chapter 5).

Gait Synthesis

In the gait synthesis, a suitable set of coefficientsAi , Bi , Ci and parametersch, ck, t1, t2

(as indicated in Figure 3.4) need to be obtained using the GA [62].t1 is the instant when

the knee of the stance foot starts to lock andt2 is the instant when the walking phases of

the two legs are switched.

Through experimentation, it was found that a value forn in both Equation (3.10) and

(3.11) as low as 5 can give good performance. This value was thus used. In this case,

there will be altogether 19 parameters to be determined for the sagittal plane motion.

For the GA, these parameters are coded in a chromosome which has 19 genes. The

format of the chromosome is set asx = [Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2]. Here, the real number

chromosome representation was adopted which, from experiments performed, is more

efficient than the other representations. It takes about 1 minute on a Pentium IV 2.8

GHz computer to come up with the solution fulfilling all motion requirements.

The key component of the GA is the formulation of the fitness function. GA opti-

mization is based on the minimization or maximization of the fitness which conducts a

trade-off among multiple motion behaviors important for stable walking. The objective

function is (to be minimized) as formulated in the form:
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f =
n

∑
i

wi fi (3.12)

wherewi , i = 1,2, ...n are the weighting factors, andfi , i = 1,2, ...n are the performance

indices for optimization. In this thesis, two motion optimization strategies have been

applied: 1) motion symmetry optimization, programme codeOp1 and 2) motion robust-

ness optimization, programme codeOp2. The reasons for the derived objective func-

tions are presented in the later sections where the corresponding optimization is used.

Here, only the objective and constraint functions are listed.

For optimization programme codeOp1, the following motion objective functions are

derived for motion symmetry optimization:

f1 = the absolute difference between the positive and negative angular momentum gen-

erated by the stance ankle joint torque. Here, positive is for the stance ankle joint torque

larger thanτ0 which occurs at the center line positionX = 0, and vice versa for negative,

f1 = ||S+|− |S−|| where S− =
∫ t−

0
τ13dt and S+ =

∫ t+

0
τ13dt (3.13)

whereτ13 is the stance ankle joint torque.

f2 = the distance between the points(tm,0) and(Ts/2,0) where(tm,0) is the intersection

point of the line:τ13 = τ13(min)+(|τ13(max)|− |τ13(min)|)/Tst with the time axis, and

(Ts/2,0) indicates the half step-period.

f2 = |tm−Ts/2| (3.14)

Here the stance ankle joint torque is computed by:

τ13 = mgxG− Ḣoy =
n

∑
i=1

(mixGi g− (ḢGiy +mi(zGi ẍGi −xGi z̈Gi))) (3.15)
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wherexGi , yGi , andzGi are the coordinates of the centroid of linki; mi the mass of link

i; ḢGi , the rate of angular momentum about pointGi .

f3 = standard deviation of the trunk velocity from the desired average velocity over a

walking cycle,

f3 =

√
(v1−VB1)2 +(v2−VB1)2 + ...(vm1−VB1)2

m1
(3.16)

+

√
(vm1+1−VB2)2 +(vm1+2−VB2)2 + ...(vm2−VB2)2

m2−m1

wherevi , i = 1,2, ...m2, are the trunk’s velocity at theith sampling instant andVB1

andVB2 are the desired average walking speed over the first and the second half of a

step referring to the center lineX = 0, respectively. For the generation of dynamically

symmetrical walking patterns,VB1 =VB2, but for the asymmetrical walking patterns,VB1

andVB2 will be assigned to be different.

For optimization programme codeOp2, the performance optimization indices are listed

as follows:

f1 = standard deviation of the trunk velocity from the desired average velocity over a

walking cycle, same as the abovef3 by settingVB1 = VB2.

f2 = the body CG displacement before and after crossing the center lineX = 0 is being

comparable.

f2 = ||X+
cg|− |X−cg|| (3.17)

f3 = minimization of the distance between the average ZMP locationPm over a walking

step and the centerPc of the stance foot-print, formulated as

f3 = |Pm−Pc| (3.18)
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If the frontal plane motion is incorporated, one more motion performance objective

function will be added:f4 to minimize the angular momentum generated by the rolling

joint of the stance foot.

f4 = Min(
∫ T

0
τar dt) (3.19)

whereτar is the rolling joint torque of the stance ankle.

In addition to the above objective functions to be minimized, there are five penalty func-

tions used as motion constraints to ensure a valid walking posture. Motion constraints

work differently from the previous motion objectives. For a motion constraint, there is

no penalty if the constraint is not violated. A penalty is only imposed when the mo-

tion violates the constraint. The five motion constraint penalty functions are described

below.

For optimization codeOp1:

s1: constrains the motion symmetry to be within a certain level, formulated as:

s1 = max(( f1−amax),0)+max((amin− f1),0)+max(( f2−bmax),0)+max((bmin− f2),0)

(3.20)

whereamax,amin andbmax,amin describe the symmetry level that is considered in the GA.

For the symmetrical motion generation,amin = 0, bmin = 0.

For optimization codeOp2:

s1: constrains the average ZMP locationPm to be always inside the supporting polygon

of the stance foot:

s1 = max((|OPm−OO′|−L f /2),0) (3.21)

whereOO′ is the length from the center of the supporting polygon to the ZMP coordi-
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nate,L f the foot-length of the robot.

The followings2 to s5 are the common motion constraints for both codesOp1 andOp2.

s2: constrains the swing height to be above a specified minimum value except for the

phase-switch moment so that the swing foot does not hit the ground prematurely or drag

on the ground. Let:

m be the number of the sampling instances within one walking step.

d1 andd2 be the sums of the differences between the desired swing height and the actual

height for one walking step.

Hr andHl be the length projections of the right and the left leg respectively onto the

vertical plane with respect to the terrain surface.

Hmin be the minimum swing height. With this constraint, although the swing height

cannot be always above the minimum height, the problem of the swing foot dragging on

the ground for a long time will be avoided.

f or i = 1 : m (3.22)

i f (t(i)≤ t2)

d1 = d1 +max((Hr −Hl −Hmin),0);

elsei f(t(i) > t2)

d2 = d2 +max((Hl −Hr −Hmin),0);

end

s2 = d1 +d2;

end
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s3: constrains the swing foot’s velocity to be always positive except during the short

time period before or after the touchdown moment,

s3 = max(−vf ,0) (3.23)

wherevf is the swing foot velocity and the max function is taken over the sampling

instances for the walking step except for the ones before or after the touchdown moment.

s4: constrains the deviation of the step length from the desired to be within a small

specified value,

s4 = |L−L0| (3.24)

whereL andL0 are the actual and the desired step length, respectively.

s5: constrains the deviation of the touch-down instant of the swing foot,td, from the

planned phase switching time,t2, to be within a small specified value,

s5 = |t2− td| (3.25)

Based on these constraints, the penalty function is defined as

P =
5

∑
i=1

pisi (3.26)

wherepi , i = 1,2, ...5, are assigned penalty weighting factors.
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Using Equations (3.12) and (3.26), the fitness function for the GA algorithm is estab-

lished as

f itness=





0, i f ∑n
i=1 |Ai |= 0 or ∑n

i=1 |Bi |= 0 or ∑n
i=1 |Ci |= 0

Cmax− f −P
(3.27)

The first expression of Equation (3.27) is used to avoid the possible situation of standing

still which can give a very good performance on stance foot stable on the ground. The

parameterCmax is chosen to be as small as possible in order to have a better differenti-

ation among various possible solutions. However, it should also be such that the fitness

value for most, if not all, possible solutions are positive, (because the selection method

used in this thesis is based on probabilities, not ranking). Suitable values are chosen by

trial and error.

In selecting the values for the weight factorswi and pi , consideration was given to

balance all objectives and constraints, usually through estimatingfi and si values of

a motion with all the objectives and constraints achieved at the average level and then

estimating the weight factors to make them about equally important.

3.3 Implementation Tools

In order to achieve the proposed motion control architecture, some computation meth-

ods are needed to get the numerical solutions because the analytical solution of a biped

system is very difficult to derive currently. In this thesis, Genetical Algorithm (GA)[62]

and Reinforcement Learning (RL)[53][54] are used on a necessary basis. In this sec-

tion, important computing methods that have been used in the proposed bipedal walking

control algorithm are described.
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3.3.1 Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique used in computing to find exact or ap-

proximate solutions to optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms are cate-

gorized as global search heuristics and considered as a particular class of evolutionary

algorithms (also known as evolutionary computation) that use techniques inspired by

evolutionary biology[62].

Genetic algorithm search the solution space of a function through the use of simulated

evolution, i.e., the survival of the fittest strategy. In general, the fittest individuals of any

population tend to reproduce and survive to the next generation, thus improving succes-

sive generations. Genetic algorithms have been shown to be effective in solving linear or

nonlinear problems by exploring all regions of the state space and exploiting promising

areas through mutation, crossover, and selection operations applied to individuals in the

population [62]. A genetic algorithm (GA) is summarized as follows:

(1) Supply a solutionP0 of N individuals and respective function values.

(2) i ← 1.

(3) P′i ← selection function(Pi−1).

(4) Pi ← crossover and mutation functionsP′i .

(5) evaluate(Pi).

(6) i ← i +1.

(7) Repeat step 3 until termination.

(8) Pick up the best solution found.

The use of Genetic Algorithm requires the determination of six fundamental issues:

chromosome representation, selection function, the genetic operators making up the

reproduction function, the creation of the initial population, termination criteria, and the
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evaluation function.

Chromosome Representation

For any GA, a chromosome representation is needed to describe each individual in the

population of interest. The representation determines how the problem is structured

in the GA and also determines the genetic operators that are used. Each individual or

chromosome is made up of a sequence of genes from a certain alphabet. An alphabet

could consist of binary digits (0 and 1), floating point numbers, integers, symbols (i.e.

A, B, C, D), matrices, etc. One useful representation of an individual or chromosome

for function optimization involves genes or variables from an alphabet of floating point

numbers with values within the variables upper and lower bounds. Michalewicz [62]

has done extensive experimentation comparing real-valued and binary GAs. The results

show that the real-valued GA is an order of magnitude more efficient in terms of CPU

time. Also, a real-valued representation moves the problem closer to the problem repre-

sentation which offers higher precision with more consistent results across replications.

Selection Function

The selection of individuals to produce successive generations plays an extremely im-

portant role in a genetic algorithm. A probabilistic selection is performed based upon

the individual’s fitness such that the better individual in the population can be selected

more than once with all individuals in the population having a chance of being selected

to reproduce into the next generation [62]. There are also several other schemes for the

selection process: roulette wheel selection and its extensions, scaling techniques, tour-

nament, elitist models, and ranking methods [65] [66]. In the work presented in this

thesis, the probabilistic selection method is used for the selection function.
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Genetic Operators

Genetic Operators provide the basic search mechanism of the GA. The operators are

used to create new solutions based on existing solutions in the population. There are

two basic types of operators: crossover and mutation. Crossover takes two individuals

and produces two new individuals while mutation alters one individual to produce a

single new solution. The application of these two basic types of operation and their

derivatives depends on the chromosome representation that is used.

Let X̄ andȲ be two m-dimensional row vectors denoting individuals (parents) from the

population. For real-valued representation, the following operators have been used: uni-

form mutation, non-uniform mutation, multi-non-uniform mutation, boundary mutation,

simple crossover, arithmetic crossover, and heuristic crossover in this thesis.

Uniform mutation randomly selects one variablej and sets it equal to an uniform random

numberU(ai ,bi):

x′i =





U(ai ,bi), i f i = j

xi , otherwise
(3.28)

Boundary mutation randomly selects one variablej and sets it equal to either its lower

or upper bound, wherer = U(0,1):

x′i =





ai , i f i = j, r < 0.5

ai , i f i = j, r ≥ 0.5

xi , otherwise

(3.29)

Non-uniform mutation randomly selects one variablej and sets it equal to an non-
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uniform random number:

x′i =





xi +(bi−xi) f (G), i f r1 < 0.5

xi− (xi +ai) f (G), i f r2≥ 0.5

xi , otherwise

(3.30)

where f (G) = (r2(1− G
Gmax

))b; r1, r2: a uniform random number between(0,1); G: the

current generation;Gmax: the maximum number of generations;b: a shape parameter.

The multi-non-uniform mutation operator just applies the non-uniform operator to all of

the variables in the parent̄X.

Simple crossover generates a random numberr from a uniform distribution from 1 tom

and creates two new individuals (X̄′ andȲ′)[62]:

x′i =





xi , i f i < r

yi , otherwise
(3.31)

y′i =





yi , i f i < r

xi , otherwise
(3.32)

Arithmetic crossover [62] produces two complimentary linear combinations of the par-

ents, wherer = U(0,1):

X̄′ = rX̄ +(1− r)Ȳ (3.33)

Ȳ′ = (1− r)X̄ + rȲ (3.34)

Heuristic crossover [62] produces an linear extrapolation of the two individuals. This

is the only operator that utilizes the fitness information. A new individualX̄′ is created

using Equation (3.36), wherer = U(0,1) andX̄ is better than̄Y in terms of fitness. If
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X̄′ is infeasible, i.e., feasibility equals zero as given by Equation (3.38), then generate a

new random numberr and create a new solution using Equation (3.36), otherwise stop.

To ensure halting, aftert failures, let the children equal the parents and stop.

X̄′ = X̄ + r(X̄−Ȳ) (3.35)

Ȳ′ = X̄ (3.36)

f easibility=





1, i f x′i ≥ ai ,x′i ≤ bi ,∀i

0, otherwise
(3.37)

Initialization, Termination, and Fitness Function

The GA must be provided an initial population as indicated in step (1) mentioned above.

The most common method is to randomly generate solutions for the entire population.

However, since GAs can iteratively improve existing solutions, the beginning population

can be seeded with potentially good solutions, with the remainder of the population

being randomly generated solutions.

The GA moves from generation to generation selecting and reproducing parents until a

termination criterion is met. The most frequently used stopping criterion is a specific

maximum number of generations. The maximum number of generations can be tuned

through a few trials. Usually the convergence rate appears to be quite stable is the setting

of GA is not dramatically changed. The algorithm can also be terminated due to a lack of

improvement in the best solution over a specified number of generations. Alternatively,

a target value for the evaluation measure can be established based on some arbitrarily

”acceptable” threshold. The termination condition for the work in this thesis is simply

based on a specific maximum number of generations.

Fitness functions of many forms can be used in a GA, subject to the minimal requirement

that the function can map the population into a partially ordered set. As stated, the

evaluation function is independent of the GA.
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3.3.2 Reinforcement Learning

This subsection describes a learning paradigm known as reinforcement learning [63]

[64]. Reinforcement learning is a class of learning algorithms in which an agent learns

to achieve a goal through trial-and-error interactions with the environment. The learning

agent learns only from reward information, and it is not told how to achieve the task.

From failure experience, the learning agent reinforces its knowledge so that success can

be attained in future trials.

Most reinforcement learning analyses assume that the learning problems can be posed

as Markov decision processes (MDPs) with finite states and finite action sets. MDP is a

discrete-time dynamic system in which the state transition depends only on the present

statei and the actionu taken. That is, if an actionu∈U(i) is chosen in statei, the system

will go to the next statej with probabilityPr( j|i,u). For each transition, say fromi to j

due to the actionu, an immediate rewardr(i,u, j) is received.

A MDP problem can be classified into either a finite horizon problem or an infinite

horizon problem [68]. In the former case, there is a finite number of sets, whereas there

is an infinite number of sets in the latter case. In this thesis, the bipedal walking task

is posed as a discounted problem. This is a class of the infinite horizon problem which

aims to maximize the discounted returnRt associated tot the stage:

Rt =
∞

∑
k=0

γkrt+1+k (3.38)

wherer is the reward received,γ ∈ [0,1) is called the discount factor which indicates

how much emphasis is put on the future reward, and the subscript denotes the stage

number.

The actionu is selected based on a policyπ which is a function of the present state

i. The aim of reinforcement learning techniques is to learn a policy that can achieve a

given goal. When applied to control problems, the agent indirectly learns a policy by

estimating a value function calledQ-factors that is a function of the state and the action
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[63]. For MDPs, theQ-factor of a state-action pair under policyπ(Qπ(i,u)) represents

the expected returnRt when the actionu is taken at the statei, thereafter, following the

policy π. For a discounted problem,Qπ(i,u) at t the stage can be expressed as follows:

Qπ(i,u) = Eπ [Rt |it = i,ut = u] = Eπ [
∞

∑
k=0

γkrt+1+k|it = i,ut = u] (3.39)

whereγ ∈ [0,1) is a discount factor,rt denotes the immediate reward received after the

(t−1)th stage.

In most problems, the aim is to obtain optimal Q-factorsQ∗(i,u) which are defined as

follows:

Q∗ (i,u) = maxQπ(i,u),∀i ∈U(i) (3.40)

Q∗(i,u)gives the expected return when the agent takes the actionu in the statei and

adopts an optimal policyπ∗ thereafter. Based onQ∗(i,u), an optimal policyπ∗ can

easily be derived by simply taking any actionu that maximizesQ∗(i,u) overU(i).

The major issue in reinforcement learning algorithm is how to efficiently find the optimal

Q-factors [69]. In many practical problems, the environment models is usually unknown

in advance. In the following subsection, a reinforcement learning algorithm called Q-

learning which does not need the environment model is presented. In this thesis, it

is used in all the reinforcement learning problems. Q-learning algorithm is a model

free approach in that it does not try to learn the environment model. It simply tries to

iteratively improve the estimation of the optimal Q-factors from the immediate reward

received for each action taken. And based on these estimated optimal Q-factors, an

optimal policy can be gradually derived.

There are several algorithms have been proposed for the model-free reinforcement learn-

ing (RL) approach. One popular algorithm that is applicable to such an environment is

the Q-learning algorithm developed by Watkins [55]. The following subsection briefly

introduced the Q-learning algorithm.
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Q-learning

Let’s first assume that the environment is a fully observable Markov decision process

that has finite state and action sets. Also, the environment is assumed to be stationary;

that is, the state transition probabilities are not correlated with the stage number. The Q-

learning algorithm recursively estimates the optimal Q-factorsQ∗(i,u) from experience

obtained at every state. The experiences are in the form of immediate reward sequence,

r(it ,ut , it+1) (t = 0,1,2, ...). The aim is to obtain the optimal Q-factors for all state-

action pairs based on which an optimal policy can be derived.

The Q-learning algorithm is analogous to the value iteration method of dynamic pro-

gramming. However, it does not ”sweep” through all the subsequent possible states

when updating the estimate of the optimal Q-factorQ(i,u) of present state-action pair.

For the discounted problem, the single-step sample update equation forQ(i,u) is given

as follows:

Qt+1(it ,ut)←−Qt(it ,ut)+αt(it ,ut)[r(it ,ut , it+1) (3.41)

+ γmaxu∈U(it+1)Qt(it+1,u)−Qt(it ,ut)]

where the subscripts indicate the stage number;r(it ,ut , it+1) denotes the immediate re-

ward received due to the actionut taken which causes the transition from stateit to it+1;

α ∈ [0,1) denotes the step-size parameter for the update;γ ∈ [0,1) denotes the discount

rate. Equation (3.40) updatesQ(it ,ut) based on the immediate rewardr(it ,ut , it+1) and

the maximum value ofQ(it+1,u) over allu∈U(it+1). This form of update is also called

the bootstrapping [63].

For finite state and action problem,Q(i,u) can be represented by a lookup table. The

table is initialized with some values (e.g., zeros) before the beginning of the learning
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process. The Q-learning algorithm is summarized as in Figure 3.5. The convergence of

Q-learning has been proved by several research works [70] [71] and defined as [55]:

Theorem: For a stationary Markov decision process with finite action and state spaces,

and bounded rewardsr(it ,ut , it+1). If the update Equation (3.42) is used andαt ∈ [0,1)

satisfies the following criteria:Σ∞
t=1αt(i,u) = ∞ andΣ∞

t=1[αt(i,u)]2 = ∞, ∀(i,u); then

Qt(i,u)−→Q∗(i,u) ast −→ ∞ with probability 1,∀(i,u).

However, the above theoretical convergence criteria is hard to be accomplished in prac-

tical implementation. Especially for large state and action spaces, the convergence rate

for the Q-factors may be very slow because each state-action pair needs to be visited

infinitely often in order to satisfy the convergence conditions. Nevertheless, in practice

Q-learning works fine if the goal of the learning problem can be achieved without having

a precise estimate of the optimal Q-factor for each state-action pair.

In addition to the exploitation process presented above, reinforcement learning also fo-

cus on on-line performance, which involves finding a balance between exploitation (of

current knowledge) and exploration (of uncharted territory). One method that allows

a structured exploration is called theε-greedy method [63]. However, it may not be

feasible for control applications in which most states have failure actions to explore

randomly over the action set. For the bipedal walking example, the biped may have to

fall frequently if the exploration mode is not turned off or somehow limited. Therefore,

the exploration method used in the work presented here is called passive exploration

[63] which means initializing Q-factors for all state-action pairs to optimistic value. At

any given state, the learning agent selects an action that has the maximum Q-factor. If

a failure is encountered or a penalty is given, the learning agent then downgrades the

particular Q-factor of the state-action pair and selects other actions.

Furthermore, similar to neural networks, reinforcement learning also involves the credit

assignment during learning. In the Q-learning algorithm, the discount factorγ deter-

mines the credit assignment structure. Whenγ is zero, only immediate reward is con-

sidered. Such credit structure is considered myopic. That is any rewards generated by
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subsequent states will not have any influence on the return computed at the present state.

Usually, if a reinforcement learning problem can be posed such thatγ = 0 works fine,

it is much simpler and can be solved more quickly. Whenγ is large (close to one), the

future rewards have significant contribution to the return computation for the present

action. The agent is then said to be farsighted since it looks far ahead of time when

evaluating a state-action pair.

Normally, reinforcement learning works with a function approximator for represent-

ing Q-factorsQ(i,u). The purposes of using a function approximator are as follows

[63][72]:

1) To reduce memory requirement; this is especially critical for high-dimensional and

continuous state-action space.

2) To enable generalization; generalization enables estimation of the Q-factors in those

locations which are not explored.

Gaussian Radial Basis Function (GRBF) networks and Cerebellar Model Articulation

Controller (CMAC) are common function approximators used in reinforcement learning

algorithms. Both have local generalization property. Compared with CMAC, GRBF

Network is more computationally costly. Therefore, the CMAC function approximator

is incorporated for all the reinforcement learning problems derived in this thesis. The Q-

learning algorithm using CMAC as the Q-factor function approximator is summarized

as in Figure 3.5, and the following subsection describes the working mechanism of the

CMAC.

Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller

Cerebellar Model Articulation Control (CMAC) is a mathematical model proposed by

Albus [56] for efficient computation in manipulator control. It is based on the neuro-

physiological theory of the cerebellum. It has been adopted as a type of neural networks

for supervised learning.
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Figure 3.5: Q-learning algorithm using CMAC to represent Q-factors.

The Albus’s CMAC implementation mainly consists of an addressing scheme followed

by a single-layered network. The addressing scheme maps the input vector to a proper

subset withC elements ofM weights of the single-layered network. By summing up

the weights addressed, an output is calculated. The addressing scheme is usually static

throughout the training process. A supervised training algorithm is applied to adjust the

weights of the single-layered network.

The addressing scheme consists ofC layers of partitioning of the input space. Each

segment of a partitioning layer represents a receptive field. The partitioning layers are

offset from one another. For a given input state, only one receptive field is activated for

each partitioning layer. The total number of the receptive fields is thus equal to the total

numberC of the partitioning layers.

The shape of the receptive field adopted in this thesis is rectangular type, which is the

same as the original Albus’s CMAC implementation. This can be illustrated by con-

sidering a three-dimensional and continuous input space(x1,x2,x3). Partition the state

space uniformly to create grid-like receptive fields. Each of the receptive fields is linked

to an index. This is like a lookup table if there is only one partitioning layer. If other lay-

ers (layer two and layer three) of receptive fields is overlapped and offset from the base

layer as shown in Figure 3.6, a state in the input space will activate the corresponding
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Active receptive
fields

Input (x1, x2, x3)
Layer #3

Layer #2
Layer #1

1xd

2xd

Figure 3.6: An addressing scheme for a three-dimensional input CMAC implementa-
tion.

three receptive fields.

The widths (dx1 anddx2) of the rectangular receptive fields are selected to match the

desired generalization widths. The wider the receptive field, the greater is the general-

ization width. The number of partitioning layers corresponds to the desired accuracy

in approximating a function. More layers means finer discretization. However, having

more layers also results in greater computational cost.

Once the indices from the addressing scheme are generated, the outputy of CMAC can

be obtained by summingC weights (ω i : i = 1,2,3...C) linked to the indices:

y = ΣC
i=1ω i (3.42)

If the desired outputyd is given, these weights can be adjusted as follows, which is

similar to the LMS (Widrow-Hoff) algorithm [73]:

δω i = α
yd−y

C
, i = 1,2,3...C (3.43)
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whereδω i is the adjustment toω i andα is the training rate. That is, the adjustment is

the same for all the weights. Ifα is large, the adjustment will also be large. Usuallyα

is small as largeα may lead to instability in the overall Q-learning algorithm that uses

CMAC to approximate the Q-factors.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, a general control architecture is synthesized for dynamic bipedal walk-

ing based on the divide-and conquer framework discussed earlier. The dynamic walking

task is partitioned into the three orthogonal planes: frontal, sagittal and transverse. In

the sagittal and frontal motion planes, the motion control is further split into two levels:

a low-level motion controller and a high-level motion monitor. The low-level motion

controller is designed to achieve the walking stability and the high-level motion mon-

itor is aimed to execute certain motion adjustment strategies, which are difficult to be

derived by an analytical solution, in real-time to prevent motion from falling. Besides,

the core motion generation method GAOFSF is introduced as well as all the necessary

computation tools used for algorithm implementations.

The following chapters present the algorithms for low-level, high-level, sagittal plane

and frontal plane motion control strategies for the achievement of the dynamically stable

and smooth bipedal walking motions.
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Chapter 4

Sagittal Plane Walking Algorithm

This chapter presents the algorithm for sagittal plane walking control. The major objec-

tive of this algorithm is based on a soft motion controller to achieve motion convergence

towards a stable limit cycle walking behavior which is physically achievable and robust.

With the achievement of such a limit cycle behavior under the soft motion control, the

robot will then be able to smoothly damp the perturbations from environment to some

extent, and self-converge the motion to the steady-state walking pattern.

4.1 Motion Control Strategy

In this section, the motion control law that is used in the sagittal plane motion control is

discussed. For bipedal walking control, the challenges mainly come from the following

two aspects:

(1) The root coordinate that describes the robot motion is attached with the body link.

However, the robot body usually is not actively actuated. Therefore, if the conventional

PD position control is applied to the two legs, it is difficult to maintain the robot body to

be just upright stably. Besides, the pitching body motion will also cause the swing foot

not to land much as planned. Then the motion will be more perturbed by the ground
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impact effect.

(2) Stable motion with the ZMP always inside the supporting polygon must involve

a larger acceleration component especially for faster but also robust walking motions,

referring to Equation (4.1) for constraining the ZMP location to be close to the center

of the supporting foot-print [74]-[79]. However, joint controllers may only follow such

a motion better by applying stiff joint control gains, but for bipedal locomotion control,

the ground perturbation always exists and disturbs the motion. Given a stiff motion

controller, the limited actuated stance foot may quickly flip due to the environment

disturbances and then cause the instability during transitions.

ZMPx =
mgxG− Ḣoy

m(g+ z̈G)
=

∑n
i=1(mixGi g− (ḢGiy +mi(zGi ẍGi −xGi z̈Gi)))

mg+∑n
i mi z̈Gi

(4.1)

wherexGi , yGi , andzGi are the coordinates of the centroid of linki; mi the mass of link

i; andḢGi , the rate of angular momentum at pointGi which is computed as:

ḢGi = Ri(IGi ω̇i− (IGi ωi)×ωi) (4.2)

whereRi is the rotation matrix associated with theith solid, IGi its inertia matrix,ωi its

rate of rotation, anḋωi its angular acceleration.

To solve the first issue discussed above, the joint control strategies for the stance and

swing legs have been separately considered.

The motion control for the stance leg is formulated based on the reaction torques, as

formulated in Equation (4.2). The coordinates are defined in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Joint coordinate describing the robot motion.





τ ′11 = Kp1(θ̂1−θ1)+Kd1(
˙̂θ1− θ̇1)− τ ′21

τ ′12 = Kp2(θ̂2−θ2)+Kd2(
˙̂θ2− θ̇2)

= Kp2(θ1 + q̂11− (θ1 +q11))+Kd2(θ̇1 + ˙̂q11− (θ̇1 + q̇11))

= Kp2(q̂11−q11)+Kd2( ˙̂q11− q̇11)

τ ′13 = Kp3(θ̂3−θ3)+Kd3(
˙̂θ3− θ̇3)

= Kp3(θ2 + q̂12− (θ2 +q12))+Kd2(θ̇2 + ˙̂q12− (θ̇2 + q̇12))

= Kp3(q̂12−q12)+Kd3( ˙̂q12− q̇12)

(4.3)

The definition of all the symbols are indicated in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that the

motion control for the stance leg is based on the world coordinateθ1,θ2,θ3. This is

because the robot walking posture, including the upright body, is to be maintained with

respect to the world coordinate. Besides, using such a joint control, body pitch motion

can be directly controlled and the motion planning for the stance ankle joint can be

omitted as the stance ankle joint will be allowed to naturally interact with the ground.

Furthermore, it should be also noted that the posture is maintained sequentially, because

the set-point is given aŝθi+1 = θi + q̂1i instead ofθ̂i+1 = θ̂i + q̂1i . Therefore, given the
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Figure 4.2: Control Block-diagram for stance leg control.

body can be controlled to be upright, the whole walking posture can be still achieved but

the stance motion control becomes rather analogous to be a single link model actuated

at the bottom. Then, the entrainment of a walking limit cycle behavior, if existed, is

supposed to be unique.

Compared to tracking a statically planned basic walking pattern, e.g.θi+1 = θ̂i + q̂1i , the

difference is there will be two feedback pathways included in between the hip-and-knee

and the knee-and-ankle, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Here, the motion control for the swing leg is just the conventional PD position control, as

formulated in Equation (4.3). The joint control block diagram for the swing leg motion

is shown in Figure 4.3.





τ21 = kp1(q̂21−q21)+kd1( ˙̂q21− q̇21)

τ22 = kp2(q̂22−q22)+kd2( ˙̂q22− q̇22)

τ23 = kp3(q̂23−q23)+kd3( ˙̂q23− q̇23)

(4.4)

To solve the second issue about motion sensitivity to the environment changes as listed

above, instead of tracking a prescribed motion as precisely as possible using very stiff

control gains, the motion control strategy proposed in this thesis is developed based on
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Figure 4.3: Control Block-diagram for swing leg control.

the logic: guided by a basic walking patternB(t) and applying a soft motion controller

with low control gains, the actual robot motion can converge to an ”optimum” steady-

state walking motion. Here, the low control gains are roughly tuned to only achieve the

end body CG magnitude (referring to the center lineX = 0), which in reverse is also the

initial CG magnitude for the subsequent step, given some initial push or velocity that can

drive the motion forward. Based on this motion control logic, the objective functions for

generating a basic walking pattern that can guide the actual motion to smoothly converge

to the steady-state walking become rather important to study first.

Inspired by the characters of human walking gaits, such as the walking phases in the

sagittal plane are roughly symmetrical according to the center lineX = 0 and the walk-

ing motion is rather smooth, a uniform basic walking pattern (velocity is planned to be

uniform) that has the symmetrical walking phases according to the center lineX = 0

(|Xcg−| ≈ |Xcg+|) is selected to be the first attempt for the study. This walking pat-

tern is defined as the dynamically symmetrical basic walking pattern. Intuitively, when

the step-frequency is close to the robot’s natural frequency, it will not be challenging to

achieve the desired end-step stance phase using low control gains guided by this dynam-

ically symmetrical basic walking pattern. This is because the pattern does not involve

any major system CG accelerations and the angular momentum caused by gravity force

is roughly compensated by the symmetrical magnitudes of the robot CG.
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Table 4.1: Geometrical and inertial properties of NUSBIP-I.

Link Mass (kg) Length (m) Moment of inertia (kgm2)

Trunk 12 0.5 0.97

Thigh 6 0.3 0.04546

Shank 5 0.3 0.038

Foot 1 forward=0.15;backward=0.1 0.03012

Figure 4.4: Simulated Robot NUSBIP-I.

Note in this thesis, all the generated motion patterns are targeted to be human-like as

such patterns are more challenging at the stability issue. The GAOFSF method pre-

sented in Chapter 3 is used for generating different desirable patterns according to the

user-defined performances. The target robot is modelled according to the mechanical

properties of robot NUSBIP-I, as shown in Figure 4.4. This robot was developed by

the Control and Mechatronics lab, National University of Singapore. The mechanical

properties measured for the sagittal plane are shown in Table. 4.1.
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4.2 Walking Guided by Dynamically Symmetrical Basic

Walking Pattern

In this section, the defined symmetrical basic walking pattern,Bsym(t) is first generated

to test the proposed control strategy. Walking specifications for this dynamically sym-

metrical walking patternBsymare given as: step-length 0.33m and the average walking

speed 0.45m/s on the flat-terrain. The walking speed is set based on the estimation

of the natural frequency of the modelled robot. Here, the natural frequency for the

NUSBIP-I robot is obtained roughly at 1.2987Hz. Therefore, the step-period will be at

0.77s. Given the step-length is 0.33m, the walking speed is thus specified at 0.45m/s.

(The estimation of the natural frequency is conducted in the simulation environment by

making all the joints rigid and then push the robot to fall. The time period that the robot

CG bypasses the desired CG magnitude for a step motion is estimated as the natural

step-period which will lead to the estimation of the natural frequency of this particular

robot). Note, even if this step-length is not achievable in the actual motion control, the

step-length can be always reduced by tuning the scaling parameterR in Equation (3.1)

and (3.2).

To achieve a natural human-like gait but not taking the small stance knee angle change

as significant, the knee joint angle offset value in the TFS formulation was set atck = 0.

Table 4.2 gives the set-up of the GAOFSF including the objective functions, constraint

functions, the necessary parameters for the GA initialization and the weights for the

objective and penalty functions referring to Chapter 3.

After the GA evolutionary computation, the fitness function for this solution was found

to be 1309 as shown in Figure 4.5, indicating a good optimization performance, asCmax

value is just set at 1400. The chromosome solutions,xsym, obtained for the flat-terrain

symmetrical walking is:
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Table 4.2: GAOFSF Set-up for symmetrical motion pattern generation (flat-terrain)

Description Remark

Objective components CodeOp1: f1, f2, f3

Constraint components CodeOp1: s1 − s5

Chromosome representation real-valued GA

Initial population M 150

Generation number T 250

Crossover operators heuristic crossover

simple crossover

arthritic crossover

Mutation operators multi-non-uniform mutation

Uniform mutation

Boundary mutation

Weights for objectives wi = [10,10,10]

Weights for constraints pi = [60,20,20,20,70]

Chromosome format [Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2]
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Figure 4.5: GA fitness profile of the symmetrical walking pattern generation.

xsym= [0.277−0.087 0.022−0.008−0.000−0.397−0.118 (4.5)

−0.024−0.017−0.006 0.457 0.200−0.038−0.077

−0.046−0.036 0.000 0.050 0.440]

with the stride-frequency assigned to beωh = 4.36rad/s based on the estimation of

robot natural frequency.

From the solutionxsymobtained, the corresponding hip and knee joint angle trajectories,

generated using the TFS, are shown in Figure 4.6(a). Figure 4.6(b) shows the trajectory

of the ZMP over one walking cycle. The periodical two steps in the generated walk-

ing cycle shows the constraints5 for the touchdown momenttd=̇t2 is satisfied by the

GA. Then, it can be noted that the ZMP is outside the supporting polygon[−0.1,0.15]m

indicated by the horizontal lines but the shape of the ZMP trajectory is rather symmet-

rical for the positive and negative walking phases referring to the center lineX = 0.

The stance ankle joint torqueτ13 usually has a similar trajectory shape compared to
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the ZMP trajectory as the vertical acceleration of walking is very minor. As shown in

Figure 4.6(c), the stance ankle joint torqueτ13 has been optimized to be also symmetri-

cal according to the center line. Referring to Figure 4.6(d), uniform walking velocity of

0.45m/shas been achieved well via the estimation of the inclination of the position-time

plot. Figure 4.6(e) shows the landing velocity of the swing foot. The touchdown strike

velocity [vx,vz] is found to be around [0.15, -0.2] m/s and the swing foot velocity profile

(Figure 4.6(e)) shows the velocity has been constrained before landing. Although the

touchdown impact is not particularly optimized, the touchdown impact can be naturally

constrained when motion is optimized to be rather symmetrical. The resulting ground

impact is found to be quite small from the subsequent dynamic simulations to be dis-

cussed in a later section. Figure 4.6(f) shows the stick diagram of the final generated

motion pattern which has a rather uniform stick density. The step length is found to be

equal to 0.328m, very close to the target set.

The above results show that the basic walking patternBsym(t) generated by the GAOFSF

method satisfies the walking specifications and the motion requirement as being dynam-

ically symmetrical, although the ZMP is outside the supporting polygon. Since the

ZMP is no longer always inside the supporting polygon, conventional PD position con-

trol with stiff and critical control gains to track the planned motion precisely will result

in quick rotations of the stance foot. Instead, using the proposed motion control strat-

egy, given various initial walking velocities, Figure 4.7 shows the motions, through their

forward walking velocities, have all converged to the same limit walking cycle pattern

after a certain period of motion transition. Besides, the achieved steady-state walking

velocity is also in a rather symmetrical and smooth ”U” shape. The highest walking

velocity Vmax happens at the touchdown moment while theVmin occurs in the middle

of a step, roughly at theX = 0 position. Therefore, in the motion stick-diagram of the

achieved stable walking(Figure 4.8), the stick-density is symmetrically distributed with

the highest stick-density in the middle but the lowest stick-density at the touchdown

moment.

In addition, it can be also observed that during transitions a lower initial velocity resulted
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Figure 4.6: Generated joint angle trajectories of the symmetrical walking patternB(t).
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in a higher initial velocity for the subsequent step, but a higher initial velocity instead

resulted in a lower initial velocity for the following step, as shown in Figure 4.7(a) and

Figure 4.7(c), respectively. Only when the initial velocity is assigned to be similar as

the highest velocity appeared in the steady-state, the transition becomes not obvious, as

shown in Figure 4.7(b). Note, the difference to the motion steady-state was always being

reduced until eliminated. This indicates the motion convergence has been achieved by

the proposed motion control strategy. Furthermore, for each step in the steady-state,

the initial velocity of a stepV0i is the same as the end velocityVti of a step, yielding a

one-step period limit cycle behavior. This means the left stance step is exactly the same

as the right stance step.

Figure 4.9 shows the detailed data of the resulting walking dynamics. It can be seen

that the actual motion trajectories still resembled the shape of the basic walking pattern

Bsym(t) but with some position deviation during a step, as shown in Figure 4.9 [d] and

[e]. Nevertheless, the deviation of the CG magnitude at the touchdown moment was

almost recovered to be zero, as indicated by the dash-dot lines in Figure 4.9 [d] and [e].

This shows the planned step-magnitude can be still maintained well by the applied low

control gains. From all the results obtained, the achieved walking is found to be quite

desirable in the sense of motion smoothness and stability.

To sum up, the achieved stable walking guided by the symmetrical basic walking pattern

Bsym(t) has the following characteristics:

• The walking steady-state is shown of one-step period limit cycle behavior which

meansV0i
.= Vti = Vmax with the desired step-magnitude maintained.V0i andVti

are the initial and end velocities of a step in the steady-state motion.Vmax, the

maximum walking velocity which occurs at the touch-down moment in the steady-

state.

• Vmin is in the middle of a step. This indicates the velocity profile is also rather

symmetrical in the motion steady-state.

• The highest stick-density is shown in the middle of the step but the lowest stick-
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Figure 4.9: Resulting dynamics of the dynamic walking controlled by basic walking
patternBsym.
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density occurs at the touchdown moment, showing the actual ZMP location is in

a sub area of the planned ZMP location in the basic walking patternB(t).

• Control convergence behavior is found to be: compared to theVmax, a higher

initial velocity→ a lower initial velocity for the subsequent step; a lower initial

velocity→ a higher initial velocity for the subsequent step; and the difference to

the steady-state motion is quickly reduced to be zero, while the step-magnitude is

well maintained in transitions.

Based upon the desirable walking behaviors obtained from the walking control guided

by the symmetrical basic walking pattern, in order to further understand the correlation

between the basic walking pattern and the resulting steady-state walking, the study of

objective functions for the generation of a desirable basic walking pattern is further

extended to the dynamically asymmetrical basic walking patterns.

4.3 Walking Guided by Dynamically Asymmetrical Ba-

sic Walking Patterns

Similar to the symmetrical motion pattern generation, the asymmetrical basic walking

patterns are also generated by the GAOFSF method.

Since the asymmetrical pattern can be referred to position asymmetry or velocity asym-

metry, the dynamically asymmetrical motions are further divided into the following two

categories:

Category 1: velocity is still maintained to be uniform, which can be considered as sym-

metrical according to the center lineX = 0, but the end configuration of a step is less

symmetrical.

Category 2: the end configuration of a step is still maintained to be rather symmetrical,

but the average walking velocity before and after crossing the center lineX = 0 is less
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Table 4.3: GAOFSF Set-up for asymmetrical motion pattern generation, Category 1
(flat-terrain)

Description Remark

Objective components CodeOp1: f1, f2, f3

Constraint components CodeOp1: s1 − s5

Equivalent level amin = 10,bmin = 6

Chromosome representation real-valued GA

Initial population M 150

Generation number T 250

Crossover operators heuristic crossover

simple crossover

arthritic crossover

Mutation operators multi-non-uniform mutation

Uniform mutation

Boundary mutation

Weights for objectives wi = [10,10,10]

Weights for constraints pi = [60,20,20,20,70]

Chromosome format [Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2]

equivalent.

4.3.1 Walking Results of Category 1

Walking specifications for thisBasymCategory 1 are: similar step-length as that of the

Bsym, uniform walking velocity, but the stance ankle joint torque during the positive

and negative phases are not supposed to be in an equivalent level to get some dynamics

asymmetry. Therefore, non-zero values ofamin andbmin are assigned tos1 to specify the

motion asymmetry, referring to Chapter 3. Table 4.3 gives the set-up of the GAOFSF

for the generation of asymmetrical motion patterns that belong to the Category 1.

The following two representative walking solutions are then generated:
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xasym1 = [0.262−0.062 0.013−0.005 0.000−0.388−0.047 (4.6)

0.047 0.004−0.003 0.516 0.082−0.055 0.008

−0.018−0.016 0.001 0.07 0.470]

xasym2 = [0.255−0.074 0.019−0.003 0.000−0.379−0.031 (4.7)

0.050 0.014 0.000 0.468 0.102−0.014 −0.026

−0.035−0.010 0.000 0.062 0.480]

Figure 4.10 shows the generation results of the above two solutionsxasym1, xasym2 in

terms of the ZMP trajectory, stance ankle torque trajectory and the body position w.r.t

the base frame. It can be observed that the ZMP trajectories of both solutions are outside

the supporting polygon, and the needed stance ankle joint torque is in a similar shape

of the ZMP trajectories, showing the vertical motion is minor. From the ZMP or the

stance ankle joint torque trajectory, it can be seen that the trajectories are a bit shifted

up according to the center line compared to the symmetrical walking pattern, as shown

in Figure 4.10(a) and (b). Figure 4.10(e) and (f) show that the walking velocity of the

two solutions are both optimized to be uniform over the walking cycle, but the end

configurations are less symmetrical as|x−| is not this equal to|x+|, where|x−| and|x+|
are the initial and end body CG position of a step motion w.r.t the base frame.

For the generated motion patternxasym1, given different initial velocitiesv0 (0.4m/s −
−1.2m/s), the motion responses are shown in Figure 4.11. It can be seen that the limit
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Figure 4.10: Motion generation result of the two solutions belonging toBasymCategory
1.
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Figure 4.12: Stick-diagram of the dynamic walking controlled by patternXasym1.

cycle behavior can be still achieved when motion is initialized by a range of initial

velocitiesv0. Also, the resultingV0i is almost the same asVti , being the maximum

velocity Vmax. Such behavior is the same as the symmetrical walking motion, having

the one-step period limit cycle behavior. However, compared to the results obtained

from the symmetrical walking pattern (Figure 4.7), it can be observed that the minimum

velocityVmin in Figure 4.11 is a bit biased, not having theVmin in the middle of a step-

period. Nevertheless, the minimum walking velocity still occurs at the center lineX = 0

although the resulting motion is a bit forward compared to the previous symmetrical

walking motion, as shown in the stick-diagram, Figure 4.12.
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Furthermore, from the range of the given initial walking velocitiesv0 (0.4m/s−−1.2m/s),

compared to that of the symmetrical pattern (0.5m/s−−1.35m/s), it can be seen that

walking motionxasym1 is more tolerant to the smaller initial walking velocities, but less

for the larger initial walking velocities. This means the center of the actual ZMP location

of the resulting limit cycle pattern was shifted to be slightly forward. Thus, it becomes

more tolerant for the lower initial velocities. Referring to Figure 4.10(a), the ZMP of the

basic patternxasym1 is also shifted in the same direction, compared with Figure 4.6(b).

These results show that the ZMP of the resulting limit cycle pattern is correlated with

the ZMP planned in the basic walking patternB(t). This will be particularly discussed

in the later section. Figure 4.13 shows the actual dynamics data. It can be still seen that

the step-magnitude is maintainable as indicated in Figure 4.13 (d)(e) by dash lines.

Similarly, solutionxasym2 shows the maximum walking velocityVmax also occurs at the

touchdown moment as desired and the minimum walkingVmin still occurs close to the

center lineX = 0, as shown by the stick-density in Figure 4.15. Also, the adjustment

range of the initial walking velocityv0 assigned is observed to be further biased as

v0 : 0.3m/s−−1.1m/s, as shown in Figure 4.14.

From the results obtained from this walking under the dynamically asymmetrical basic

patternBasym(t) Category 1, the resulting walking pattern has the characteristics sum-

marized as:

• The steady-state is shown of one-step period limit cycle as:V0i
.= Vti = Vmax with

the desired step-magnitude maintainable.

• Vmin still occurs close to the center line positionX = 0 although the position con-

figuration is no longer symmetrical.

• The center of the actual ZMP location is associated with that of the planned ZMP

location in the basic walking patternB(t).

• Control convergence behavior is still found to be: compared to theVmax, a higher

initial velocity→ a lower initial velocity for the subsequent step; a lower initial
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Figure 4.13: Resulting dynamics of the dynamic walkingXasym1.
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Figure 4.15: Stick-diagram of the motion underXasym2.

velocity→ a higher initial velocity for the subsequent step; and the difference to

the steady-state motion was quickly reduced and eliminated eventually, while the

desired step-magnitude is maintainable in transitions.

4.3.2 Walking Results of Category 2

For BasymCategory 2, average walking velocityVB1 andVB2 are given to thef3 (Op1

code) in the GAOFSF for generating asymmetrical walking velocity during the negative

and positive walking phases, referring to Chapter 3. Table 4.4 gives the set-up of the

GAOFSF.

Also two representative walking solutions in this category have been generated:

xasym3 = [0.259−0.05 −0.013 0.016−0.007−0.448−0.173 (4.8)

−0.037 0.010 0.014 0.382 0.180 0.079−0.034

−0.019−0.021 0.000 0.056 0.420]
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Table 4.4: GAOFSF Set-up for asymmetrical motion pattern generation, Category 2
(flat-terrain)

Description Remark

Objective components CodeOp1: f1, f2, f3 + CodeOp2: f5

Constraint components CodeOp1: s1 − s5

Equivalent level amin = 10,bmin = 6

Average walking velocity v̄1 = 3.5m/s, v̄2 = 4.5m/s

Chromosome representation real-valued GA

Initial population M 150

Generation number T 250

Crossover operators heuristic crossover

simple crossover

arthritic crossover

Mutation operators multi-non-uniform mutation

Uniform mutation

Boundary mutation

Weights for objectives wi = [10,10,10,10]

Weights for constraints pi = [60,20,20,20,70]

Chromosome format [Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2]
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xasym4 = [0.297 0.074 0.006 0.009−0.008−0.474−0.116 (4.9)

0.045 0.030 0.011 0.675 0.176−0.065−0.012

−0.033−0.015 0.001 0.050 0.440]

The planned ZMP and the needed stance ankle joint torque are shown in Figure 4.16 for

the above two solutions. The ZMP trajectories of both patterns get outside the support-

ing polygon. Also, from the ZMP or the stance ankle joint torque, it can be observed

that neither of the two motions is dynamically symmetrical referring to the center line

(X = 0), and the first motion is further more asymmetrical in dynamics. Figure 4.16(e)

and (f) show that the end configuration of the above two patterns are rather symmetrical

as|x−| .= |x+|, however, the inclinations of the body position plots show that the velocity

pattern during one-step is less symmetrical.xasym3 is even more obvious in the velocity

asymmetry, as shown in Figure 4.16(e).

Applying the proposed motion control strategy, given various initial walking velocities

v0 to the patternxasym3, Figure 4.17 shows the velocity profiles during motion transitions

and the resulting limit cycle behavior. It can be seen that the controller still can take

this level of motion asymmetry and achieve the limit cycle behavior. Generally, the

walking velocity is still first reduced and then increased, and the resulting limit cycles

are almost the same to each other although they are excited by different initial velocities.

Furthermore, it can be observed that the first step getting into the limit cycle behavior can

be changed by giving different initial velocities. This is because different initial velocity

may lead a different leg first to get into any one step in the cyclic pattern. Nevertheless,

the walking results further confirm the existence of the limit cycle behavior using the

proposed motion control strategy.

Figure 4.18 shows the stick-diagram of the resulting walking motion. As expected, the
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Figure 4.16: Pattern generation results forBasymCategory 2.
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Figure 4.18: Stick-diagram of the dynamic walking. SolutionXasym3.

real motion is still shrunk inside the planned motion observed from the density of the

stick-diagram. This indicates that the walking velocity is generally lower in the middle

of a step but higher near the touch-down phase. Figure 4.19 gives the detailed dynamics

of this walking motion. The step-magnitude was still maintained well, as errors were

reduced at the touchdown moment, as indicated in Figure 4.19(d) and (e).

However, compared with the results obtained fromBsym andBasym in Category 1, the

primary difference is the limit cycle composed under thisxasym3 is shown to be of two-

step period, beingV0i = V0i+1, Vti = Vti+1 butV0i 6= Vti , as shown in Figure 4.17. Further
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Figure 4.19: Resulting dynamics of the dynamics walking, solutionXasym3.
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Figure 4.20: Walking velocity profile of motions with further bigger velocity asymmetry
under different initial walking velocityv0.

increasing the magnitude of this locomotion for 1.1 times, the difference∆ = |v0i −vti |
is also accordingly increased, as shown in Figure 4.20. Due to the higher asymmetrical

behavior, the adjustable range ofv0 that can result in the limit cycle becomes more

restricted. Notev0 range is reduced from(0.6,1.25)m/s to (0.8,1.2)m/s. The first

four rows of Figure 4.20 show that whenv0 = 1.0m/s, the robot took a long time, as

indicated about 65s marked by the dash line, to get into the limit walking cycle pattern.

Given another initial velocityv0 = 1.2m/s, walking quickly converged to the limit cycle

pattern, as shown in the last row of Figure 4.20. Although the transition periods for

the two cases are quite different, the final steady-state walking motions of both cases

appeared to be exactly the same. The reason for the long period transition found in

walking excited byv0 = 1.0m/s will be explained in the later section.

Such a two-step period limit cycle behavior is also confirmed by the patternxasym4.

Furthermore, it can be seen that: with the walking velocity being less asymmetrical, the
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Figure 4.21: Walking velocity profile of motions under different initial walking velocity
v0, SolutionXasym4.

resulting difference between the two steps in a walking cycle is also reduced, referring

to Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.21.

Based on the results obtained from this walking under the dynamically asymmetrical

basic patternBasym(t) Category 2, the resulting walking pattern has the following char-

acteristics:

• V0i 6= Vti but the step-magnitude can be still well maintained, yielding a two-step

period limit cycle behavior.

• With the difference betweenVB1 andVB2 getting smaller, the difference between

the two steps in the limit cycle pattern is also accordingly reduced.

• The stick-density is generally higher in the middle of a step, but lower for the

swing-in and swing-out phases, as shown in Figure 4.18. This indicates the actual

ZMP location has been also shrunk compared to the ZMP location of the planned

basic walking pattern.

• Control convergence behavior is still found to be: with the step-magnitude being

well maintained in transitions, compared with the initial and end walking veloci-
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ties in one step motion in the steady-state, a higher initial velocity→ a lower end

velocity, which is also the initial velocity for the subsequent step; a lower initial

velocity→ a higher end velocity instead; and the difference to the steady-state

was eventually eliminated.

4.4 Analysis of The Limit Cycle Patterns

Based on the obtained dynamic simulation results, it can be clearly seen that the pro-

posed motion control is able to achieve the desired stable limit cycle walking behavior

excited by quite a large range of initial velocities (or pushes).

However, two types of limit cycle behaviors have been found when walking velocity in

the basic walking pattern is changed from uniform ( ¯v1
.= v̄2

.= const) to be less equiva-

lent (v̄1 6= v̄2). The limit cycle behavior of the walking motion under the basic walking

patterns with the uniform walking velocity all appear to be of one-step period. This

means the left stance step is the same as the right stance step. However, when the walk-

ing velocity in the basic walking pattern becomes rather inequivalent before and after

the positionX = 0, the resulting limit cycle behavior is shown to be of two-step period.

This means the walking cycle is repeated but the left-stance step is a bit different from

the right-stance step. In addition, with the difference∆ = |v̄1− v̄2| getting smaller, the

difference of the two steps in a walking cycle was also accordingly reduced. Therefore,

uniform walking velocity is shown to be very correlated with the achievement of the

one-step period limit cycle walking behavior. The following gives a possible reason

why the basic walking patterns with uniform walking velocity achieved the one-step

limit cycle behavior.

Thanks to the following three characters of the generated basic walking pattern: 1) walk-

ing velocity is uniform, 2) the gravitational momentum is about compensated referring

to the center lineX = 0 over a step-period, and 3) stride-frequency is selected to be close

to the natural frequency, the following control behaviors have been achieved:
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1. Even if the low and non-critical control gains are applied, still a rather wide range

of initial conditions can result in the robot reaching the desired end configuration of the

planned step motion.

2. Given the low control gains, more natural dynamics [80] can be excited, resulting in

the the forward velocity profile smoothly reduced during the swing-in phase and then

increased during the swing-out phase. Such a ”U” shape velocity profile is desirable for

walking locomotion stability, as it indicates the resulting ZMP location is shrunk inside

the planned ZMP area.

3. Compared to the steady-state motion, the higher initial velocities cause the CG mag-

nitude overlap with the planned motion a bit forward than the center lineX = 0 and

vice versa for the assigned lower initial velocities. Therefore, a motion with the center

line positionX = 0 fully responded (Vmin occurs at the positionX = 0) is found to be

included in the range that the step-magnitude is maintainable.

Based on the above control behaviors contained in the soft motion control, the following

explains why the resulting motion is eventually stabilized at a motion that the desired

step-magnitude is maintained and the velocity appears to be the ”U” shape with the

minimum walking at the center line positionX = 0.

Referring to a basic walking pattern with the uniform walking velocity, it can be noted

that the basic walking pattern automatically entrains the sub-basic walking patterns

B(t)sub inside theB(t) with the same dynamics correlation before and after the center

line X = 0, as illustrated in Figure 4.22(a). ( Line pairsOA−OB, OC−OD, OE−OF

before and after the center lineX = 0 (OO′) indicate the sub-basic walking patterns).

Then, the motion, which can have the CG position overlap with the prescribed motion

at the center lineX = 0 and achieve the desired step-magnitude, can be considered as a

compound motion based on a linear motion base (the smallest sub-basic walking pattern

OE−OF in Figure 4.22(a)) adding equivalent acceleration modifications to the linear

base (abc in Figure 4.22(b)) by all the sub-basic walking patterns. In Figure 4.22(b),

slopeab andbc represent the accelerationsaL1 andaL2 in the linear base for slowing
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Figure 4.22: The resulting motion compounded on the linear base.

down and speeding up before and after the momenttm. Therefore, the correlation be-

tween the positive and negative accelerations in each sub-basic walking pattern then is

considered to be fixed for the resulting motion, as illustrated in Figure 4.22(b).

Based on Figure 4.22(b), the relationship of the accelerationsaL1 andaL2 in the linear

base can then be derived as Equations (4.10) to (4.13):

∵ l+/l− = ScbM f/SabME = M+/M− = SABMb/SDCMb (4.10)
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∴
Vmin(tc− tm)+ 1

2aL2(tc− tm)2

Vmin(tm− ta)+ 1
2aL1(tm− ta)2

=
VB(T− tm)

VBtm
(4.11)

∵ tc− tm = k(T− tm) and tm− ta = ktm (4.12)

∴ aL1

aL2
=

T− tm
tm

(4.13)

Hence, incorporating all the equivalent acceleration modifications to the linear motion

base, the relationship between the actual average accelerations ¯a1 and ¯a2 for slowing

down and speeding up will be also maintained as:

ā1

ā2

.=
T− tm

tm
(4.14)

resulting in the same initial and end walking walking velocity of the steady-state motion

pattern. Thus,

V0i = Vti (4.15)

Furthermore, the ratior of the positive and negative magnitude of all the actual sub-

motions, including the linear base, will be the same asr = M+/M− illustrated in Figure

4.22(a).

Based on the above features of the motion that the center lineX = 0 was responded,

it can be seen that this motion is rather correlated with the basic motion pattern in the

aspects: 1) the same average position displacement and the same average walking ve-

locity; 2) the same dynamics correlation before and after theX = 0 position, as the

magnitude ratio is always beingr and the corresponding velocity ratio is always being

1. Therefore, this motion is supposed to be the least deviated motion under the set of

low control gains. Since the general control behavior of the proposed motion control

law is still to resemble the planned motion pattern through achieving the desired relative

joint angles, all the other motions aside from the least deviated motion pattern will then

converge to the least deviated motion pattern. Because the desired step-magnitude can
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be well maintained for a wide range of initial conditions around the initial condition

of the steady-state motion, the velocity response to the least deviated motion pattern is

then sketched as shown in Figure 4.23(a), where the linesAB andCD denote the least

deviated motion pattern, and the dash arrows indicate the change of the starting velocity

when motion is in transitions to the stable limit cycle pattern.

Referring to the convergence behavior, given an initial walking velocity which is in the

range that the step-magnitude is still maintainable, the resulting motion will just follow

the illustrated velocity response behavior, transiting to the least deviated motion pattern

which has the end dynamics of a step motion equal to the initial’s. This explains why

the appeared limit cycle pattern under the basic walking patterns with uniform walking

velocity are all of the one-step period type and the minimum walking velocityVmin

roughly occurs at the center line positionX = 0, referring to the simulation results of

BsymandBasym, Category 1.

Following the same logic, it can also explain why the two-step limit cycle pattern occurs

when the walking velocity in the basic walking pattern is less symmetrical (inequivalent)

according to the center lineX = 0.

In this work, the velocity of the negative and positive phases for the asymmetrical walk-

ing patternsBasymCategory 2 are planned to be close toVB1 andVB2, respectively. Then

the basic walking patternB(t) also entrains the approximated sub-basic walking pat-

terns according to the center lineX = 0. Then, the pattern thatX = 0 position is roughly

responded can then be identified as the least deviated motion pattern under the current

gain setting.

Since the positive and negative step-magnitude are about the same for motions in Cate-

gory 2, areaSABMO andSCDEM in the velocity-time plot will then be equal to each other.

With VB1 > VB2, tm < (T− tm), the initial velocity of the least deviated motion pattern

V0 shall then be higher than its end velocityVt , asV0 > Vt illustrated in Figure 4.24.

Based on the motion convergence behaviors observed from the above study about basic

walking patterns, it can be derived that in Figure 4.23(b)
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Figure 4.23: Explanations for the resulting one-step limit cycle and two-step limit cycle
patterns.With the step-magnitude being maintained, the higher initial velocity v0i of a
step results in the end velocity vti lower than that of the steady-state motion; the lower
initial velocity v0i results in the end velocity vti higher than that of the steady-state
motion; the difference to the steady-state motion converges to zero eventually.
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(1) if v0 > VA, thenv1 < VB and|v1−VB|< |v0−VA|

(2) if v1 < VC, thenv2 > VD and|v2−VD|< |v1−VB|

(Note, forv0 < VA, it is just the same as (2) states).

Therefore, when the assigned initial walking velocity is higher thanVA which results

in the least deviated motion pattern, the pathway of the velocity transition will be just

similar to what is shown in Figure 4.23(a), havingv2 < v0. This is because whenv0 >

VA, the two steps in a walking cycle respond to the least deviated pattern in different

directions as indicated in Figure 4.23(b). Therefore, there is no conflict in between,

same as the walking guided by a basic walking pattern with uniform walking velocity.

Taking one walking cycle as a whole, the highest velocityv2 of the right stance step

would be lower than the initial velocityv0 of the left stance step. Therefore, there must

be a moment that the initial velocity of the left stance step is equal or smaller thanVA,

just the same as assigning an initial velocityv0 < VA.

Whenv0 is assigned to be smaller thanVA asv0≤VA, the direction of the left stance step

responds to the least deviated motion pattern will be changed, as indicated in Figure

4.23(b), and cause some mutual inhibition between the two steps in a walking cycle.

Since the inclination ofAB andBE are in different directions, there must be an initial
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velocity v0 yielding v0 = VF = VO = VG, as indicated in Figure 4.23(b). Also, referring

to the (2) above, the length ofAF shall be longer than the length ofEG. Therefore, there

must be a limit cycle entrained in the area ofAFGE, and the entrained limit cycle can

be shown as eitherabcor FOG, as indicated in Figure 4.23(b).

However, compared to Figure 4.23(a), it can be noted thatAF > OB (referring to the (2)

above) for walking guided by a velocity asymmetrical walking pattern, butAF = OB= 0

for walking guided by a uniform walking velocity pattern. Therefore, if the difference

∆ = VB1−VB2 is more observable, the entrained limit cycle is believed to be shown of

the two-step period type provided the desired step-magnitude is still maintainable, as

represented byabc in Figure 4.23(b).

Furthermore, with the velocity differenceVB1−VB2 getting increased or decreased, the

sketch of the two-step limit cycle would be also roughly scaled. This explains the trend

found in the simulations, including those with the uniform walking velocityVB1
.= VB2:

the moreVB1 is deviated fromVB2 planned in the basic walking pattern, the more velocity

difference would be shown in the two steps in the entrained two-step limit cycle pattern

provided the step-magnitude is maintainable.

In addition, as seen from the sketch of the two-step period limit cycle, Figure 4.23(b), the

resulting two-step period limit cycle is like a stretched limit cycle of the one-step period

limit cycle. Therefore, the area in between the stretched limit cycle (abcandb′c′b′) is

also a transitional region although there is a state withVF = VO = VG included. Back

to the results obtained fromxasym3, this explains why the higher velocityv0 :> 1.1m/s

got the highest velocityVmax occur to the right leg (odd-step) but the lower velocityv0 :

0.6m/s−−1.1m/sgot the highest velocityVmaxoccur to the left leg (even-step) instead.

Furthermore, Figure 4.20 shows with the pattern being proportionally enlarged for 1.1

times, given the initial velocityv0 = 1.0m/s which is in this middle transitional region,

it took a long time to converge the robot motion to the limit cycle pattern. Also, the steps

in the transition did have similar initial and end velocity for each step. However, with the

error being accumulated, walking eventually still converged to the two-step period limit

walking cycle. This validates the above sketch about the two-step limit cycle pattern.
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4.5 Derived GAOFSF Objective Functions for Basic Walk-

ing Patterns

Based on the results of the objective function study for basic walking pattern generation

that allows low gain motion control for the achievement of a smooth, natural and stable

locomotion, the following three motion behaviors have been found to be important.

(1) The accumulated gravitational momentum of the planned basic walking pattern is

supposed to be close to zero over a step-period.

(2) Uniform walking velocity of the planned basic walking pattern.

(3) The stride-frequency should be selected to be close to the robot natural frequency.

The above three conditions combined together make it rather easy for the controller to

maintain the desired average walking speed and the desired landing configuration with-

out using critical and stiff control gains. Also, the target motion pattern (the least devi-

ated motion pattern) can be identified as a step motion whose initial and end dynamics

are rather equivalent.

Therefore, given the stride-frequency is already set to be closer to the robot natural

frequency, to achieve the desired one-step period limit cycle behavior using the proposed

soft motion controller, the objective functions that will be sent to the GAOFSF method

are derived as:

(1) Make the walking velocity uniform as much as possible. (f1 in the GAOFSF method,

codeOp2)

(2) Make the motion as symmetrical as possible with respect to the body CG:∆X =

|X−| .= |X+|. ( f2 in the GAOFSF method, codeOp2)

From the perspective of motion robustness, the resulting ”U” shape walking velocity

has already indicated the actual ZMP location displaced from the prescribed ZMP (com-
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puted based on the basic walking pattern) to the center lineX = 0. The maximization

of the ZMP displacement from the planned ZMP is related with the joint control gains

applied to the robot. This can be always separately done by fine tuning the joint con-

trol gains. Then, the optimization of the ZMP of the actual motion is really about the

optimization of the average ZMP location over a step period. In this case, if there is

any correlation between the average ZMP position over a step of the generated basic

walking pattern and that of the actual walking motion, the optimization of the average

ZMP position in basic walking pattern will then indirectly lead to a safe ZMP location

of the actual motion.

Given that the desired one-step period limit cycle walking pattern is achievable, the av-

erage ZMP position displacement from the prescribed one due to the position deviation

will be just zero. Then the acceleration components play a major role for the ZMP

displacement to the center lineX = 0. The displacement can be computed as:

∆ZMP1(t) =
K(a1n−asn)
m(g+ z̈G)

(4.16)

∆ZMP2(t) =
K(a2m−asm)

m(g+ z̈G)
(4.17)

at any instant; wherea1n anda2m are the accelerations at some moment before and after

the Vmin, respectively;asn and asm are the accelerations of the basic walking pattern

before and after theVmin, respectively. Then the total displacement of the actual ZMP

from the ZMP of the basic walking pattern towards theX = 0 position can be computed

as:

∫ tm

0
∆ZMP1(t)dt =

K(
∫ tm

0 (a1n−asn)dt)
m(g+ z̈G)

(4.18)

∫ T−tm

tm
∆ZMP2(t)dt =

K(
∫ T−tm
tm (a2m−asm)dt)

m(g+ z̈G)
(4.19)

Since the velocity in the basic walking pattern is rather uniform, asVB1(t)
.= VB2(t)

.=

const,
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∫ tm

0
asndt =

∫ T−tm

tm
asmdt→ 0 (4.20)

Note the one-step limit cycle pattern has the initial walking velocity of a step equal to

the end velocity of this step, as:V0i = Vti , yielding

∫ tm

0
a1ndt =

∫ T−tm

tm
a2mdt (4.21)

Apply the Equations (4.20) and (4.21) to Equations (4.18) and (4.19), it can be derived

that the total displacement of the actual ZMP from the ZMP of the basic walking pattern

towards the center lineX = 0 in periods of(0, tm) and(tm,T) are the same, as:

∫ tm

0
∆ZMP1(t)dt =

∫ T−tm

tm
∆ZMP2(t)dt (4.22)

This indicates the average ZMP value of the actual robot motion will be the same as

the average ZMP value of the basic walking patternB(t). This also explains why with

the center of the planned ZMP of the motionsxasym1 andxasym2 shifted forward, the

center of the actual ZMP is observed to be also shifted in the same direction, as seen

from the shift of the range of the initial walking velocitiesv0. Therefore, to achieve a

better motion robustness, the objective function (3) will be also added for performance

trade-off.

(3) Make the location of the average of the ZMP close to the center of the stance foot-

print.(f3 in the GAOFSF method, codeOp2)

Since the optimization of the average ZMP location is based on the condition that the

one-step period limit cycle walking pattern is achievable, it leads to the logic that if

performance (3) greatly conflicts with the performances (1) and (2), the optimization

strategy will not work. However, if performance (3) does not much conflict with the
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performances (1) and (2), the optimization strategy will then be able to conduct a per-

formance trade-off and give an overall ”optimum”.

As seen from the simulation results, a certain level of posture bias or inequivalent walk-

ing velocity can still result in the feasible limit cycle behavior with the desired step-

magnitude being well maintained. Also, the ZMP of this planned pattern will be rather

overlapped with the robot CG position if the walking velocity of the basic walking pat-

tern is optimized to be uniform. Therefore, performance index (3) will not much conflict

with (1) or (2). To testify the derived motion optimization strategy, the following sec-

tion applies the objective functions (f1, f2 and f3 codeOp2 in the GAOFSF method) to

basic walking pattern generations for up- and down-slope walking motions. The applied

motion controller is still soft.

4.6 Algorithm Generalized to Slope-terrain Walking

In this section, the sagittal motion control algorithm is generalized to slope-terrain walk-

ing control. The basic walking patterns generated are for walking on a 10o up-slope and

down-slope terrains.

4.6.1 Up-slope Walking

In the first slope walking example, the GAOFSF approach was used to generate a ba-

sic walking pattern, with walking velocity and the center of the ZMP optimized, for

the simulated NUSBIP-I robot to walk up a 10o slope. The desired step length is set

to 0.26m and the average walking speed along the horizontal plane is set to 0.27m/s

(ωh = 3.2623). Note if this frequency or step-length is not very applicable for the ac-

tual dynamic walking control, the stride-frequency and step-length can be tuned directly

through the parameterωh andR respectively without any other changes of the motion

joint trajectories, as the parameter tuning will not affect the unform walking velocity, the
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Table 4.5: GA Set-up for up-slope walking

Description Remark

Objective components CodeOp2: f1, f2, f3

Constraint components CodeOp2: s1 − s5

Chromosome representation real-valued GA

Initial population M 150

Generation number T 250

Crossover operators heuristic crossover

simple crossover

arthritic crossover

Mutation operators multi-non-uniform mutation

Uniform mutation

Boundary mutation

Weights for objectives wi = [50,10,40]

Weights for constraints pi = [15,50,20,30,500]

average ZMP location or the posture correlation before and after the center lineX = 0.

The GA environment set-up and weighting parameters are shown in Table 4.5.

The best chromosome,[Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2], was found by GA to be

x = [0.222−0.041−0.011 0.014−0.005−0.5 −0.035 (4.23)

0.097 0.039 0.004 0.650−0.096−0.087 0.085

0.024−0.144 0.267 0.001 0.540]

Figure 4.25 shows the motion generation result in terms of the joint angle trajectories,

ZMP trajectory, body position profile and pattern stick-diagram. It can be seen that the

planned ZMP is still outside the supporting polygon for this step-length walking, but
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Figure 4.25: Motion generation result for 10o up-slope walking.

the center of the ZMP,Pm, is near the center of the supporting polygon. The inclination

of the body position profile, Figure 4.25(c), shows that the walking speed has been

optimized to be uniform. Figure 4.25(d) shows the stick-diagram of the locomotion

with the desired step-length well achieved.

When the control algorithm was applied using the basic patternxup, the resulting walk-

ing pattern converged to a stable steady-state. This is shown in the stick-diagram, Figure

4.26. Compared to Figure 4.25(d), the real walking pattern is also shrunk inside with the

minimum walking velocity occurring roughly at the positionX = 0, as shown in Figure

4.27. Figure 4.28 shows the walking velocity profile for the motion in transitions and

the achieved limit cycle pattern. The limit cycle is shown to be just the one-step period

type. The convergence behavior of the controller can be still observed the same as that
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Figure 4.26: Stick-diagram of the dynamic 10o up-slope walking motion.

of all the walking results presented above. Figure 4.29 provides the resulting dynamics

of this up-slope walking.

4.6.2 Down-slope Walking

The generated down-slope walking pattern is specified as: the step length 0.35mand the

average walking speed 0.6m/s (ωh = 2π). The GA parameters used are shown in Table

4.6. The best chromosome obtained by GA, in the form of[Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2], is

x = [0.312−0.076 0.018−0.005−0.004−0.327−0.190 (4.24)

−0.096−0.031−0.009 0.144 0.118−0.007−0.114

−0.033−0.194 0.799 0.147 0.220]

Figure 4.30 shows the motion generation result in terms of the joint trajectories, ZMP

trajectory, body position profile and the pattern stick-diagram. Still, the ZMP is outside

the supporting polygon for this step-length walking but the center of the ZMP trajectory
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Figure 4.27: Posture having the minimum walking velocityVmin shown in the Yobotics!
simulation.
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Figure 4.28: Walking velocity profile under different initial velocityv0. 10o up-slope.
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Figure 4.29: Resulting dynamics of the 10o up-slope walking.
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Table 4.6: GA Set-up for down-slope walking

Description Remark

Objective components CodeOp2: f1, f2, f3

Constraint components CodeOp2: s1 − s5

Chromosome representation real-valued GA

Initial population M 150

Generation number T 250

Crossover operators heuristic crossover

simple crossover

arthritic crossover

Mutation operators multi-non-uniform mutation

Uniform mutation

Boundary mutation

Weights for objectives wi = [50,20,30]

Weights for constraints pi = [15,80,20,30,800]

is near the center of the supporting polygon. The inclination of the body position profile,

Figure 4.30(c), shows the walking velocity has been optimized to be uniform. The

desired walking speed and step length have been both achieved well, as shown in the

position profile and the pattern stick-diagram, Figure 4.30(d).

The achieved dynamic walking pattern is shown in the stick-diagram, Figure 4.31. Com-

paring with Figure 4.32, in this case, the minimum walking velocity also occurs at about

the vertical lineX = 0. Figure 4.33 shows the walking velocity profile for motion in

transitions and the achieved limit cycle pattern. The limit cycle is also of the one-step

period. Figure 4.34 provides the actual dynamics of this down-slope walking, and the

magnitude of a step is still shown to be maintainable.

From the results, it can be also noted that although the general shapes of the joint angle

trajectories obtained are similar in form to that shown in Figure 3.3, there is a significant

difference in the value oft1, the instant when the stance knee starts to lock for the

different slopes. For both flat terrains and for up-slope walking,t1 is negligible but for
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Figure 4.30: Motion generation result of the 10o down-slope walking.
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Figure 4.31: Stick-diagram of the actual 10o down-slope walking motion.
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Figure 4.32: Posture having the minimum walking velocityVmin shown in the Yobotics!
simulation.
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Figure 4.33: Walking velocity profile of motions given different initial velocityv0.
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Figure 4.34: Resulting dynamics of the 10o down-slope terrain walking.
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Figure 4.35: Orientation and the magnitude of reaction force in human walking recorded
by VIOCON.

down-slope walking, the period fromt0 to t1 is quite significant. This shows that, in the

latter case, the stance knee joint is locked for only a very short duration and may also

not be locked at all. Such behavior is also similar as what has been found in human

gaits[86]. The following section particularly compares the generated walking gaits with

human gaits.

4.7 Comparison With Human Gaits

As mentioned earlier, the target of the motion control is to be human-like. To show that

the proposed motion generation method GAOFSF and the joint control altogether can

result in the human-like walking behaviors, the ground reaction forces were investigated.

Here the flat-terrain walking is used to give a comparison between the robot gaits and

human gaits. The human gaits were recorded by theVICON system. Figure 4.35 shows

the measured orientation and the magnitude of reaction force. For a better illustration of

the orientation and magnitude changing of the ground reaction force, the human walking

experiment is displayed at once with two different timings (dark gray and light gray), as

shown in Figure 4.35.
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Referring to Figure 4.36(a), the reaction forces (shear force and vertical reaction force)

of the flat-terrain walking guided byBsym is found to be quite acceptable based on the

human-gaits analysis [86]. The length of vector is related to its force magnitude. Com-

paring the orientation and the magnitude of the reaction force in human walking, a good

match between the generated gaits and the human counterpart can be noted. The force

vectors’ orientations rotate clockwise with the progress of the supporting phase. The

value of vertical ground reaction force is about the same as the body weight in most of

the time during the supporting phase. This confirms that the robot was stably supported.

Furthermore, the shear forces are negative at first and then becomes positive, as shown

in Figure 4.36(a). This is exactly what is measured in human gaits. The negative part is

the braking phase of touching down and the positive part is the motion propulsion phase

when the supporting leg pulls the ground to drive the body. The peak value of the shear

forces is about 15% of body weight, comparable to 16−20% in human walking.

From Figure 4.36(b), it can be noted that the calculated friction coefficient that is re-

quired is small(< 0.25). It means that normal surfaces (PCV floor, wooden floor, brick

path, asphalt) towards robot feet with shoe type sole (for those materials friction coef-

ficient ranges from 0.5 to 0.9)[85] can easily satisfy the compensation of shear force

without slip.

Similarly, the orientation and magnitude of the ground reaction force for up-slope and

down-slope motions are shown in Figures 4.36(c) and (e), respectively. For going down

a slope, it is quite natural to have a larger impact when the swing foot touches the

ground comparing with up-slope or flat-terrain motions [86]. Figure 4.36(d) and Figure

4.36(f) show the required friction coefficient for the up-slope and down-slope motions,

respectively. The small values in these figures indicate that walking can be realized by

most ground situations.

From the above comparisons, it can be seen that the generated gaits have great similari-

ties with human gaits and the required friction can be satisfied by most ground materials.
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Figure 4.36: Ground reaction forces and required minimum friction coefficient for the
generated walking on the flat-terrain, up-slope and down-slope.
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4.8 Summary

In this chapter, the proposed motion control strategy has been shown effective and the

limit cycle walking behavior is achievable. The objective functions for the basic walking

patternB(t) have been studied and derived for the GAOFSF method. The generated

walking patterns using the derived objective functions successfully guided the up-slope

and down-slope walking in the simulation environment. The resulting walking behavior

is stable, smooth and human-like.

Corresponding to the earlier mentioned motion control challenges, using the proposed

motion strategy, the robot body motion has been controlled to be upright without any

obvious pitching behavior. Also, low gain motion control has been achieved, resulting in

the motion insensitive to the environment perturbations while converging to the desired

walking behavior as well.

Besides the motion control strategy, the GAOFSF method using a Truncated Fourier

Series (TFS) to model the joint trajectories for human-like walking patterns has been

demonstrated. The generation method is shown to be general, with full dynamics in-

corporated. Therefore, it can be readily applied to different motions and robots with

different geometrical and inertial properties.

The next Chapter will focus on the motion adjustment modes contained in the optimized

TFS formulated basic walking patterns, and further show the advantages of using the

TFS model and the robustness of the entrained limit cycle walking patterns.
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Chapter 5

Sagittal Plane Motion Adjustment

Based on the knowledge obtained from human gaits research on CPG in rhythm genera-

tion and motion adaptation towards the environment, it can be summarized that walking

is controlled by a basic function stored in human biological neural networks. During

walking in different situations, this function is modified automatically according to hu-

man senses about the nature of the terrain and walking environment.

From the results obtained from Chapter 4, it can be seen that the TFS formulated motion

pattern together with the proposed motion control law can automatically damp a range of

motion perturbations and converge the robot walking into a limit cycle behavior. It thus

provides the fundamental, which can also be compared to a CPG pattern stored in the

low level, for further building up a walking network achieving the human-like rhythmic

walking behavior and environment adaptation. Therefore, in this chapter, these human

walking functions are explored based on the TFS formulated motion pattern using the

proposed motion control law.

The key parameters that have been investigated in the TFS formulated motion pattern

are: the fundamental frequencyω in Equations (3.10) and (3.11), the scaling parameter

R of the Truncated Fourier series and the constantc attached at the end of the Fourier

series. All these parameters have straightforward physical meanings related with walk-
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ing behaviors such as walking stride-frequency, step-length and locomotion patterns.

The following sections develop the motion adjustment modes for the stride-frequency,

step-length and walking posture adjustments. The basic walking motion patterns used

in this chapter are the symmetrical walking pattern on the flat-terrainxsym, 10o up- and

down-slope walking patterns,xup andxdown, generated in Chapter 4.

5.1 Stride-frequency Adjustment Mode

Referring to Equations (3.10) and (3.11), the fundamental frequency in the TFS formu-

lation directly reflects the step frequency. Then, the basic pattern for a new frequency

walking pattern can be directly derived from the basic walking patternB(t) generated by

the GAOFSF method by varying the stride-frequency parameterωh. Simply adjusting

this ωh (ωk has a fixed relationship withωh), the actual gait frequency will be simulta-

neously varied, suppose a stable limit walking cycle can be still entrained.

To explore the robustness of the limit cycle behavior, the adjustable range of the stride-

frequency based on the GAOFSF generated basic walking patterns presented in Chapter

4 is first investigated. Here, the safe range of the stride-frequency adjustment is obtained

from dynamic simulations:

(1) The achievable minimum and maximum stride-frequency for steady-state walking.

(2) The largest instantaneous stride-frequency transition without any external force act-

ing on the robot.

Flat-terrain walking is used for robustness study. Figure 5.1 shows the walking veloc-

ity profile of a motion starting from the lowest permissible stride-frequencyωh = 3 to

the highestωh = 5.1, and then recovering back to the lowest. All the transitions are

instantaneous.

It can be seen that the stride-frequency can be simply varied by tuning the fundamental

frequency component in the TFS formulation. Also, it can be noted that the instan-
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Figure 5.1: Walking velocity profile with instantaneous stride-frequency transitions be-
tween the highest and the lowest values.

taneous transitions do not lead to instability. Figure 5.2 shows the stick-diagram of

the dynamic walking motion, from which it can be noted that the step magnitude is

not very well maintained for the high-frequency walking using the same set of control

gains. Due to the relatively softer control for this high frequency walking, the step-

length is observed to be increased with the stance and swing phases both enlarged, but

rather synchronized. However, a stable limit walking cycle can be still achieved and the

steady-state is still of the desired one-step period type. As mentioned in Chapter 4, when

walking under a higher frequency resulting in certain motion deviation from the planned

step-magnitude, the least deviated pattern can be analogous to be a pattern maintained

at a new step-magnitude level, have the neighboring position of the center lineX = 0

responded. Thus, the end velocity might be slightly deviated from the initial velocity in

the least deviated pattern, but after the mutual inhibition as illustrated in Figure 4.23(b),

the resulting limit cycle may still appear to be of the one-step period. However, the lo-

cation that the minimum walking velocity occurs could be a bit deviated from the center

line X = 0 position. As seen from Figure 5.1, the minimum walking velocity during the

high-frequency walking is shown to be slightly biased to the right side while that of the

low frequency walking is almost in the middle of a step-period.

The direct adjustment of the stride-frequency has also been successfully applied to the

10o up- and down-slope walking. The robustness of the basic walking pattern for slope

terrains will be discussed in the later section. Table 5.1 shows the adjustable range of
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Figure 5.2: Stick diagram of the walking motion with instantaneous stride-frequency
transitions between the lowest and the highest values.

Table 5.1: Adjustable range of the stride-frequency.

Terrain type ωhmin ωhmax ωh

Flat-terrain 3 5.1 4.36

10o slope 2 5.5 4

−10o slope 5.8 7 6.28

the stride-frequency for all the generated patterns (xsym,xup,xdown).

It can be seen that, taking the flat-terrain adjustment range as an example, these values

are about 70% and 120% of the nominal valueωh = 4.36 obtained by the GAOFSF. This

shows the robustness of the generated walking pattern. Furthermore, the nominal values

show lower stride-frequency is more suitable for going up slopes while higher frequency

is better for going down slope. Such behavior is also observed in human walking gaits

[32].

The following subsection presents a learning agent for robot self-adjustment of the

stride-frequency properly under external force perturbations.
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5.1.1 Learning-Based Variable Stride-frequency Walking Under Per-

turbations

This subsection develops the application of reinforcement learning (RL) for online ad-

justment of the stride-frequency under external force perturbations. This is also a test of

robustness for achieving the stable walking behavior using the generated basic motion

pattern.

Affected by the external force perturbations, the robot stance leg will need to make some

additional effort to maintain the current walking pattern if the stride-frequency is not

adjusted. When the external perturbations become excessive, the robot stance foot may

not be able to maintain the walking posture well enough because the torque that can be

applied to the stance foot is limited. Even if the robot is able to successfully overcome

the perturbation during the current step, the kinetic energy of the motion may not be

enough for the subsequent walking when the external perturbation is suddenly removed.

Consequently, the subsequent step may still fail the motion stability. Therefore, it is

suggested to adjust the stride-frequency in response to external force perturbations.

From observations of human walking, the rhythmic walking behavior that adapts well

to the environment seems to be a balanced performance between achieving the walking

stability and minimizing the energy consumption. On one hand, for example the robot

is being pushed, a walking pattern which consumes the least energy may just get to

the maximum stride-frequency quickly. This means the motion is too compliant to the

environment whereas the maximum stride-frequency is very limited by the robot phys-

ical system. On the other hand, a walking pattern staying the original frequency will

also cost more energy to maintain balance under perturbations. Therefore, the desir-

able stride-frequency adjustment becomes a trade-off between the two motion indices:

energy consumption and motion adaptation. This means the stride-frequency adjust-

ment should not require the robot to walk completely compliant to the perturbation with

less energy consumption or to stubbornly stick to the original walking pattern hereby

requiring more energy consumption.
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Since the feasible limit cycle behavior for various stride-frequency walking motions

have already been entrained by the basic walking pattern in the low-level motion control,

reinforcement learning method can then be applied in the high-level motion control to

decide the appropriate frequency which balances the energy consumption and motion

adaptation. The following presents the modules included in the Reinforcement Learning

(RL) based agent.

State Variables

To have a better motion identification, the state variables are selected as:

(1) Standing phaseθP = atan(X/H), whereX is the body displacement referring to the

center lineX = 0 andH is the body height.

(2) Current velocityVp of the body measured along walking slope.

(3) External disturbance force,ft , applied at the CG of the robot body.

The action that the reinforcement learning agent will give is a proper stride-frequency

ωh that balances the energy consumption and the motion adaptation.

Based on the above state variables, whether the robot body lags behind or moves too

forward in the current state can be identified by (1) and (2) together; and the subsequent

robot motion trend due to the acceleration given by the external forces is also incorpo-

rated in deciding the stride-frequencyωh.

Reward Function

The reward function gives rewards to motions which satisfy the motion objectives. At

the same time, it also punishes a wrongly selected action. Equation (5.1) is the reward
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function used for this study:

reward=





k · (C−|∆ωh|) for the successful actions

−ke|E|−kτ |τq| for the failed actions
(5.1)

wherek, ke, kτ are the weighting parameters.C is a positive constant which stands for

a fixed reward;E andτq are the stance phase error and the torque that is in excess of

a preset torque limitation, respectively. In addition, the successful actions which cause

the actual motion to be closer to the original walking pattern will be more encouraged.

Learning Tasks

In reinforcement learning (RL), the learning agent can only be more reliable after gain-

ing more experience. The advantage of reinforcement learning is that once a suitable

learning agent has been established, it can keep learning the different tasks that have

been specified and reinforce the obtained experience without any manual intervention.

However, it may not be easy to learn enough experience in a short period. To reduce the

probability that the robot might encounter situations which have not been explored, six

representative walking tasks have been assigned to the RL, as follows:

1) ω0 = ωs and f = random( fs) with the objective: continuous walking for at leastT1

period with the frequency increased toωb.

2) ω0 = ωs and f = random( fm) with the objective: continuous walking for at leastT2

period with the frequency increased toωb.

3) ω0 = ωs and f = random( fb) with the objective: continuous walking for at leastT3

period with the frequency increased toωb.

4) ω0 = ωb and f =−random( fs) with the objective: continuous walking for at leastT4

period with the frequency decreased toωs.

5) ω0 = ωb and f = −random( fm) with the objective: continuous walking for at least
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T5 period with the frequency decreased toωs.

6) ω0 = ωb and f =−random( fb) with the objective: continuous walking for at leastT6

period with the frequency decreased toωs.

ωs : ωh ∈ [2.9,4.2]⇒ ωt = 3.5 ωm : ωh ∈ [4.3,5.6]⇒ ωt = 4.9

ωl : ωh ∈ [5.7,7.0]⇒ ωt = 6.3 fs : f ∈ [10,30)⇒ ft = 20

fm : f ∈ [30,50)⇒ ft = 40 fl : f ∈ [50,70)⇒ ft = 60

where,subscript 0 denotes the current walking step-frequency and subscriptt denotes

the dynamic information sent to the learning agent.ωs, ωm andωl denote the small,

medium and large walking stride-frequencies, respectively. Similarly for the applied

external forcesfs, fm and fl .

Based on simulations, the time limits that the robot can take the perturbation contin-

uously without any stride-frequency adjustment are obtained for each of the walking

tasks. The corresponding perturbation periodsT1...T6 are chosen to be larger than the

corresponding limits. Here, the assigned values forT1...T6 are 4.0s, 3.0s, 1.2s, 1.5s, 1.0s

and 0.7s, respectively.

The common motion constraints are as follows: the absolute error of the trunk CG

position from the basic walking pattern|E|< 0.05m, (height of the trunk CG is 0.925m);

the sum of all the joint torques∑6
i τi is less than 400Nm; and the stance foot not to have

any rotational angle according to the ground surface∆θ f larger than 0.5o. Given these

specifications, with the torque constraint getting stricter, the energy consumption can

be reduced and motion becomes more compliant to the perturbation. On the contrary,

extending the desired walking time, the stride-frequency adjustment would be nearer

to the original frequency in the basic walking pattern. Therefore the RL balances the

energy consumption and motion adaptation.
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Momentum Estimation

Together with the reinforcement learning agent, momentum estimation is another mod-

ule for stride-frequency adjustment. This module is used to increase the confidence for

the stride-frequency online adjustment, especially for states that have not been explored

by the RL. Therefore, momentum estimation will be only used when the Q-value of the

current state is lower than a preset threshold.

According to the sensed or the computed external force and the time-step for stride-

frequency update, the input momentum given by the perturbation can be estimated by

Equation (5.2) to (5.4).

M = ft ·4t = Σ7
i=1mi ·4vi (5.2)

4v1 = 0;4v2 = l2/L ·4v;4v3 = l1/L ·4v (5.3)

4v4 =4v5 =4v6 =4v7 =4v (5.4)

wherel1, l2 andL are the effective lengths of the upper, lower and the whole leg re-

spectively. i is the link number starting from the stance foot to the swing foot. The

velocity change of the robot center of mass,∆v is estimated by substituting Equations

(5.3) and (5.4) into Equation (5.2). Then, the change of stride-frequency is estimated

using Equation (5.5):

4ωh =
π ·4v

S
(5.5)

whereS is the step-length.

RI Update Function

As found in previous variable stride-frequency walking, the step-length given by the

stance motion can be naturally increased when increasing the stride-frequency, without
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Figure 5.3: An illustration ofθst θh in the standing phase.

scheduling the control gains. Since the stance motion is rather important for maintaining

the stability of a dynamic robot walking pattern, the motion magnitude of the stance

leg is better to be maintained, so as to reduce the perturbation affecting the motion

convergence to the limit walking cycle pattern. Therefore,RI will be adjusted at each

touch-down moment to update the step-length. A stance phasePt (Figure 5.3) is defined

as Equation (5.6) for describing the standing posture.

Pt = θst +0.5(θh−θst) (5.6)

whereθst andθh are the angles formulated using the TFS model, as indicated in Figure

5.3 for describing the stance leg posture more precisely. Suppose onlyθst is concerned

without taking the knee configuration into account, the identification of the stance phase

may not be this representative when the stance leg is bent more obviously. On the other

hand, if the hip joint angleθh is only considered, the posture identification may overlook

the position relation to the stance foot. The update ofRI (scaling parameter of the stance

leg) used in the work is the interpolated value in the adjustable range.

5.1.2 Training of the Reinforcement Learning Controller

The parameters of the reinforcement learning agent that was used in learning the as-

signed tasks is shown in Table 5.2. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the learning results

of the aforementioned walking tasks. Note that the training did not have many iterations
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Figure 5.4: Learning performance of task 1 to 3.

to achieve the learning tasks. It can be noted that the training did not take much time

to achieve the learning tasks and derive a policy for optimizing the trade-off between

energy consumption and motion adaptation. This could be attributed to the regulation

and optimization of the basic walking pattern.

5.1.3 Walking Results in Simulation

Incorporating the trained reinforcement learning agent and the momentum estimation

module, the simulated NUSBIP-I robot was placed into a new environment. Then, some

random force perturbations were applied. The environment is described as follows:

Forward external forces 20N, 40N, 60N were applied to the robot fromt = 2s to t = 5s;

t = 6s to t = 6.8s; andt = 9s to t = 9.25s, respectively; and reversed external forces

−20N,−40N,−60N were applied fromt = 11.2s to t = 11.6s; t = 13.7s to t = 14.1s;

andt = 16s to t = 16.3s, respectively. The robot has no prior knowledge of the distur-

bances. For motion recovery, whenever there is no perturbation sensed or the current
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Table 5.2: Reinforcement Learning Set-up for stride-frequencyωh adjustment

Description Remark

Basic sagittal walking pattern Flat-terrain walking example 1 in chapter 4

Learning output (action)u parameter∆ωh

Reward function Equation (5.1)

Emax 0.01rad

Emin −0.01rad

θ fmax 0.09rad/s

θ fmin −0.09rad/s

∑6
i τi < 400N ·m

Discount factorγ 0.5

Action setU (0.001n|2.9≤ 0.001n≤ 7.0)

andn∈ Z

Policy modifiedε-greedy(ε = 0)

CMAC parameters

Width: receptive field forθP 0.02m

Width: receptive field forVP 0.1m/s

Width: receptive field forft 0.1N

Width: receptive field foru 0.1rad/s

Receptive fields layers no.C 128

Learning step-sizeα 0.25
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Figure 5.5: Learning performance of task 4 to 6.

motion state shows the walking satisfies all the requirements set in the learning agent,

the recovery module will be called. The recovery module follows a linear way recover-

ing to the desired walking pace.

Figure 5.6 shows the stick-diagram of the resulting walking motion in the prescribed

walking environment without any step-frequency adjustment. It shows that the walking

was finally disrupted due to the shortage of the kinetic energy after the external distur-

bances.

With the stride-frequency adjustment mode applied, the robot successfully went through

all batches of the perturbations, as shown in Figure 5.7. The plots of the key data are

provided in Figure 5.8, shows that the average walking velocity is always maintained at

about 0.45m/s. Also, the stride-frequency is observed to gradually increase for all the

perturbations acting in the positive direction and reduce under the perturbations acting

in the opposite direction. Furthermore, the simulation result shows the stride-frequency

can be gradually recovered once the external force perturbation is not present. After

all the external force perturbations were removed, the motion could converge to the
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Figure 5.6: Stick-diagram of walking without the stride-frequency adjustment.
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Figure 5.7: Stick-diagram of walking with online stride-frequency adjustment.Before
dash lineI , always perturbations in the positive direction. BetweenI and II : always
perturbations in the negative direction. After dash lineII : no perturbation.

original walking pattern. As indicated in Figure 5.8, the velocity profile of the initial

several steps is the same as the velocity profile after the dash lineII .

To further compare the performance of walking with and without the stride-frequency

adjustment mode, the performances of walking under the 2nd batch of perturbations are

compared. Figure 5.9(a) shows the resulting walking velocity and their desired average

walking velocity for walking with and without the stride-frequency adjustment mode.

Figure 5.9(b) shows the trunk CG position deviation from the basic walking pattern for

both walking motions. It can be observed that the CG position errors of these two walk-

ing motions are quite comparable and both can be considered as small. This means the
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Figure 5.8: Resulting motion dynamics: walking velocity, external forces, stride-
frequency, step-scale. Before dash lineI , always perturbations in the positive direction.
BetweenI andII : always perturbations in the negative direction. After dash lineII : no
perturbations.
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Figure 5.9: Walking velocity and trunk CG error of walking with and without stride-
frequency adjustment (2nd batch of perturbation).
AB: Actual walking velocity withωh adjustment.
A′B′: Updated desired average walking velocity.
CD: Actual walking velocity withoutωh adjustment.
C′D′: Fixed average walking velocity.
ab: Resulting trunk CG error withωh adjustment.
cd: Resulting trunk CG error withoutωh adjustment.

applied joint control maintains the desired motion posture and step magnitude. How-

ever, referring to the area that curvesABandA′B′ enclose which shows the accumulation

of the difference between the actual velocity and the desired average velocity for walk-

ing which has the stride-frequency adjustment. Similarly, the curvesCD andC′D′ are

the actual velocity and the prescribed velocity for walking without the frequency ad-

justment, respectively. It is observed that walking with the step-frequency adjustment

has smaller area than the one which does not have the adjustment. Using the stance

leg to maintain the walking posture, position error and velocity error both contribute to

the final energy consumption. From the simulation, the total energy that the stance leg

consumes is smaller for the case which has the step-frequency adjustment. This is also

confirmed by the data as shown in Table 5.3.

It is observed that although walking without the stride-frequency adjustment passed the

1st and 2nd batches of the perturbations, the robot stance leg actually gave a relatively
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Table 5.3: Stance leg energy consumption during a batch of perturbation

Perturbation No. 1st 2nd 3rd

Without ωh adjustment 1344.25 422.72 NIL

With ωh adjustment 1129.84 315.89 166.83

bigger effort to pull the robot back when it tended to speed up under the push forces.

Then, the resulting kinetic energy is maintained by both external force perturbation and

the joint torques during the motion. Therefore, once the external force was removed, the

robot did not have enough actuation force to generate kinetic energy driving the motion

forward. This is why after two batches of perturbation, the robot could no longer drive

itself to walk forward. Nevertheless, the robustness of the control law has been shown

by successfully overcoming the 1st and 2nd batches of perturbation.

However for robot walking with the stride-frequency adjustment mode, as long as the

motion constraints can be satisfied, the robot will be allowed to vary its frequency in

real-time to maintain an appropriate kinetic energy level for the next step. Besides, the

simulation result also shows the advantages of the low gain motion control for walking

in transitions and the convergence behavior of the proposed motion control strategy.

5.2 Step-length Adjustment Mode

In this section, the step-length adjustment mode is investigated. Under some circum-

stances, the step-length has to be adjusted in order to maintain a stable walking motion.

For example, the ground may have ditches or the robot may land its swing foot earlier

or later due to some environment perturbations. It can be observed from human walk-

ing gaits for walking over a ditch, as shown in Figure 5.10 recorded byVICON system,

knee and hip joint trajectories are roughly scaled. To mimic such a behavior, the scal-

ing parameterR of the TFS formulation (Equations (3.10) and (3.11)) is used for the

adjustment.
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Figure 5.10: Human gaits for stepping over a ditch. Arrows indicate the motion of
stepping over the ditch with both hip and knee joint trajectories roughly scaled.

Before discussing the step-length adjustment mode in detail, the stance phase-shift func-

tion is first introduced.

5.2.1 Phase-shift Function

The phase-shift function is used to connect different basic walking patterns to reduce

the perturbation. The phase-shift function is described as follows:

Based upon the definedPt , the whole period of a stance phase can be divided inton

portions asPi(i = 1,2· · ·n). Then the phase-shift function is defined as:

i f ((Pt < Pi+1)and(Pt > Pi)) st =
1
n

i ·0.5T

elsei f(Pt < Pmin) st = 0;

elsei f(Pt > Pmax) st = 0.5·T;

whereT is the walking cycle period,Pmin andPmax are the maximum and the minimum
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stance phase values, respectively, for the new updated basic walking pattern,st is the

output of this phase-shift function in second.

5.2.2 Step-length Adjustment Methods

In the step-length adjustment mode, the adjustment is set at the following two time

instants:

1. When the robot stance leg reaches the center line (X = 0).

2. When the swing foot lands on the ground.

The reason for choosing the first moment is: there is no obvious stance phase difference

for different step-length walking motion at this instant. Also, the center line area has a

larger stability region for transitions. Adjustment ofRI applied at this moment usually is

for walking situations in which the robot is forced to change its step-length in the midst

of the single support phase.

Updating the stance leg scaling parameterRI at the second moment is aimed to reduce

the stance phase error for the subsequent step, as mentioned in the above experiment for

variable step-frequency walking under force perturbations.

In this subsection, two methods of step-length adjustment are discussed. These two step-

length adjustment methods are respectively for the following two walking situations:

Situation 1: walking environment has no limit for the step-length.

Situation 2: walking environment has some limit for the step-length.

For situation 1, the scaling parameter of the swing leg motionRII is adjusted to be the

same value as the stance leg’s scaling parameterRI . This step-length adjustment method

is named as step-length adjustment method 1. Since motions of the stance leg and the

swing leg are equally scaled, the relative motion between the stance leg and the swing
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leg will not be changed with respect to the optimized basic walking motion. If the

walking environment is not specified, this step-length adjustment method 1 will be the

default step-length adjustment method.

Similar to the investigation of the boundary for the step-frequency adjustment, the safe

range for the step-length is also obtained by the following results directly obtained from

the dynamic simulations:

(1) The minimum and maximum step-length for steady-state walking motions.

(2) The largest immediate increase or decrease of the step-length without any help from

the external force acting on the robot.

Figure 5.11 shows the velocity profile of a successful variable step-length flat-terrain

walking with the immediate transitions between the step-length(RI = RII = 0.5) to the

step-length(RI = RII = 1.2). It can be seen that the transitions are smooth and the result-

ing walking motions converge to the same steady-state motion. Furthermore, by simply

varying the scaling parameterR of the basic walking pattern, the basic walking pat-

terns of other step-length walking can be directly derived, achieving the corresponding

steady-state behavior. In addition, the immediate transition is also found to be stable for

up to 240% changes in step-length, showing the robustness of the basic walking patterns

implemented by the proposed motion control law. Figure 5.12 shows the stick-diagram

of this variable step-length walking.

The same procedure was also successfully applied to the 10o up-slope and down-slope

walking patterns obtained from the previous chapter. Based on the original step-frequency,

all the obtained step-length adjustment boundaries for the flat-terrain, up-slope and

down-slope walking are shown in Table 5.4. Then, based on the obtained step-length

range, Table 5.4 also gives the corresponding range of the step-frequency adjustment.

The wide range of the adjustable step-frequency reflects the robustness of the generated

basic walking patterns.

The step-length adjustment method used for the situation 2 is named as step-length
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Figure 5.11: Walking velocity profile of the dynamic walking with immediate step-
length transition between the largest and the smallest step-lengths.
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Figure 5.12: Stick-diagram of the dynamic walking with immediate step-length transi-
tion between the biggest and the smallest step-lengths.

Table 5.4: Adjustable step-length range and its min. and max. stride-frequency

R(min) ωh(min) ωh(max) R(max) ωh(min) ωh(max)

flat-terrain 0.5 1 8 1.2 4 5.5

10o slope 0.5 1 7 1.3 2 5.8

−10o slope 0.7 3 9 1.1 5.6 7
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adjustment method 2. This method 2 is used when robot is suddenly forced to inhibit

its motion and walk in a fixed smaller step-length. Under such a situation, the relative

motion between the stance leg and swing leg should be adjusted gradually instead of

scaling the bigger step motion to a smaller one immediately. This meansRI will be

different fromRII during the adjustment, and the rule for this step-length adjustment

(method 2) is given as follows:

In a one-step period, before the stance leg crosses the center lineX = 0, the step-length

adjustment method 1 will be used together with the above illustrated stance phase-shift

function. After the stance leg crosses the center line, the swing leg scaling parameterRII

will then be adjusted by a look-up table. In this look-up table, the record is in an index

of the desired step-lengthS0, stance leg scaling parameterRI , time-instantt0 whenRI

is updated, the landing time estimationt̂ and the swing leg scaling parameterRII . The

following paragraph presents the generation of such a look-up table using numerical

computations.

Look-up Table for Step-length Adjustment Method 2 A swing foot motion can be

described by two constraints. They are the horizontal distance between of the swing foot

with reference to the stance foot,S(t), and the vertical distance from the bottom of the

trunk to the swing foot,HII (t). From the kinematicsS(t) andHII (t) can be computed

by Equations (5.7) and (5.8), respectively (SubscriptsI andII denote the stance leg and

swing leg respectively).

S(t) = l1 ·sin(RI θhI(t))

+ l2 ·sin(RI (θhI(t)+θkI(t)))

− l1 ·sin(RII θhII (t))

− l2 ·sin(RII (θhII (t)+θkII (t)))

(5.7)
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HII (t) = l1 ·cos(RII θhII (t))

+ l2 ·cos(RII (θhII (t)+θkII (t)))
(5.8)

θhI andθhII denote the stance hip and swing hip joint angle, respectively, andθkI and

θkII , the stance knee and swing knee joint angles, respectively.

Suppose att = t0, the scaling parameter of the stance legRI is adjusted toR′I as required.

The scaling parameter of the swing legRII should be updated accordingly toR′II to

achieve a specified walking step-length. To calculate the value ofR′II , the estimated

time t̂ for the landing of the swing leg has to be considered. At the moment when

the swing leg touches the ground, Equations (5.7) and (5.8) become (5.9) and (5.10),

respectively:

S(t0 + t̂) = l1 ·sin(R′I θhI(t0 + t̂))

+ l2 ·sin(R′I (θhI(t0 + t̂)+θkI(t0 + t̂)))

− l1 ·sin(R′II θhII (t0 + t̂))

− l2 ·sin(R′II (θhII (t0 + t̂)+θkII (t0 + t̂)))

(5.9)

HII (t0 + t̂) = l1 ·cos(R′II θhII (t0 + t̂))

+ l2 ·cos(R′II (θhII (t0 + t̂)+θkII (t0 + t̂)))
(5.10)

Once the swing foot fully lands on the ground, the horizontal distance between the two

legs should be approximately equal to the desired step-length, and the vertical distance

from the bottom of the trunk to the swing foot should be equal to the stance height.

S(t0 + t̂) = S0 (5.11)

HII (t0 + t̂) = HI (t0 + t̂)

= l1 ·cos(R′I θhI(t0 + t̂))

+ l2 ·sin(R′I (θhI(t0 + t̂)+θkI(t0 + t̂)))

(5.12)

From Equation (5.9) to (5.12), the kinematic equations at the moment of swing foot
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landed on the ground are formulated as (5.13).S0 is the desired step-length.





l1 ·sin(R′II θhII (t0 + t̂))

+l2 ·sin(R′II (θhII (t0 + t̂)+θkII (t0 + t̂)))

= S(R′I , t̂)−S0

l1 ·cos(R′II θhII (t0 + t̂))

+l2 ·cos(R′II (θhII (t0 + t̂)+θkII (t0 + t̂)))

= HII (R′I , t̂)

(5.13)

where





S(R′I , t̂) = l1 ·sin(R′I θhI(t0 + t̂))

+ l2 ·sin(R′I (θhI(t0 + t̂)+θkI(t0 + t̂)))

HII (R′I , t̂) = l1 ·cos(R′I θhI(t0 + t̂))

+ l2 ·cos(R′I (θhI(t0 + t̂)+θkI(t0 + t̂)))

(5.14)

Given the values ofS0, R′I andt0, the solution of (5.13) will be:





t̂1 :





R′II (11),R′II (12) · · ·
R′II (21),R′II (22) · · ·

t̂2 :





R′II (11),R′II (12) · · ·
R′II (21),R′II (22) · · ·

...

t̂i :





R′II (11),R′II (12) · · ·
R′II (21),R′II (22) · · ·

(5.15)

where all thêti the estimated landing period. The solutionsR′II (1i), i = 1,2... are numer-

ically computed by horizontal foot placement constraint and the solutionsR′II (2i), i =

1,2... are numerically computed by the constraint of body height when both feet are on

the ground. However there should be only one final solution selected from (5.13). There-

fore, the next step will be the selection of the appropriateR′II which gets the minimum
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value of(R′II (2 j)−R′II (1k)), whereR′II (1k) andR′II (2 j) are the solutions of Equation

(5.13) referring toS(t) andHII (t), respectively. The final solution ofRII is in a pair with

t̂. Note that the selected value ofRII should also avoid any other time instant before

t = t0 + t̂ thatHI (RI , t) = HII (RII , t). This motion will result in premature foot landing.

5.2.3 Variable Step-length Walking

Based on the above two step-length adjustment methods, a simulation has been con-

ducted to demonstrate the step-length adjustment methods and the robustness of the

basic walking patterns generated by the GAOFSF method. In the simulation: the robot

is first required to reduce its step-length step-by-step following the sequence:RI = RII =

1.0→ RI = RII = 0.8→ RI = RII = 0.65 and then toRI = RII = 0.5. After this, a big

external force perturbationF = 30N is applied to the robot for 0.5s. Then, the robot is

forced to walk with the largest step-lengthRI = RII = 1.3. Right after this, the robot

will be required to fix its step-length to 0.3mand walk until the moment thatRI is again

equal toRII and then adjust the step-length to be (RI = RII = 1.1) for the final steady-

state walking. This inclusion of gradual and sudden changes is to test the robustness and

adaptivity of the variable step-length walking motion.

In this simulation, the adjustment for the first 5 steps is based on the method 1. There-

after method 2 is applied until the step with equivalent scaling parameterRI andRII

occurs. From there, method 1 will again be used to achieve the final steady-state mo-

tion. Table 5.5 shows part of the look-up table that is applicable for this simulation.

Figure 5.13 shows the resulting data of the variable step-length walking motion. It is

observed that the step-length adjustment method 1 successfully reduced the walking

step-length through the initial four adjustments. Also, from the walking velocity profile,

method 1 is observed to effectively reduced the kinetic energy with the reduction of the

assigned step-length. Given the sudden kinetic energy injection by the external force

(30N for 0.5s), the subsequent large step was found to successfully maintain the stable
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Table 5.5: Part of the look-up table

S0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

t0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

R′I 1.25 1.17 1.08 1.0 0.9

R′II 0.85 0.8438 0.8563 0.865 0.9

t̂ 0.3 0.32 0.35 0.38 0.44

motion. The gradual transition for the following fixed step-length walking was also

shown to be stable and smooth. After the big step, the step-length of the subsequent

5 steps were seen to be well constrained to be 0.3m using the step-length adjustment

method 2 and the walking velocity is gradually reduced. Although method 1 may also

be applicable for this step-length reduction to 0.3m, the sudden motion inhibition given

by equally adjustingRI andRII might result in motion instability. Also, the resulting

motion may not be smooth.

After all the transitions, walking is observed to converge to the basic walking motion

with RI = RII = 1.1. Figure 5.14 shows the stick-diagram of this simulated trial.

From this study, both step-length adjustment method 1 and method 2 have been shown

to be effective for the sagittal plane walking adjustment. The initial few steps using

method 1 shows the robustness of the limit cycle behavior excited by the GAOFSF

generated basic walking pattern. Then, the gradual release of the kinetic energy shows

the step-length adjustment method 2 is applicable for smooth and stable transitions.

5.3 Leg Pattern Adjustment Mode

The above sections described the real-time walking speed adjustment modes (walking

speed can be varied either by the stride-frequency or the step-length). In this section,

real-time pattern adjustment for lower extremities’ motion, which can be used for walk-

ing on undulating terrain is discussed.
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Figure 5.13: Results of the dynamic walking with the step-length online adjusted.
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Figure 5.14: Stick diagram of the resulting motion pattern of the simulation trial.
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In the TFS formulation,ch indicates the point where the hip joints coincide with each

other. This intersection point is dependent on the terrain profile.ck is the knee joint

angle during the stance lock phase. This value will also be dependent on the terrain

profile, as highlighted by human gait analysis [84]. Therefore,ch andck values can be

considered as key parameters for walking on undulating terrains.

Inspired by human gaits on rough terrains, the relative motion between the two hips

and that between the thigh-shank will also be maintained the same as that of the ba-

sic optimized walking motion. Therefore,(Ai ,Bi ,Ci , t1, t2) is not adjusted in the TFS

formulation for walking on undulating terrains.

Hence, tuningch and ck values while keeping the values of(Ai ,Bi ,Ci , t1, t2) fixed, is

adopted as the strategy for adjusting the walking gaits on some irregular terrain. To

optimize walking motions on slope terrains other than the 10o and−10o slopes by the

TFS parameters(ch,ck), the soft motion constraint: step-length constraint, is released.

(Note, step-length can be always adjusted by the scaling parameters individually). If

necessary, to further improve the motion stability, a trunk pitch angle can be varied.

Here, the body trunk’s pitch is still set at zero.

For a target range of slopes, i.e.,[2o,15o] and[−15o,−2o] that the robot can walk stably,

the optimized 10o up-slope and down-slope motions are selected as the basic up- and

down-slope walking motions. In the GAOFSF environment,(ch,ck) can be searched

by the GA for slope range[2o,15o] or [−15o,−2o]. Figure 5.15 shows the relationship

between the optimized values of[ch,ck] versus the terrain slope (up-slope). It can be

seen that with the increase of the gradient of the up-slope terrain, the motion’s hip offset

valuech decreases monotonously. However, the knee joint angle in the lock phaseck is

increased. These behaviors resemble the human walking behaviors such as: 1) two hips

cross each other in a more positive angle position when the up-slope gets steeper; 2) knee

joint bends lesser on gentle slopes but more on steeper ones. Simple regressions using

the cubic function can be adopted for the relation between (ch or ck) and the ground

inclination, as shown in Equation (5.16), for real-time parameter adjustment:
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Figure 5.15: Function regression for climbing up: (a)ch and (b)ck.





ch = 6.3e−5α3−1.2e−3α2−1.8e−2α +0.039

ck =−1.2e−4α3 +2.5e−3α2 +2.6e−2α +0.12
(5.16)

whereα is the slope gradient. Residuals of these two regressions are 3.8803×10−3 and

3.8512×10−3, respectively, which are considered to be very small.

For down-slopes, the hip offset valuech is observed to increase when the slope becomes

steeper. However, the change is just within a range of[0,0.035]rad, as shown in Figure

5.16(a). Compared to the hip joint, the lock phase angleck of the knee joint decreases

much more obviously for walking on uneven slopes, as shown in Figure 5.16(b). The

change ofck is in a range of[0,0.2]rad which is almost 70% more than the variation of

thech value. Therefore, the knee joint motion is found to be very important for giving a

stable locomotion on down-slope terrains. From the results obtained, walking patterns

on various down-slopes are seen to resemble the human walking gaits, particularly the

behavior that the knee will be bent more for going down a steeper slope but less on

gentle slopes. The regressed functions ofch andck versus the down-slope gradients are
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Figure 5.16: Function regression for going down: (a)ch and (b)ck.

given by Equation (5.17). Residuals of thech andck regressions are 1.0917×10−3 and

7.5059×10−3, respectively.





ch = 1.8e−5α3 +3.7e−4α2 +4.0e−3α−0.22

ck = 1.2e−5α3−4.5e−5α2−2e−2α +0.69
(5.17)

Based on the achieved basic walking patterns for different up-slopes and down-slopes,

the following subsection presents the control results of walking on undulating terrains.

The aforementioned stance phase-shift function is again incorporated for terrain adap-

tation.

5.3.1 Dynamic Simulations of Undulating-terrain Walking

This subsection gives a series of walking demonstrations on uneven terrains using the

developed leg pattern adjustment mode. The followings are the uneven-terrain walking

simulations that have been conducted:
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1) Walking up from 0o→ 10o→ 5o→ 15o.

2) Walking up from 15o→ 10o→ 15o→ 0o.

3) Walking down from 0o→−10o→−15o→−5o→−10o→ 0o.

In the implementation, the robot swing-foot ankle joint will be loosened so as to allow

the foot to adjust to the new terrain surface and detect the new slope once the toe or heel

of the swing foot touches the ground. Here, the slope sensed by the robot is computed

by Equation (5.18):

α = atan(
zII −zI

xII −xI
) (5.18)

wherex andz are the actual position of the ankle joint.

The walking velocity profile of the above three undulating-terrain walking motions are

shown in Figure 5.17(a), (b) and (c), respectively. It can be seen that walking can always

converge to a stable steady-state motion on different slopes. The transitions are observed

to be quick and stable showing the robustness of the limit cycle behavior excited by the

basic walking pattern.

Stick-diagrams of the rough terrain walking simulations (1), (2) and (3) are shown in

Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 respectively. Figure 5.21 to Figure 5.23 show

the key data of the achieved walking motions. The change of the joint trajectories can be

clearly observed while the stable gaits are also achieved for walking on all the terrains.

This demonstrates the robustness of the generated basic walking patterns, especially for

the up-slopexup and down-slopexdown motions generated in Chapter 4.

5.4 Summary

Based on the results obtained from the three developed basic motion adjustment modes,

the following human-like behaviors have been achieved:
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Figure 5.17: Walking velocity profile of the walking motions on the rough-terrain 1,2,3,
respectively for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd plots. All the dash lines indicate when the terrain
slope is changed.
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Figure 5.18: Stick diagram of walking on the rough-terrain 1.
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Figure 5.19: Stick diagram of walking on the rough-terrain 2.
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Figure 5.20: Stick diagram of walking on the rough-terrain 3.
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Figure 5.21: Dynamics of walking on the rough-terrain 1.
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Figure 5.22: Dynamics of walking on the rough-terrain 2.
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Figure 5.23: Dynamics of walking on the rough-terrain 3.

1) The human-like rhythmic walking motion with environment entrainment has been

demonstrated. Figure 5.24 shows the overall control architecture.

It can be seen that the basic walking patternB(t) generated by the GAOFSF method is

comparable to a central pattern stored in the spinal cord (low-level). For walking on

any fixed sloped terrain, in order to get the motion into a stable walking steady-state,

it may not be necessary to incorporate any high level modules such as step-frequency

adjustment, step-length adjustment or terrain adaptation. It is because the derived basic

walking pattern and motion controller presented in Chapter 4 can ensure stable walking

provided the perturbations are not significant. The high-level modification for the basic

walking patternB(t) is required only when the robot gets some sensory feedback that the

external force perturbations, ground ditches, or terrain adjustment occurs. In a certain

way, the high-level motion control which modifies the basic walking pattern through the

TFS parameters(ωh,RI ,ch,ck,) is analogous to how the brain moderates the walking

motion.

2) The human-like up-slope and down-slope motions can be achieved by the proposed
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Figure 5.24: Two-level walking network: low-level: CPG model, high-level: Brain.

Table 5.6: The resulting fastest and slowest walking

Waking speed fastest slowest

Flat-terrain 0.95m/s 0.16m/s

10o slope 0.78m/s 0.1m/s

−10o slope 1.01m/s 0.3m/s

approach: The stance leg tends to be straighter for gentle slopes but bents more on

steeper slopes. Such a trend shows that the knee joint motion is correlated to the gradient

of the terrain, and the motion stability is more associated with the knee-joint motion,

especially for down-slope motions.

Furthermore, faster speed walking can be achieved by changing the stride-frequency

and the step-length concurrently. Table 5.6 gives the fastest and slowest walking speeds

achievable for stable locomotion on different terrains in the dynamic simulation environ-

ment. Since the walking down motion is the most challenging, Figure 5.25 and Figure

5.26 show the stick-diagrams of the walking-down motions on the−10o slope with the

minimum and maximum speeds, respectively. It can be seen that compared to the lowest
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Figure 5.25: Smallest pace 10o down-slope walking.

Figure 5.26: Biggest pace 10o down-slope walking.
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speed walking motion, the highest speed walking motion swings much higher using a

bigger stride. Here, the sampling time of the slowest walking and the fastest walking

motions are 0.15s and 0.1s respectively.

Based on all the results obtained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the robustness of the

developed sagittal plane motion control algorithm is demonstrated. The next Chapter

will then explore the application of the TFS formulation for 3D bipedal walking control

especially for the lateral motion balance behavior.
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Chapter 6

Frontal Motion Balance Strategy 1

In comparison with those for sagittal plane motion control, much fewer strategies for

frontal plane motion control have been proposed. Goddard et al.[81], and Hemami

and Wyman [82] used a three-link planar model to study the frontal plane motion of a

biped. Iqbal et al.[83] presented a model for studying the involvement of the central

nervous system in the execution of voluntary movements in the frontal plane. In this

chapter, the proposed motion control law based on the reaction torque and the TFS

motion generation model have been further investigated for its application in lateral

motion balance control for 3D walking locomotion. Here, the frontal plane motion is

separately considered assuming that the motion in the three orthogonal planes (sagittal,

frontal and transverse) are weakly coupled. The sagittal plane motion is still maintained

human-like (stance leg is straightened during part of the stance phase), generated by the

GAOFSF method presented in the previous chapters.

6.1 Joint Control Scheme for 3D Walking

Similar to the 2D motion control strategy, the 3D walking control algorithm is also

aimed to maintain the robot body to be upright. In the meantime, the stance foot is not
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planned so as to naturally interact with the ground. The joint control method presented

in Chapter 4 is generalized to the 3D space.

First, a notation for variables used in the joint controller formulations is given,

1) Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the stance and swing legs, respectively.

2) Subscriptsh, k, a, b denote the hip, knee, ankle and body. respectively.

3) X andY represent the sagittal plane and frontal plane, respectively.

3) Subscriptsp, r, y refer to the pitch, roll and yaw, respectively.

4) τ is the generated torque applied to the joints.

5) kp andkd are the proportional and derivative gains for the joint controllers, respec-

tively.

Based on the joint control for 2D walking, the sagittal plane motion control for 3D

walking is generalized as:

Body Control:





−Rp(T1hp +T2hp)X−Rr(T1hr +T2hr)X = PDbp

PDbp = kpb(θ̂bp−θbp)+kdb(
˙̂θbp− θ̇bp)

Rp = RhzRhxRhy, Rr = RhzRhx

Tihp = [0 τihp 0]T , Thr = [τihr 0 0]T , i = 1,2

(6.1)

Stance Leg Control:





τ1k =−kpk1(θ̂1h−θ1h)−kdk1(
˙̂θ1h− θ̇1h)

τ1ap =−kpa1(θ̂1k−θ1k)−kda1(
˙̂θ1k− θ̇1k)

(6.2)

Swing Leg Control:





τ2hp = kph2(θ̂2h−θ2h)+kdh2(
˙̂θ2h− θ̇2h)

τ2k = kpk2(θ̂2k−θ2k)+kdk2(
˙̂θ2k− θ̇2k)

τ2ap = kpa2(θ̂2a−θ2a)+kda2(
˙̂θ2a− θ̇2a)

(6.3)

whereRhz, Rhy, Rhx are the rotational matrices along thez, y andx axis, respectively.
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The body’s pitch is controlled to the desired position through Equation (6.1). Here,

the desired body-pitch is set at zero as a vertical position. The controllers of the other

joints of the stance leg are formulated in Equation (6.2). The joints of the swing leg are

controlled by the conventional PD position controller, formulated in Equation(6.3).

Similar to the joint control for the sagittal plane, the reaction torque is also used for

the frontal plane motion control. The desired body’s roll motion is set at zero using the

controller formulated in Equation (6.4). The other controllers applied to the stance leg

on the frontal plane are formulated as Equation (6.5). The swing leg control still uses the

conventional PD position controller formulated as Equation (6.6). Here, since the two

legs of the target robot are rather close to each other, the swing leg motion is maintained

to be parallel with the stance leg motion avoiding any hit between the two legs during

walking.

Body Control:





−Rp(T1hp +T2hp)Y−Rr(T1hr +T2hr)Y = PDbr

PDbr = kpbr(θ̂r −θr)+kd(
˙̂θr − θ̇r)

Rp = RhzRhxRhy, Rr = RhzRhx

Tihp = [0 τihp 0]T , Thr = [τihr 0 0]T , i = 1,2

(6.4)

Stance Leg Control: τ1ar =−kpar1(θ̂1hr
−θ1hr

)−kdar1(
˙̂θ1hr

− θ̇1hr
) (6.5)

Swing Leg Control:





τ2hr = kph2r
(θ̂2hr

−θ2hr
)+kdh2r

( ˙̂θ2hr
− θ̇2hr

)

τ2ar = kpar2(θ̂2ar
−θ2ar

)+kdar2(
˙̂θ2ar

− θ̇2ar
)

(6.6)

Note the torques involved in the stance leg control and the swing leg control can be

directly computed, but the torques applied to the body control are coupled in 3D space.

Aligning the Equations (6.1) and (6.4), torquesτ1hp andτ1hr can then be computed.

For the transverse plane motion, the aim is just to maintain the two hip joints’ yaw at

the desired value which is also set at zero. Therefore, the joint control is formulated as
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Equation (6.7):





τ1hy = kphy(θ̂1hy
−θ1hy

)+kdhy(
˙̂θ1hy

− θ̇1hy
)

τ2hy = kphy(θ̂2hy
−θ2hy

)+kdhy(
˙̂θ2hy

− θ̇2hy
)

(6.7)

6.2 TFS Formulated Lateral Motion Optimization

Compared to the basic walking pattern planned for the sagittal plane motion, the major

difference of the frontal plane motion are summarized as:

1) The overall angular momentum along the X-axis accumulated over one step-period

can not be compensated. For example, it will be always negative for the step that the

right leg is the stance leg.

2) Due to the change of direction of the lateral movement, the lateral walking velocity

in the basic walking pattern cannot be planned to be uniform.

Due to the differences of the motion behavior, the low gain motion position control may

not be applicable for the frontal motion to converge to the lateral steady-state pattern.

Nevertheless, it can be seen that the formulated control law still aims to maintain the

desired walking pattern through achieving the relative joint motions. Then, given higher

and more stiff motion control gains, the response of the formulated motion control will

be just similar to the reaction torque based PD position control tracking the absolute joint

motion based on the world coordinate. Thus, the desirable lateral motion characters for

the generation of the frontal plane basic walking pattern is directly based on the typical

lateral motion behaviors listed as the follows:

1) The lateral velocity is supposed to be the highest as it passes through the middle

body’s position between the two legs.

2) The body’s motion should be symmetrical about the middle position, and

3) To avoid undue force perturbations, the body’s trajectory should be continuous in its
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first and second derivations during the single leg supporting phase.

Based on the above basic motion characters, the lateral motion reference is thus formu-

lated as (6.8) in the form of a TFS:

θr = RΣk
i=1Disin(iωt)+c, k = 1,2,3..., ω = π/T (6.8)

whereθr is the desired hip joint’s roll trajectory,Di the amplitude value of the series,

R the scaling factor for the motion reference in the frontal plane,ω the walking stride-

frequency,T the step-period or the time taken to complete a single step, andc a constant

attached with the TFS formulation. For symmetrical motions,c is set to be zero assum-

ing the motion is well tracked.

Again, the GAOFSF method [53] is used for 3D walking motion generation and opti-

mization. The performance optimization index for the frontal plane motion isf4 (Code:

Op2)given in Chapter 3, which minimizes the accumulation of the stance ankle’s torque

during the single support phase. The performance objective functions for the sagittal

plane motion are exactly the same as for that for the previous 2D space walking motion.

The detailed set-up of the GAOFSF method is shown in Table 6.1 using the optimization

code:Op2 which optimizes the sagittal plane and frontal plane motions concurrently.

To test the generality of the GAOFSF method and the proposed motion control law,

the target robot for 3D walking algorithms is selected as the Fujitsu HOAP-I robot,

whose mechanical properties are quite different from the NUSBIP robot. The GAOFSF

generated walking solution,x = [Di ,Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,ch,ck, t1, t2], based on this HOAP-I robot

is given as follows:
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Table 6.1: GA Set-up for 3D walking

Description Remark

Objective components CodeOp2: f1, f2, f3, f4

Constraint components CodeOp2: s1 − s5

Chromosome representation real-valued GA

Initial population M 150

Generation number T 250

Crossover operators heuristic crossover

simple crossover

arthritic crossover

Mutation operators multi-non-uniform mutation

Uniform mutation

Boundary mutation

Weights for objectives wi = [50,5,10,100]

Weights for constraints pi = [15,80,20,30,800]

xHOAP = [0.2298−0.0002−0.0042 0.0003 0.0001 0.2336−0.0639 (6.9)

0.0095 0.0035−0.0021 −0.3338−0.0791 0.0159 0.0103

0.0053 0.4676 0.1932 −0.006 −0.0369 −0.0412

0.000 0.000 0.001 0.430]

It can be seen from the results obtained that the frontal motion can, without much loss

of accuracy, be represented by a pure sinusoidal profile, as the amplitudes of the 2nd

to the 5th order components were found to be relatively small compared with that of

the fundamental. The sagittal walking posture is generated as shown in Figure 6.1 for

the above 3D walking motion. It can be noted, the human-like motion pattern for the
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Figure 6.1: The generated HOAP-I’s human-like basic walking pattern in the sagittal
plane.

HOAP-I robot is shown to be similar to the 2D human-like walking posture for the

NUSBIP-I robot, as shown in Figure 4.6(f).

6.2.1 3D Walking Control Results

Given suitable motion trajectories have been successfully generated using the GAOFSF

method, the obtained motion trajectories were then applied to the HOAP-I robot directly

in the dynamic simulation environment to check the dynamic behavior of the robot. The

dynamic simulation takes into account dynamic behaviors such as the robot’s inertia and

ground contact forces.

The results of the dynamic simulation show that such a direct implementation of the

walking motion can only achieve walking up to a certain distance (about 15 steps contin-

uously for a human-like walking pattern), and the failure mainly comes from the frontal

plane motion control. Figure 6.2 shows the resulting motion of the HOAP-I robot pro-

jected to the sagittal plane. Good walking posture was maintained, as compared with

that in Figure 6.1, with the body properly controlled and maintained in an upright posi-

tion, and the stance foot being stable on the ground. The resulting dynamics are shown
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Figure 6.2: Stick-diagram of Hoap-I robot during 3D walking without reference adjust-
ment.

in Figure 6.3. It can be noted from Figure 6.3 that, except for the hip roll, the rest of

the joint trajectories are shown to be very periodical. This indicates that the generated

motion pattern achieved a good motion coordination for the sagittal motion plane. For

the hip roll in the frontal motion plane, while the shape of the resulting trajectory (solid

line) follows closely the reference trajectory (dashed line), there is a certain difference

in the amplitude of the motion.

In addition, particularly checking the forward walking velocity profile of the 3D walking

motion, it is found that the velocity profile is no longer just shaped as a ”U” profile, first

reduced and then increased, as shown in Figure 6.4. Instead, the velocity profile contains

more terms of fluctuation, but the distribution is shown to be comparable before and

after crossing the center lineX = 0, as indicated at the marked step-motion. The solid

line shows the velocity when robot body is located at the center lineX = 0, and the

dash lines indicate the walking velocity at the touch-down moment. Here, the main

reason for the unnatural walking velocity profile because when the formulated control

is applied to the frontal plane motion control, the applied joint control gains have to be

higher and more stiff to maintain the desired lateral motion. Then, in order to match

with the frontal plane motion, the sagittal motion should also be given higher and more

stiff control gains. Since the sagittal plane motion is generated according to the same

motion objective functions for the 2D walking motion, the generated sagittal pattern

will be rather symmetrical referring to the center lineX = 0 with the uniform walking
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velocity. Therefore, even if the higher control gains caused the motion velocity more

fluctuated, the resulting velocity profile still appeared to be comparable for the swing-in

and swing-out phases.

Because the velocity profile, although more fluctuated, is still comparable before and

after the center lineX = 0, the least deviated motion pattern can be still identified as a

step motion whose end dynamics are close to the initial dynamics. Here, although the

motion stability of the sagittal plane motion is still maintainable, the higher control gains

already make the resulting motion rather close to the planned basic walking pattern.

Note here the basic walking pattern is used to coordinate the real motion but itself is

not a robust motion as the ZMP will be rather overlapped with the CG position when

the walking velocity is optimized to be uniform. Due to the short step-length given

to the above motion example, the ZMP of the planned motion can be still confined in

the supporting polygon. Therefore, applying an initial condition close to the planned

dynamics is still able to maintain the sagittal motion stability referring to the dynamics

as shown in Figure 6.3.

However, compared to the sagittal motion, the frontal motion plane is more difficult to

control as the angular momentum in the frontal motion plane cannot be compensated

during a one step motion. Also, the acceleration of the basic lateral motion pattern is

rather major. Therefore, motion failure eventually occurs to the frontal motion plane.

Based on the obtained 3D walking results, it can be seen that a fixed basic walking

pattern given by the GAOFSF motion generation and optimization is applicable for the

3D walking control to some extent. The joint controllers are shown able to resemble

the motion pattern given suitable control gains. However, the resulting frontal plane

motion is not robust enough to achieve the long distance walking. Therefore, in order to

achieve a prolong 3D walking motion, some kind of frontal motion adjustment strategy

must be incorporated. The following sections present a strategy which online stabilizes

the walking motion based on the TFS formulation.
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Figure 6.3: Hoap-I robot 3D walking dynamics without reference adjustment.
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Figure 6.4: Walking velocity profile in the sagittal motion plane. The solid line indicates
the velocity when robot body is located at the center lineX = 0, and the dash lines
indicate the touch-down moment walking velocity.
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6.3 Frontal Plane Motion Balance Control

In this section, an approach which makes use of a method of learning to find appropriate

parameters to close the motion control loop and achieve stable locomotion is inves-

tigated. Previous work have been done on the application of reinforcement learning

for bipedal locomotion control [46][49]. The work presented here also adopted rein-

forcement learning to explore the potential of a simple optimized motion generator, the

proposed Truncated Fourier Series Model (TFS), for 3D bipedal locomotion control. In

the TFS model applications for 2D walking presented in Chapter 5, three key parame-

ters determine the locomotion - the fundamental frequency which determines the pace

of walking, the amplitude of the functions which determines the stride, and the con-

stant terms used to adjust to different inclinations of the terrain. The following presents

a motion balance strategy which is also based on the TFS model for the frontal plane

motion.

In previous sections and chapters, the sagittal motion is shown stable without any pa-

rameter adjustment during walking. Because of assured stability of locomotion in the

sagittal plane, using the GAOFSF generated trajectories, it only now remains to consider

the frontal plane motion to achieve good stable 3D walking. For this purpose, the robot

control model is simplified as a one-link model actuated by the stance ankle joint, as

shown in Figure 6.5. The controller applied to the stance ankle joint in the frontal plane

is considered as a pair of virtual springkp and damperkd.

The walking results presented in the previous section without reference adjustment show

that it could be difficult to achieve a long distance walking motion by using a symmetri-

cally planned motion reference. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate some real-time

motion adjustment mode to online correct and balance the walking motion. In order to
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Stance ankle
joint controller
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Figure 6.5: Robot Model for balancing control.

achieve that, the formulation of the lateral motion’s reference is modified as:

θr =





c1 +R1Σ2k+1
i=1 D1isin(iω1t), k = 1,2,3..., t ∈ [0,Tm]

c2 +R2Σ2k+1
i=1 D2isin(iω2(t−Tm)), t ∈ [Tm,T]

ω1 = π
2Tm

, ω2 = π
2(T−Tm) ,

c1 +R1(Σ2k+1
i=1 D1i) = c2 +R2(Σ2k+1

i=1 D2i)

(6.10)

This modified TFS formulation for frontal plane motion comprises two TFS functions

joined and having the same values att = Tm, or the point at which the lateral motion

changes direction. The reference continuity is thus not affected and all solutions given

by Equation (6.8) can also be approximated. In Equation (6.9),R1 andR2 are the scaling

factors for the 1st and 2nd halves of the lateral motion respectively.ω1 andω2 are their

corresponding fundamental frequencies.c1 andc2 are the constants attached in the TFS

formulation. Theoretically, through the adjustment of parameters(c1,c2,Tm,D1i ,D2i),

all the lateral motion patterns can be generated.

As discussed in the previous section when the motion trajectories were optimized by

minimizing the time integral of the stance foot torque, the optimum lateral motion can

be represented by just the fundamental component in the TFS without much loss of accu-

racy. To reduce computational cost, higher order terms in Equation (6.10) are neglected
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in this work leading to the simplified formulation given by (6.11):

θr =





c1 +R1D1sin(ω1t) t ∈ [0,T/2]

c2 +R2D1sin(ω2(t−T/2)) t ∈ [T/2,T]

ω1 = π
T , ω2 = π

T

c1 +R1D1 = c2 +R2D1

(6.11)

The basic frontal plane motion is now completely defined by only the three parameters

(c1,R1,c2). Here, these three parameters are tuned by trial-and-error to define a basic

frontal pattern. In adjusting the TFS generated lateral reference trajectory for stable

long-distance 3D walking, the target of these adjustments will be the basic frontal plane

motion, whose dynamics are very similar between the initial state and the end state of a

step.

Based on the three parameters(c1,R1,c2) which specifies the TFS motion, one motion

balance strategy is investigated here. It is through the adjustment ofc1 for dynamics

error regulation. Reinforcement Learning then is assisted to establish the robot self-

learning mechanism for walking balance behavior.

6.3.1 TFS Motion Balance Strategy:c1 adjustment

Dynamics perturbations from ground contact behavior occur at the instant that the swing

foot lands on the ground. Compared to the sagittal motion, the frontal motion is more

difficult to be controlled as the desired motion. Therefore, there is a need to adjust the

reference trajectory to compensate for this disturbance so as to maintain stable locomo-

tion.

Referring to the TFS formulation of (6.11), of the three parameters which specify the

basic motion, the approach here is to adjust the first half of the basic step by adjusting

c1 while keepingR2 andc2, which together specify the 2nd half, constant. Referring to

Figure 6.6 and Equation (6.12) to ensure continuity at the middle of the step att = T/2,

R1 will be adjusted according to the relationshipc1 +R1D1 = c2 +R2D1.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of the reference adjustment throughc1 adjustment.

Assuming the highlighted solid line is the selected basic motion’s lateral reference, by

varyingc1 the initial value of the reference position can be shifted. Therefore, if there is

no under-actuation issue, there will always be a value ofc1 which will make the motion

converge to the target frontal plane motion. Incorporating the foot-ground interactions,

the learning agent is assigned the task to learn the appropriate value ofc1 based on

the dynamics states without toppling over the stance foot. In the course of learning,

the CMAC network always updates the state-action pair locations based on the walking

experience so as to give a better function approximation. In this way, after a period of

training, the trained CMAC network will be able to provide a better estimation ofc1 at

the state of each step so as to achieve stable walking. This will be especially so in the

region of the starting states of each step in which there had been more previous walking

experience.

State variables Based on the assumption that the dynamics in the sagittal plane and

the frontal plane are weakly coupled, the state variables chosen for the reinforcement

learning are the deviation of the robot rolling position∆θ and velocity∆θ̇ from the

basic pattern motion taken at the end of a step which also corresponds to the beginning
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of a new single support phase. The errors are defined as follows:

1. ∆θ = θ −θb, θb being the basic walking pattern’s initial rolling position.

2. ∆θ̇ = θ̇ − θ̇b, θ̇b being the initial rolling velocity of the basic walking pattern.

Reward function and return computation For the frontal plane balance control, a

”myopic” learning agent (γ = 0) [63], which only tries to maximize the immediate

reward, is used for reinforcement learning. The immediate reward need not be very

precise. However, it must roughly represent how well the desired walking behavior is

maintained after each step’s balance control has been executed [49]. Such myopic learn-

ing applied to the bipedal locomotion control has also been successfully implemented

in the work by Chew and Pratt [49]. Here, the performance of the walking behavior is

evaluated by hip motion’s dynamics errorE formulated as Equation (6.12):

E = ∆θ 2 + r1∆θ̇ 2 (6.12)

wherer1 is the weight for the errors from different sources affecting the motion’s balance

behavior.

Using the ”myopic” learning agent, the reward function is therefore computed mainly

in the form of the lateral motion’s dynamics error as (6.13):

r =




−E For : (∆θ ⊆U∆θ ) and (∆θ̇ ⊆U∆θ̇ )

Rf otherwise( f ailure).
(6.13)

whereRf is a negative constant value assigned as a large penalty.
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Learning implementations With the initial conditions set atθr = 0, θ̇r = 1.32rad/s

andD1 = 0.22 from the GAOFSF method, a suitable frontal basic pattern is found at:

c1 = 0.15, c2 = 0.003, ω = 3.2 andR1 = 0.675 through trial-and-error. This basic

3D walking pattern results in similar initial and end dynamic conditions including both

position and velocity of the robot. In that case, the basic motion becomes the motion

target for the consequent steps trying to repeat.

Before reinforcement learning is executed, a pre-learning process is conducted to ob-

tain some heuristics of the boundaries of the dynamics and weighting of the position

error and velocity error in the reward function (6.13). This pre-learning is based on an

exhaustive searching for actionc1 for each step under different position and velocity

boundaries. Once the boundary is satisfied, the robot will just proceed to the next step.

After obtaining a suitable number of successful and failed walking experience (say 50

states), the rolling position and velocity boundaries can be roughly sketched as shown

in Table 6.2. Based on the selected boundaries,r1 will be assigned a value that balances

the weighting of position error and velocity error. The description of this implemen-

tation is summarized in Table 6.2. The width of the receptive field has to be tuned

through trial-and-error for a better action estimation. The number,C, of receptive field

is chosen based on some experience selection of previous works [49]. Usually, function

approximation behaves better with a larger value forC but the computation cost is also

accordingly increased. The learning step-size commonly is a small value [63].

Results Implementing the reinforcement learning algorithm as discussed in the previ-

ous section, Figure 6.7 to 6.12 show the walking results with the lateral motion balance

agent. Figure 6.7 shows the length of time the robot was able to walk before falling

versus the number of the trials. The learning experience is accumulative meaning that

what is learned in all previous attempts is also applicable and used for each current at-

tempts. Therefore, with the number of walking trials increased, the state-action function

approximation behaves to be more reliable.

The experiment was terminated when the target of 50 steps of stable walking was
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Table 6.2: Reinforcement Learning Set-up for balance control throughc1 adjustment

Description Remark

Basic frontal walking pattern c1 = 0.15,R1 = 0.675,c2 = 0.003

Learning output (action)u parameter∆c1

Reward function Equation (18)

∆θmax 0.01rad

∆θmin −0.01rad

∆θ̇max 0.2rad/s

∆θ̇min −0.2rad/s

r1 2.5

Discount factorγ 0 (myopic)

Action setU (0.001n|−0.02≤ 0.001n≤ 0.02)

andn∈ Z

Policy modifiedε-greedy(ε = 0)

CMAC parameters

Width: receptive field for∆θ̇ 0.2rad/s

Width: receptive field for∆θ 0.02m

Width: receptive field for∆c1 0.01m

Receptive fields layers no.C 128

Learning step-sizeα 0.25
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achieved. This tempt was achieved after 252 iterations as attempts. The walking pattern

for the final 50-step walk is shown in the stick diagram in Figure 6.8, with the dynamics

for the first period of the walk in Figure 6.9.

From the result, it can be seen that the walking pattern still maintains the human-like

posture in the sagittal plane with the body held in an upright position with only small

periodic variations. In Figure 6.9, it should be noted that without any parameter ad-

justment, the sagittal plane motion still can be maintained well, as seen from the very

periodical actual joint trajectories (Figure 6.9 (d)). Also because the generated walk-

ing motion is optimized to be quite symmetrical according to the center line, the actual

velocity profile will be also maintained rather equivalent before and after crossing the

center line. Due to the higher joint control gains, the resulting velocity is still shown to

be more fluctuated but the velocity profile in the positive and negative walking phases

are rather equivalent according to the center lineX = 0.

Figure 6.9(b) shows the actual hip joint roll angles for the stance and the swing legs.

It can be seen that the two joint angles are almost overlapped showing the swing leg is

well maintained to be parallel to the stance leg during walking. Furthermore, using rein-

forcement learning, data as shown in Figure 6.9 (f), the subsequent steps are controlled

to be stable and very similar to the initial basic frontal plane motion. Figure 6.10 and

Figure 6.11 show the frontal plane motion behavior in the Yobotics dynamic simulation

environment. (Note:qdy, lateral velocity; lstate, value of 1: left support, and value of

0: left swing,qy, lateral motion displacement referring to the middle lineY = 0 in the

frontal motion plane). It can be seen that the maximum lateral velocity occurs at the

moment that the swing foot landed on the ground and the lateral velocity reduced to be

zero about in the middle of a step, att = T/2.

Relation of parameter c1 and the frontal dynamics Referring to the learning states

obtained, within a fixed speed walking motion, the general relation of parameterc1 and

the frontal plane motion dynamics is found to be:c1 will be increased with the combined

dynamics indicatorU = P0+ξ |vy| decreased, whereξ is a weighting parameter balances
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Figure 6.7: Learning profile for the simulated HOAP-I 3D walking.
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Figure 6.8: Stick-diagram of 3D dynamic walking under actionc1.
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Figure 6.9: The resulting 3D motion dynamics under actionc1.
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Figure 6.10: Frontal motion balance behavior.vy(qdy)−> 0 at the middle of a step.

Figure 6.11: Frontal motion control behavior: maximum lateral velocity occurs at the
touch-down moment.
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Figure 6.12: Relation between the actionc1 and dynamics at the touch-down moment.

the dynamics effect given by the position and velocity component, as shown in Figure

6.12.

The relation can be easily understood that when the lateral motion energy is not enough,

c1 needs to be properly increased to generate the driving force and vice versa for the

situation when the motion energy is a bit excessive.

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the parameterc1 in the TFS model

can be used for motion balance control and the application through reinforcement learn-

ing is effective. However, as seen from the lateral position and velocity trajectories, the

lateral behavior is not of good motion smoothness. This is mainly because the resulting

motion is controlled by stiff control gains instead of the incorporation of more natural

dynamics using a soft motion controller.
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6.4 Variable Speed 3D Walking Results

The application of the proposed balance control approach is further extended to the 3D

variable speed walking to explore the potential or limit of this balance control strategy.

The posture transition is mainly handled by the sagittal plane motion adjustment and the

frontal plane motion is to maintain the motion balance.

Variable speed walking can be achieved through the adjustment of stride-frequency or

step-length. To accurately identify a dynamic state for 3D variable speed walking,

the learning agent should be further provided with information on the desired walking

step-lengthRd, the desired stride-frequencyωd, the change of the step-length∆Rd and

the change of the stride-frequency∆ωd in addition to the frontal plane dynamics state

(∆θ ,∆θ̇). Therefore, the input state becomes[Rd,ωd,∆Rd,∆ωd,∆θ ,∆θ̇ ] with subnet-

worksc1 = fc1(Rd,ωd,∆Rd,∆ωd), R1 = fR1(Rd,ωd,∆Rd,∆ωd), c2 = fc2(Rd,ωd,∆Rd,∆ωd).

However, this will greatly enlarge the state-action space. Due to the current limitation of

the state-action space for reinforcement learning, in the work here each walking pattern

is just assigned a CMAC network still with the input state as[∆θ ,∆θ̇ ].

Before conducting the action searching for variable speed walking, a series of basic

walking patterns for different stable walking and speed transitions were firstly found by

trial-and-error. To change from one basic walking pattern to another, a transition pattern

is also needed. This transition pattern can be found through the optimization of energy

consumption or the least change from the previous basic pattern. LetFi(ωd,Rd) be the

desired frontal plane walking patterni, and f (∆ωd,∆Rd) be the basic transition pattern

to be used when changing from patternF1 to F2. The following are some demonstrations

of variable speed walking achieved by this balance motion control strategy.

The first demonstration of walking speed transition is through the adjustment of the de-

sired stride-frequencyωd. The stride-frequency is required to be changed fromωd =

3.2rad/s to ωd = 4.14rad/sat the 6th step with the step-length fixed. The basic pattern

F1 is found at:c1 = 0.15,c2 = 0.003 andR1 = 0.675. The transitional frontal plane pat-

tern f (0.9,0) is found as:c1 = 0.159,R1 = 0.625 andc1 = 0.0036 through minimizing
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the accumulation of the stance ankle joint torque during the stance phase. The basic pat-

ternF2 is found at:c1 = 0.16,R1 = 0.6 andc2 = 0.0035. The learning conditions are the

same as Table 6.2. Walking motion before transition has its reward based on the dynam-

ics error formulation of the 1st basic pattern, and walking in transition and afterwards

are both based on the dynamics formulation of the final motion after transition.

Figure 6.13 shows the resulting dynamics from which it can be seen that the robot body

is still maintained to be upright referring to Figure 6.13(a). The walking velocity is

successfully transited to a slightly higher level of walking as shown in Figure 6.13 (e).

Still, the resulting walking velocity contains more fluctuations compared to the ”U”

shaped velocity profile appeared in the 2D walking motions, but with the end velocity

not very varied from the initial velocity. Therefore, the sagittal plane motion is still

maintained stable for all the steps. Incorporating the developed balance strategy through

c1 adjustment, the frontal plane motion maintains the similarity of the dynamic behavior

compared to their corresponding basic walking pattern in the frontal motion plane. The

resulting walking posture in the sagittal plane is shown in the stick-diagram, Figure 6.14.

The frequency change can be observed from the change of the stick-density.

The second demonstration of speed transition is through a step-length adjustment. The

step-length is reduced fromRd = 0.77 to Rd = 0.6 with the stride-frequency fixed at

ωd = 4.14. The basic pattern forF1 is theF2 used in the previous demonstration and

f (0,−0.17) = (c1 = 0.124,R1 = 1.27577,c2 = 0.005). Similar to the previous demon-

stration of the stride-frequency adjustment, the transition pattern is selected by opti-

mizing the integral of the stance ankle’s torque, and then leadingF2 = (c1 = 0,R1 =

1.5,c2 = 0.0015). Figure 6.15(d) and (e) show that the sagittal plane motion is still

well controlled for all the steps. Referring to the resulting walking velocity shown in

Figure 6.15(e), it can be noted that the walking velocity was successfully transited to a

lower level but the velocity profile is still not of a natural ”U” profile. Same as the pre-

vious demonstration, the frontal plane motion of this variable step-length walking also

has achieved similar dynamic behavior for all the steps, however, the resulting motion

is shown certain jerkiness especially in the frontal plane motion. The actual walking
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Figure 6.13: The resulting dynamics of walking with frequency changed fromω =
3.2rad/s to ω = 4.14rad/s.
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Figure 6.14: Stick-diagram of the sagittal motion: walking stride-frequency is varied
from ω = 3.2rad/s to ω = 4.14rad/s.
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Figure 6.15: The resulting dynamics of walking: walking step-length is reduced.

posture in the sagittal plane is shown in the stick-diagram, Figure 6.16.

6.5 Summary

The application of the proposed TFS model for 3D bipedal walking control, especially

for the lateral balance behavior has been demonstrated by several examples. Directly

applying the optimized walking motion generated by the GAOFSF method to the sim-

ulated ”HOAP-I” robot without taking any dynamics feedback, stable 3D human-like

walking can be maintained, but only for a certain distance. In order to achieve longer dis-

tance stable walking, a reference adjustment strategy, which is based on the TFS frontal

plane model(c1,R2,c2), has been investigated and shown to be effective for maintain-

ing motion stability. The walking control results show that the parameters(c1,R2,c2)

are sufficient to determine the basic balance pattern and the parameterc1 contained in
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Figure 6.16: Stick-diagram of the sagittal motion: walking step-length is decreased.

the TFS lateral formulation can be adjusted in real-time to achieve stable long-distance

fix-speed or rhythmic 3D walking. In addition, reinforcement learning has been success-

fully applied to the proposed balance control strategy. Therefore, it can be concluded

that based on the TFS model, the biped robot can be given some intelligence to self-train

the locomotion balance network and then achieve stable 3D dynamic walking.

Through the above examples of fixed or variable speed walking, the TFS model shows

its use for balancing the 3D multi-speed bipedal walking. However, the major concern

of using this balance strategy is the control gains have to be relatively high and crit-

ical so as to converge the motion to the planned motion pattern as much as possible.

This may inhibit the excitation of natural dynamics, as noted from the change of the

forward walking velocity profile. Since the planned basic motion is of a rather uniform

walking velocity, in order to prevent the stance foot from toppling over, the achievable

step-length will then be quite limited. Furthermore, although walking can be maintained

stable as demonstrated above, the resulting motion is shown with certain jerkiness, es-

pecially for the frontal plane motion control.

In order to maintain the natural sagittal plane motion behavior as presented in the 2D

walking experiments, the lateral motion control should be also more natural dynamics

incorporated. Therefore, the subsequent chapter will focus on how damping behavior

can be contributed to the frontal plane motion balance control.
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Chapter 7

Frontal Motion Balance Strategy 2

In research into bipedal locomotion control, a major challenge is posed by the fact that

the bipedal system is an under-actuated system with the stance-foot always interacting

with the ground. Because of this under-actuation, motion trajectories generated without

taking account the dynamic environment, i.e ground contact behavior, may not be feasi-

ble and the generated reference trajectories will not be properly tracked, especially for

the frontal plane motion.

This is mainly because the frontal plane motion has a higher acceleration component for

changing the lateral velocity’s direction. Even if the generated motion trajectories can be

followed to some extent through restricting the trajectory of the ZMP [75]-[79], it will be

still difficult to achieve stable 3D walking for a long distance if some form of feedback

is not incorporated to adjust to the disturbances caused by the robot-ground interaction

or imperfect control gains. This actually has been shown by the results obtained in the

previous chapter.

In the previous chapter, although three dimensional long distance dynamic walking has

been achieved through the adjustment of the TFS parameterc1, it is still shown difficult

to achieve the natural and smooth sagittal plane walking motion as presented in the 2D

walking control due to the stiff controls gain applied to the robot. Using the stiff control
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gains, the planned motion will be more approximated. However, when the velocity

of the basic walking pattern is being uniform, it is not desirable to track the planned

basic walking pattern very accurately because less acceleration can then be naturally

generated by the formulated motion control law. Therefore, the result of the previous

chapter shows even if walking motions can be maintained or adjusted, the adjustment

range is quite limited and the resulting walking is of certain jerkiness, losing the good

motion adaptation as shown in the 2D walking results.

In order to excite more natural dynamics which can smoothen the walking motion, a

damping based frontal motion balance control strategy is investigated for achieving good

motion stability and motion adaptation as well. In this chapter, a TFS formulation based

damping model is proposed for the lateral velocity regulation. Note in the subsequent

balance control strategy, only the damping component will be applied to the frontal

motion plane. This means the spring factorkp = 0 will be applied at the stance ankle

joint torque.

7.1 Damping Based Frontal Plane Motion Control

Referring to previous research work [49], it can be known that damping behavior plays

an important role for achieving the natural and smoother motion behavior. Since the

previous chapter shows the direct open-loop joint trajectory tracking does not achieve

a robustness locomotion. Also, a more active control based motion adjustment strategy

failed to realize a smooth or natural locomotion, a TFS formulation based damping force

generator, Equation (7.1) to (7.3), is therefore proposed for the real-time adjustment of

the actuation force which balances the frontal plane motion during walking. This time,

it can be noted that the TFS is eventually applied to the velocity planning instead of the

position planning after the differentiation of Equation (7.1). Figure 7.1 illustrates the

lateral position profiles when variableφ is zero, positive and negative.
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Figure 7.1: Lateral motion (position) profile for the balance control strategy 2.

y = Rysin(ωt)+φ t (7.1)

whereω is equal to the stride-frequency value for the sagittal motion. Differentiating the

Equation (7.1), the desired velocity profile can then be obtained as shown in Equation

(7.2).

˙̂y = Ryωcos(ωt)+φ (7.2)

Referring to the reference velocity profile, the damper force generator which balances

the lateral motion is formulated as Equation (7.3).

τ ′13 = kd( ˙̂y− ẏ) (7.3)

whereτ ′13 is the reaction torque of the stance ankle joint torque.
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From Equations (7.1), (7.2) and Figure 7.1, it can be seen that varying parameterφ , the

correlation of the average lateral velocity of the 1st and the 2nd half lateral motion can

be adjusted and achieve the time instant that the robot CG returns back to the middle line

in the frontal motion plane to be the same as the moment that the swing foot lands on the

ground. Since the frontal plane motion is barely controlled by the damping force, the

velocity profile for the phases - swinging from the middle line to one side and swinging

back from the side to the middle line - will be rather symmetrical and smooth, provided

the body height is not much varied during walking. Then, once the end configuration of

a step motion is about the same as the initial configuration in the frontal motion plane,

the resulting lateral velocity will be also close to the initial velocity. Therefore, the end

dynamics will not be much deviated from the initial dynamics if the end configuration

of each step can be regulated well.

Since the adjustment of parameterφ is able to adjust the average velocity correlation

between the swing-away and the swing-back phases, the strategy for this damping force

based balance control can be then just based on the real-time adjustment of parameter

φ by reinforcement learning algorithm. Similar to the selection of the basic frontal

plane motion pattern presented in Chapter 6, the target motion pattern in the frontal

motion plane in this chapter is allocated by parameters(Ry,φ) which can result in the

end dynamics (position and velocity) similar to the initial dynamics, together with an

assigned initial lateral velocityvy0 and a damping factorkd.

Similar to the last chapter for motion balance learning through the TFS parameterc1,

the major modules contained in the established reinforcement learning agent for the

real-time adjustment of the parameterφ are the same, briefly presented as follows:

State variables Based on the assumption that the dynamics in the sagittal plane and

the frontal plane are weakly coupled, the state variables chosen for the reinforcement

learning are still the deviation of the robot rolling position∆θ and velocity∆θ̇ from

the basic pattern motion measured at the end of a step which also corresponds to the

beginning of a new single support phase, based on the definitions in Chapter 6.
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Reward function and return computation The performance of the walking behavior

is also evaluated by hip motion’s dynamics errorE, formulated in Equation (6.12). Still,

a ”myopic” learning agent is used withγ = 0. The reward function is formulated the

same as that for thec1 adjustment balance control strategy, using Equation (6.13).

Pre-learning Before reinforcement learning was executed, a pre-learning process was

also conducted to obtain some heuristics of the boundaries of the dynamics and weight-

ing relation between the position error and velocity error in the reward function. The

boundaries were obtained in the same way as presented in Chapter 6.

7.2 Fixed Speed 3D Walking

The implemented reinforcement learning algorithm is set up as shown in Table 7.1 for

a fixed-speed 3D walking motion control. The basic walking pattern in the sagittal

motion plane is still selected as the solutionxHoap given in Chapter 6. Figure 7.2 shows

the length of time the robot was able to walk before falling versus the number of the

trials. The learning experience is also accumulative meaning that what is learned in all

previous attempts is also applicable and used for each current attempt. The experiment

was terminated when the target of 50 steps of stable walking was achieved. This tempt

was achieved after 128 iterations as attempts. The resulting walking motion mapped in

the sagittal motion plane is shown in Figure 7.4 in the form of stick-diagram. Figure 7.3

shows the dynamics for the first period of the walk.

Results of the Frontal Plane Motion Referring to the actual dynamics of the frontal

plane motion as shown in Figures 7.3(b) and (c), it can be clearly seen that the lateral

motion displacement is naturally confined into a sinusoidal-like profile and it remains

quite the same from step to step. Compared to Figures 6.9(b) and (c), the lateral velocity

is obviously much smoother under this damping force based balance control. The result-

ing velocity also has the maximum value when the robot body gets back to the middle
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Table 7.1: Reinforcement Learning Set-up for balance control throughc1 adjustment

Description Remark

Basic frontal walking pattern Ry = 0.4, φ = 0

Learning output (action)u parameterφ
Reward function Equation (18)

∆θmax 0.01rad

∆θmin −0.01rad

∆θ̇max 0.2rad/s

∆θ̇min −0.2rad/s

r1 2.5

Discount factorγ 0 (myopic)

Action setU (0.001n|−0.05≤ 0.001n≤ 0.05)

andn∈ Z

Policy modifiedε-greedy(ε = 0)

CMAC parameters

Width: receptive field for∆θ̇ 0.2rad/s

Width: receptive field for∆θ 0.02m

Width: receptive field forφ 0.01rad

Receptive fields layers no.C 128

Learning step-sizeα 0.25
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Figure 7.2: Learning profile for the simulated HOAP-I 3D walking.
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Figure 7.3: 3D walking dynamics under the proposed damping based force generator
and sagittal motion control algorithm. (Hoap-I robot)
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Figure 7.4: Stick-diagram of the resulting 3D walking pattern mapped into the sagittal
motion plane.

line with the swing foot landed on the ground at the same time, as shown in Figure 7.5,

and the zero lateral velocity occurs at about the instantt = T/2 as shown in Figure 7.6.

Therefore, the average velocity of the 1st and the 2nd half of the lateral motion are about

the same, but in different directions, and the overall average lateral velocity is about zero

for each step motion. These behaviors, such as a smooth lateral motion displacement

and overall average walking velocity−> 0 of each step-motion, are exactly as desired

as good robot balancing behaviors.

Results of the Sagittal Plane Motion Based on the dynamics obtained, as shown

in Figure 7.3, it can be seen that under this damping force based balance control, the

sagittal motion of the 3D walking motion has the same features as those observed from

the previous 2D walking motions. The robot body can be held in an upright position

with only small periodic variations, referring to Figure 7.3(a), and the sagittal motion

can successfully converge to the desired one-step period limit cycle pattern with the

forward walking velocity shaped into a ”U” profile, referring to Figure 7.3(e). Also, the
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Figure 7.5: Frontal plane motion balancing behavior: maximum velocity occurs at the
touch-down moment.

Figure 7.6: Frontal plane motion balancing behavior: maximum lateral swing range
occurs at the middle of a step-motion.
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Figure 7.7: Relation of the action: parameterφ and robot dynamics at the touch-down
moment.

maximum walking velocity occurs at the touch-down moment and the minimum walking

velocity occurs close to the center lineX = 0, as observed from the stick-density of the

stick-diagram in Figure 7.4.

Relation of parameter φ and the frontal dynamics Referring to the learning states

obtained, within a fixed speed walking motion, the general relation of parameterφ and

the frontal plane motion dynamics is found to be:φ will be increased with the increment

of the combined dynamics indicatorU = P0 + r|vy|, wherer is a weighting parameter,

and vice versa, as shown in Figure 7.7.

The relation can be easily understood that when the lateral motion energy is not enough,

φ should be reduced a bit to generate a larger driving force for swinging away and vice

versa for the situation when motion energy is excessive. (Note, when the set point sent

to the stance ankle joint controller is based on the cartesian space,y, instead of an angle

in the joint space, the desired displacement must be inside the actual displacement to
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Figure 7.8: Resulting 3D walking dynamics under the proposed damping force based
motion balance control and sagittal motion control algorithm (NUSBIP robot).

generate a torque to drive the motion to move in the desired direction. Therefore, here

reducingφ means to generate more driving forces).

To test the algorithm generality for robots of different mechanical properties, this damp-

ing based balance control strategy has also been applied to the larger size robot, NUSBIP-

I. Figure 7.8 shows the resulting dynamics of the NUSBIP-I robot’s 3D walking motion.

It can be seen that the forward walking velocity profile is still achieved as expected:

smoothly first reduced and then increased with the minimum velocity occurring roughly

at the positionX = 0 and the maximum velocity occurring at the touch-down moment.

Figure 7.9 shows the frontal motion behavior of the motion. The swing leg is shown

to be parallel to the stance leg during walking. The maximum lateral velocity occurs at

the touch-down moment and the zero lateral velocity is about at the instantt = T/2, as

shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, respectively. All these motion control behaviors

confirm the generality of the sagittal motion control algorithm and further validate the

frontal motion balance strategy as well.
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Figure 7.9: NUSBIP robot frontal motion behavior: maximum lateral displacement oc-
curs at the middle of a step-motion.

Figure 7.10: NUSBIP robot frontal motion balance behavior: maximum lateral velocity
occurs at the touch-down moment.
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7.3 Damping Based Variable Speed Walking Control

The proposed damping behavior balance control has also been applied to the variable

speed 3D walking control. Since the full motion state for walking on a fixed terrain is

supposed to be[Px,Vx,Py,Vy,∆L,∆ωh], where[Px,Vx] and [Py,Vy] represent the dynam-

ics in the sagittal and frontal motion plane, respectively, taking account of the cross

coupling behavior during the 3D walking. Here,[∆L,∆ωh] indicates the change of the

desired walking pace. However, currently this big state is not very applicable for the

used reinforcement learning algorithm. Therefore, each motion pattern is still separately

given a CMAC network, assuming in each fixed speed motion, the cross coupling be-

havior is rather minor. The following shows the control results when the damping force

based balance control is applied to the variable step-length and variable stride-frequency

walking.

The first demonstration of speed transition is through a variable step-length robot walk-

ing motion. The step-length is first increased for 20% while the stride-frequency is

maintained atωh = 4rad/s. The basic frontal plane pattern of the first step-length walk-

ing is found atF1 = (Ry = 0.4,φ = 0) and the basic frontal plane pattern of the new

step-length walking is selected atF2 = (Ry = 0.4,φ = 0.2) with the transition pattern

f (0,−0.2) = (Ry = 0.4,φ = 0.11). Here, the basic frontal plane motion patterns are all

obtained by trial-and-error when achieving the similar lateral motion dynamics at the

initial and end instant of a step motion.

Observed from the walking results, the robot body is maintained to be upright at the

desired posture during walking, as shown in Figure 7.11(a). Also, the resulting forward

velocity profile is again confined into the graceful ”U” shape, as shown in Figure 7.11(e).

The entrained limit cycle behavior is also shown of the desired one-step period type, as

defined in Chapter 4. Therefore, the sagittal motion trajectories are concluded to be very

periodical, referring to Figure 7.11(d).

The desirable sagittal motion behavior can be also observed from Figure 7.12 which

shows the stick-diagram of the resulting 3D walking motion mapped into the sagittal
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Figure 7.11: 3D variable-step length walking dynamics under the damping force based
balance control. (Hoap-I robot).

motion plane. Compared to the stick-diagram, Figure 6.16, it can be clearly seen the

differences that the highest stick-density here back to the moment that the robot CG

reaches the center lineX = 0 while the maximum walking velocity occurs at the touch-

down moment for all the involved walking patterns. This indicates the resulting motion

still remains the motion features presented in 2D walking part, and the resulting 3D

motion is natural and smooth.

In addition, the frontal plane motion is also controlled to be periodical through adjusting

the variableφ in real-time. The resulting frontal motion is much smoother compared to

the frontal motion obtained in Chapter 6. There is no obvious jerkiness observed under

this damping force based balance control, as shown in Figure 7.11(b) and (c).

The second demonstration of the variable speed walking is through the adjustment of

the walking stride-frequencyωd. The stride-frequency is required to be changed from

ωd = 4rad/s to ωd = 4.8rad/s and then reduced toωd = 3.4rad/s as an example. The
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Figure 7.12: Stick-diagram of the conducted variable step-length 3D walking mapped
into the sagittal motion plane.

learning conditions are set the same as provided in Table 7.1. Figure 7.13 shows the

resulting dynamics from which it can be seen that the robot body is also maintained

at the upright position. The forward walking velocity is also observed to be smoothly

transited and then converge to the steady-state, as shown in Figure 7.13(e). Therefore, it

shows that incorporating the damping based balance control, the dynamics in the sagittal

motion plane can easily achieve the natural motion transitions as presented in the 2D

walking part. Referring to Figure 7.13(b), the online adjustment of parameterφ also

achieved the smooth lateral motion balance and naturally confined the lateral position

into a sinusoidal-like profile.

7.4 Summary

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that parameterφ in the simple TFS for-

mulated damping force generator is applicable for adjusting the motion actuation force

so as to balance the walking motion stably. Furthermore, the application through rein-

forcement learning algorithm is again shown to be effective.

Compared to the previous balance control strategy through the adjustment of parameter

c1, the damping based balance control strategy can maintain the natural dynamic walk-

ing behavior in the sagittal motion plane. Furthermore, the resulting motion profile in

the frontal plane motion is shown to be smooth, naturally of a sinusoidal profile.
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Figure 7.13: 3D walking dynamics of the variable-stride-frequency walking under the
damping force based balance control. (Hoap-I robot).
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Figure 7.14: Stick-diagram of the variable stride-frequency 3D walking pattern, mapped
into sagittal motion plane.
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Furthermore, the variable speed 3D walking achieved by this damping based balance

strategy is much less restricted by the step-length or stride-frequency. Compared to the

walking speed achieved in Chapter 6, the achieved 3D walking speed has increased for

about 70% in Chapter 7, as noted by the velocity plot in Figure 6.9 and Figure 7.3.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Using a ”divide-and-conquer” approach, the 3D dynamic bipedal walking control task is

partitioned into sub-tasks in the three orthogonal planes: sagittal, frontal and transverse.

The combination of the sagittal motion algorithm and the frontal motion algorithm has

been shown successful for achieving the stable 3D walking motion. The main strategy

of the robot locomotion control presented in this thesis is to guide the actual walking

motion to converge to a steady-state using low control gains based on a generated basic

walking pattern. This is different from the typical motion control strategies: tracking an

”optimal” walking pattern precisely as much as possible. The advantage of this motion

control strategy has been found as it can achieve more natural walking dynamics as well

as the motion stability. Since the motion control is rather soft, the resulting motion ap-

peared to be smooth and not very sensitive to the environment perturbations. Through

the successful applications of walking in different situations, the derived objective func-

tions for the generation of a basic walking pattern that allows low gain motion control

appear to be robust. Furthermore, using the proposed joint control scheme, the robot

body can be easily maintained at the desired upright position and thus the prescribed

walking posture can be achieved well.

Besides the achievement of motion stability, motion versatility for walking on differ-

ent terrains or walking under external force perturbations has been achieved to a good
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extent. Through the adjustment of the key parameters defined in the TFS motion formu-

lation, the step-length and the stride-frequency can be easily adjusted and then result in

a wide range of adjustment of walking pace in response to the perturbations. Also, the

regressed functions for the constant component in the TFS motion formulation success-

fully guided the robot to walk on the undulating terrains compliantly.

Furthermore, human-like robot walking has been achieved to a good extent. The human-

like behavior can be observed from the following aspects: 1) The human-like ground

reaction force pattern and knee motions on terrains of different slopes; 2) The achieved

sagittal steady-state walking with a smooth ”U” shape velocity pattern as that measured

in human gait analysis; 3)The imitation of the CPG function to some extent. (The low

level control can make itself converge to the steady-state walking under some range

of perturbations automatically. The high level supervision is only required when the

change of environment is rather obvious); 4)Two-level motion control (analogous to the

relation between brain and spinal cord).

In addition, in the 3D walking space, reinforcement learning has also shown its potential

applications for motion balance control. Two strategies of motion balance control have

been successfully implemented on 3D long distance walking control. One is mainly

based on an active motion control using the spring and damper components concur-

rently. Through the adjustment ofc defined in the TFS formulation for the lateral mo-

tion balance, the motion energy can be well compensated at each touch-down moment.

However, there is certain motion jerkiness incorporated in the achieved motion. It is

because in this case as discussed in Chapter 6, the joint control gains for the 3D walking

have to be rather stiff.

The second strategy completely based on the damping component not only successfully

maintained the frontal motion energy through the online adjustment of the parameter

φ formulated in the TFS, but also achieved motion smoothness in both the sagittal and

frontal motion planes. The resulting forward walking velocity profile appeared to be

graceful in a ”U” shape, and the lateral motion was naturally confined to be a sinusoidal-

like profile.
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Last but not least, the proposed motion generation method - GAOFSF method and the

soft motion control strategy are shown to be effective and general for robots of different

mechanical properties, as tested on two different bipedal robots, NUSBIP-I and HOAP-I

in this thesis.

8.1 Future Work

Based on the work done in this thesis, the followings are some suggestions for the future

research work.

Foot Placement Strategies: Currently in this thesis, for the sagittal plane motion, the

stride-frequency, step-length and walking pattern adjustment modes have been devel-

oped. Some demonstrations for real-time adjustment of walking pace and postures

in response to the perturbations have been demonstrated using reinforcement learning.

Nevertheless, it will be also interesting to have a robust prediction for where and when

the swing foot should land, i.e. what are the appropriate values for the step-length

and stride-frequency parameters in the TFS motion model, to maintain stable and to

continue with stable locomotion based on some nonlinear dynamics analysis. This is

because learning based computation method is still tedious in implementations.

In addition, the foot placement strategies can be further extended in both the sagittal and

frontal Planes concurrently. Currently in this thesis, the swing leg is always controlled

to be parallel to the stance leg during walking. This definitely restricted the motion

balancing behavior in response to the perturbations occur in the lateral direction. There-

fore, strategies for giving suitable foot placement in the frontal motion plane will also

be needed.

Strategies to Allow the Robot to Change Direction during Locomotion: In this the-

sis, there is no consideration for walking while changing motion directions. If the walk-

ing directions are changeable, the robot will be more flexible with the environment. This

is also especially good for applications such as rescuing in a hazard environment.
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Learning Algorithms : As discussed in the motion balance control strategies, the com-

mon assumption is made as assuming the cross coupling behavior is minor under a

fixed-speed motion pattern. This is mainly to reduce the size of the state in the rein-

forcement learning algorithm. However, the disadvantage is the motion identification

could be less accurate and the variable speed walking may need more CMAC networks

to separately work for each walking pattern. Therefore, learning algorithms is needed

to be further explored and compared for a better tolerance solving the larger state-space

problems. Then, the learning agent will become more powerful in the sense of hu-

man brain’s function imitation for walking adaptively in response to the environment

changes.
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